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Top graduates at MSU
selected for 1988-89

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Partly cloudy

Itif- NTUCKYCTRTIFIFD ore

GOLD AW•11111 WINNIII

WORLD

Tonight: becoming partly
cloudy. Very cool with a low
around 40. Wind becoming
northwest at 10 to 15 mph.
Saturday: breezy and much
cooler with a 30 percent chance
of morning rain. High near 50.

NATIONAL

VIENNA, Austria — The NATO allies, divided over whether to
update nuclear weapons or negotiate their reduction with the Soviets,
resume talks today with the Warsaw Pact on cutting conventional arms
and troops in Europe.
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James A. Baker III, offering
the broadest view yet of how the Bush administration will deal with
the Soviet Union, says the United States plans to test Moscow "again
and again" to see whether it will live up to its promises of reform.
SPACE CENTER, Houston — The robot probe Magellan streaked
across the solar system today at 25,000 mph on its way to Venus, and
the astronauts who launched the spacecraft turned to more routine tasks
aboard Atlantis.

gy0011111111111.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Unemployment rates were lower in March in
most Kentucky counties when compared to last year, according to figures from the Cabinet for Human Resources.
LOUISVILLE — This year's Kentucky Derby Festival has been
marred by a few glitches, but the problems have been minor compared
to past years, an official says.
LOUISVILLE — Churchill Downs' attempt to bar a Louisville-area
mall from selling unauthorized Kentucky Derby souvenirs was rejected
by a federal judge, who refused Thursday to issue a restraining order.
DIGNE, France — Two Kentuckians lost their lives as a U.S. military helicopter crashed and exploded in southern France after striking a
high-tension power line on a night training flight.
LOUISVILLE — A Hardin County couple who taught their son at
home have argued before a federal court that he should be allowed to
graduate with what would have been his senior class in public school.

Lori Holten of Belleville, Ill., and Jimmy Link of Clay have been
named the 1989 Outstanding Senior Woman and Man at Murray
State University. Selected from a group of MSU seniors who were
named to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges, Miss Holten and Link will be formally recognized during the
Honors Day program Friday, May 12. They will also speak at commencement Saturday, May 13.

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

,

-CINCINNATI — Baseball's investigation into allegations of gambling by Pete Rose apparently won't conclude with next week's report
to Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti.
BOSTON — Salaries have shot out of sight. Agents are everywhere.
New ballparks are clones with artificial turf. Scoreboards even tell fans
when to cheer.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Now, Shug McGaughey can restart his heart
and take a few easy breaths before Saturday. Easy Goer is the Kentucky Derby's first odds-on favorite in this decade, and the main horse
is in the main gate.
CALGARY, Alberta — It took six minutes for the Chicago Blackhawks to tear down all that the Calgary Flames had' built in six months.
PHILADELPHIA — The Montreal Canadiens' game plan in their
Stanley Cup semifinal with Philadelphia appears obvious — defuse the
Flyers' power play.

BUSINESS - FINANCE
LONDON — The dollar was fluctuating in a narrow range in Europe this morning, with trading made nervous by the prospect of central
bank intervention later during the session.
Gold prices fell.
Supported by relatively high U.S. interest rates, and expectations
that interest rates may rise even further, the market was bidding the
dollar up, traders said. International monetary authorities, on the other
side, were ready to intervene and stop the dollar's advance, they said.
One Italian trader said the central banks were likely to wait until
after the release today of the U.S. unemployment report for April.
The Tokyo market was closed for Children's Day, a national holiday. In London, the dollar was quoted at 134.25 yen compared with
133.95 yen Thursday.
—
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Area art and music administrators and educators angry over proposed changes in the middle school
curriculum by the Middle School
Task Force won a battle of sorts
Tuesday when state School Superintendent John Brock told a Murray
woman he will consider arguments
from the protestors.

"We've won a battle, but not the
war," according to Sharon Logsdon, who made the announcement
during a public meeting Tuesday
night at the Murray Middle
School's auditorium. Logsdon is
the executive director of the Purchase Players, an actors' group based
in Mayfield.
Logsdon said Brock was in the
process of forming a committee
comprised of art and music rep-

resentatives who will review the
Task Force's proposals and offer
suggestions for them before they
are submitted to the state Board of
Education later this summer.
A criticism of the 14-member
Task Force, formed by Brock in
December, is that they have proposed major changes in the middle
school curriculum without consulting art and music instructors. The
proposals, set to go before the

of Murray State with a major in
public relations, is the assistant to
the director of public relations at
Martin Marietta in Paducah.
Memberships include .Omicron
Delta Kappa leadership fraternity
and Pi Phi Delta forensics honor
society. He was a member of the
speech and debate team and served
as public relations chairman for the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Final exams
at MSU slated
to begin on
Monday, May 8
Final examinations for spring
semester elasses at Murray State
University will begin on Monday,
May 8.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs, said
examinations will begin- on the
campus at 8 a.m. on that date and
continue through Friday morning,
May 12, for day and evening classes. Examinations for Saturday
classes are scheduled on Saturday,
May 6.
The examination schedule on the
campus leads up to the annual
Honors Day Program at 3:30 p.m.
Friday, May 12, in the ballroom of
the Curris Center and the 66th
annual commencement at 10 a.m.
(Cont'd on page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP) — Oliver
L. North, the Marine at the shadowy center of the Reagan administration's secret effort to arm the
Nicaragua Contras, was convicted
Thursday of shredding documents
and two other charges in the IranContra affair. He was acquitted on
nine other counts.
North said he would appeal the
jury's decision: "We're absolutely
confident of the final outcome. As
a Marine I was taught to fight and
fight hard for as long as it takes to
prevail."
"We will continue this battle
and we will be fully vindicated."

he told reporters in a statement at
his lawyer's office. He did not take
questions.
The former Marine, who faces
up to 10 years in prison on the convictions, accepted the verdict without any show of emotion. But a
congressal supporter described him
as "absolutely elated" at the jury's
decision.
After judge and jury had left the
room, North walked to a railing
separating him from his wife, Betsy, and kissed her lightly on the
cheek. Mrs. North had been sitting
(Cont'd on page 2)

By DAVID TUCK
The annual Spring Pot-pourri of
Art highlights Kentucky Derby
weekend at the Calloway County
Public Library.
The art celebration starts at 9
a.m. Saturday and will feature art
exhibits, biscuit-making, a maypole
dance and quilts, Is well as a wide
variety of musical entertainment.

Sunday afternoon, the library
will host the English picnic, limited
to 100 guests at SIO apiece. The
menu includes salmon, marinated
chicken, shepherd's pie, salads, tea
and trifles, and strawberries and
cream. For more information, contact the library at 753-2288.
Saturday at Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between the
Lakes, a boys and girls fishing
tournament will be held from 9:30

(Cont'd on page 2)

MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — Strong
regional ties are important in the
selection of a replacement for Murray State University President Kala
Stroup, but academic and administrative assets arc uppermost,
according to Kerry Harvey, the
chairman-elect of the school's
board of regents.'
"All things being equal, I think
a candidate that has strong tics to
the region and an understanding of
people in tffis part of the world —
that's a positive," Harvey said
Oliver North
Wednesday.
Guilty on three counts
But he said strong regional ties
would not replace the obvious
academic and administrative
Nr_epuirements.
By a vote of 8-2 Tuesday, the
board made the decided to find a
new president to replace Stroup.
to 11:30 a.m. at Duncan Lake: An immediate question that
Moonshine of LBL will be demon- remains is what Stroup's role will
strated from 10 Lm. to 3:30 p.m.. he as the search begins, and
Harvey said the board will consider
as well as a girls' farm workshop
all options.
from 1-4 p.m. at the Homeplace
Under Stroup's contract, she
1850. Wagon rides will be Saturcould
be reassigned by the board,
day and Sunday from 1:30 and 2:30
but
she
does not have tenure. That
p.m. at Empire Farm, and guests
means even if she's assigned to the
may visit with the eagles at 2 p.m.
classroom, her relationship with
Sunday at the Woodlands Nature
Center.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Pot-pourri highlights weekend events
*Surrey Ledger & Times Staff WrIter

board May 2, were not included on
that meeting's agenda.
If passed by the state board, the
proposals would slightly cut art and
music curriculum and give middle
school students more power in
choosing their own art and music
classes, a step which would seriously damage a child's liberal arts
education, according to those

Regent reports
regional ties
important for
MSU successor

Jury finds North
guilty on 3 counts

_
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Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

Two of Murray State University's top graduates of 1988-89, Lori
D. Holten of Belleville, Ill., and
Jimmy R. Link of Clay, have been
named Outstanding Senior Woman
and Man.
Their selection for the annual
honor was announced Tuesday,
May 2, at the senior breakfast in
the Curris Center. Miss Holten and
Link were chosen from a select
group of Murray State seniors who
earlier were named to Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
They will be formally recognized
in the Honors Day program beginning at 3:30 p.m. Friday, May 12,
in the Curris Center ballroom.
They will also speak at commencement at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 13,
in Racer Arena.
Miss Holten will graduate with a
degree in engineering physics and
will begin work on her master's
degree at Murray State in the fall.
She is a member of Omicron
Delta Kappa leadership honor society, Gamma Beta Phi honor society
and Sigma Pi Sigma physics honor
society. Miss Holten also serves on
the university's Academic Council.
A Summer Orientation counselor, she is active in her social sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi and the
"little sister" organization of Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity:A 1984 graduate of West Belleville High School, Miss Holten is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Dewey Holten of 320 Susann Court
in Belleville.
Link, a December 1988 graduate

Brock to consider arguments over arts curriculum
By MARK COOPER
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Brock...
(Cont'd from page 1)
against the proposals.
The overall affects of the proposals, however, have been blown
out of proportion, especially here
in Western Kentucky where concern has grown the most, according
to Task Force member and Murray
interim superintendent Doralyn
Lanier.
Lanier said she tried to clear up
misconceptions about the work of
the Task Force at the public meeting Tuesday but said she does not
know if she was successful.
"No one changed anyone else's
mind, I'm sure," Lanier said.
The meeting, sponsored by the
Murray Concerned Citizens for the
Arts organization, was attended by
about 50 interested teachers and

Read the
want ads daily
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parents eager to learn more about
the proposals, Lanier said.
Other notables attending were
Dr. Irma Collins, assistant dean of
the college of fine arts at Murray
State University and state senator
Greg Higdon, who told the group
the biggest problem facing the
state's education system is having
enough funding to sponsor both the
basic and liberal arts curriculum,
Lanier said.
Logsdon disagreed, saying the
biggest problem in Kentucky's
educational system is the mindset
of the residents who lump art and
music into a special group apart
from basic skills requirements like
math, reading and sciences.
The Task Force's proposals will
only strengthen that mindset, Logsdon said.
"If you want to give students a
choice about their liberal education, then you should give them the
chance to choose about math and
reading," Logsdon said. "Arts and
music are just as important as the
basic skills. Kentuckians, however,
still look at them as specialties."

Two Kentuckians reported among five
Marines killed as helicopter crashes
DIGNE, France (AP) — Two
Kentuckians lost their lives as a
U.S. military helicopter crashed
and exploded in southern France
after striking a high-tension power
line on a night training flight.
The victims were among five
Marines aboard the craft who were
killed, officials said.
They were Cpl. Terry A. Miles,
22, a helicopter mechanic froAn
Ashland and Cpl. Lansden R. Good
III, 24, of Paducah, officials said.
The U11-1 Huey fell about 200
feet and then crashed into a mountain stream and exploded at about
9:45 p.m. Wednesday near Rougon,
a village 60 miles northwest of
Nice.
The craft was from the amphibious assault ship Guadalcanal, in
port in Toulon, and was assigned to
Marine Medium Helicopter Squadron 162 based at the New River,
N.C., Marine Corps Air Station.

In Washington, the Marine Corps
identified the other victims as: Maj.
Bruce A. Boulton, 37, a helicopter
pilot from Broward County, Fla.;
1st Li Michael P. Wilkes, 26, a
helicopter pilot from Akron, Ohio
and Lance Cpl. Matthew F. Rossell, 21, a helicopter mechanic
from Des Moines, Iowa.
The pilots were using nightvision goggles, but military officials said there was no reason, to
suspect the goggles played a role in
the crash.
A Marine official in Washington,
however, said the goggles do not
permit pilots to see power lines.
The Army recently ordered a
safety inspection of its night-vision
goggles after several crashes.
Rep. Frank McCloskey, D-Ind.,
who favors a temporary suspension
of the goggles, called Thursday for
a coordinated Pentagon investigation and a review of the military
use of the goggles.

McCloskey said he spoke recently with a retired Army general
under whose command a fatal night
training crash occurred.
"This individual is emphatic that
the goggles are not safe for flight
use. To continue using the devices
when even upper echelon officers
are recommending against it simply
makes no sense," McCloskey said.
He did not identify the Army
general.
Authorities in Digne ordered an
investigation into the accident.
The Marine Corps said the Huey
was the lead helicopter of two aircraft conducting a navigation training exercise. The other helicopter
was not involved in the accident.
The helicopter was one of 13
taking part in France-U.S. training
exercises in southern France from
April 29 to May 19, said Peter
Antico, a spokesman for the U.S.
Embassy in Paris.

Special Mother'sughDay„Weekend Sale
Sale Effective

JCPenney/Murray
25% Off All Coordinates
30% Off All Scarves
25% Off All Dresses
25% Off All Leather
Misses, Petites and Women's Sizes

Misses, Jr., Petite and Womens

20% Off All Hosiery
25%
Take An Extra

Off All

Clearance Sale Merchandise
Look For "Red Tag" Toppers
Throughout The Store
Example: Many Racks have "Take
30%, 50%, or 70% Off Ticketed Price"
You Save An Extra 25% Off That Price.
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Handbags

25%Off -)k-11 Swimwear
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25% Off All Women's
Belts
25% Off All Women's
Dress Shoes
WIN A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE!
1 WINNER EACH DAY!
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN
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Sleepwear

ADDRESS
PHONE

25% Off All
Petite Sportswear

25Gown
% Offs Women's

and Pa'amas

25
%
Off All
Women's Size Sportswear
25%Wome
Off All
n's Robe

GUEST OF ASSOCIATE
JCPenney Associates and family not eligible to enter

5V/0 Off All 14K
Gold Chains Earrin•s Charms
Save $5 to $7 On All
Adult Athletic Shoes

25% Off All

s
Women's Dusters
Travel America Luggage Sale

Save
Om.

20°/0 to 50°/0 On Entire Line of Luggage

bud

You're looking smarter than ever at

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-900-222-6161

Regent...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Murray probably still would end
when her contract expires in
mid-1990.
Harvey said reassignment was an
option, but the board would consider Stroup's wishes, adding that he
couldn't rule anything out.
Stroup said she had not considered reassignment. She added that
her administration has several tasks
to complete before a new president
is hired.
She also said she still believed
she has had the support of the university's constituencies in spite of
the board vote.
Several board members have not
given the reasons for their vote to
replace Stroup, but a broad concern
with her management style has
been cited by some observers.
Determining specifically what
that concern is has been difficult.
Chairman Robert Carter, a strong
Stroup supporter, said Wednesday,
"I get the feeling that some
;regents) felt she did a lot of managing through intimidation."
There have been private reports
that Stroup is prone to angry,
unprovoked outbursts. But those
who have worked closely with her
contend she has always behaved
professionally.
After Tuesday's vote, regent
Willie Kendrick referred to "internal strife" at the university.
Stroup said she doesn't know
what Kendrick or other critics
could be referring to, but that there
was some unrest on campus when
accountig and finance policies were
changed to comply with national
standards. That was to be expected,
she said.
Rumors about a possible replacement for Stroup have been circulating for weeks. Those candidates
mentioned as possibilities include:
—Jack Rose, superintendent of
the Calloway County schools and
one of the educators who helped
write Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
education plan. Rose said he would
have to review the job's qualifications, assess its effect on his family, and talk it over with friends and
Wilkinson before applying.
—State Superintendent of Public
Instruction John Brock "has said
that he would be interested, in his
career, in achieving a college presidency," his spokesman, Gordon
Nichols, said. Nichols said the timing of the Murray job opening may
not be right because Brock wants
to see his education goals through
the 1990 General Assembly.
—Kenneth Winters, former dean
of the Murray College of Industry
and Technology, was just inaugurated president of Campbellsville
College. He said Wednesday he
was flattered by the mention of his
name for the Murray post, but that
it would be premature to discuss it.
—Marshall Gordon, a former
administrator and presidential candidate at Murray who is now president of Southwest Missouri State
University, could not be reached
for comment.
All four have doctoral degrees
and ties throughout Murray's
region.
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Finals...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Saturday, May 13, in Racer Arena.
A total of 1,229 graduates,
including 455 from mid-year and
774 who have applied for degrees
this spring, will participate in the
formal cap-and-gown commencement exercise. A reception will follow in the Curris Center ballroom.
Two summer school terms of
five weeks each at Murray State
are scheduled June 1 — July 3 and
July 6 — Aug. 7.

Graduates...
(Coed from page 1)
Interfraternity Council.
The 1988 Greek Man of the
Year, Link is active in his social
fraternity, Sigma Chi. Other memberships include the All-Greek
Council and Order of Omega greek
honor society.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Link of Clay Route 3, he is a
1984 graduate of Webster County
High School.

ASCS office to
close
for training
The Calloway County ASCS
office will be closed Monday, May
8 and Tuesday, May 9. All personnel are required to attenil a training
workshop in Owensboro,
Kentucky.
Regular office hours will resume
Wednesday, May 10 at 7:30 a.m.
•
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Two days of events
set for Pot-pourri

(Cont'd from page I)
in the front row with a clergyman.
North left the courthouse with
his wife and his lawyer. They made
no comments to the crowd of
reporters and onlookers.

It was the first trial born of the
enough activity to keep anyone,
scandal that marred the last two
young or old entertained.
Demonstrations on Saturday years of Ronald Reagan's presideninclude a Quilting demonstration cy and raised questions about then
by the Quilt Lover's Club and a Vice President George Bush's
video on quilting which will be involvment in the administration's
shown hourly in the Story Hour clandestine effort to arm the ConRoom of the Library Annex. A tras. Even as the jury was returning
Beaten Bisquit 'machine and the its verdict, Bush told reporters at
almost forgotten technique of mak- the White House that he did not
ing Beaten Bisquits will be held in participate in any arrangement to
the A. H. Kopperud Breezeway expedit aid to other countries in
connecting the Library and Annex exchange for their support for the
at 11:15 a.m., 1:30" and 2:30 p.m. Contras. The White House said
Bush would have no comment on
Saturday.
Sunday afternoon will be high- the verdict
In Los Angeles, former Presient
lighted by two slide presentations
and lectures by Marilyn Kluger, Reagan also declined
comment.
artist and author. Claude Monet's
North's defense was that he had
gardens will be featured at 1:30 been a good soldier loyally
carryp.m. and Carl Larsson, creator of a ing out what he knew his
country style that is much copied commander-in-chief, the president,
today, will be featured at 3 p.m. wanted.
"The principle that no man is
The talks will be held in the
above
the law has been vindiLibrary Annex.
Entertainment is scheduled cated," said prosecutor John Kekthroughout the day on Saturday and er, who refused to answer reporfeatures many of the favorite enter- ters' questions.
tainers in our area. The entertain- - Keker, in a brief statement on
ment schedules is as folows:
the courthouse steps, told reporters,
Maypole Dance — Brownie
Some said the system of justice
Scouts — 10-10:30 a.m.: Flute could not deal effectively with this
Choir — MHS & MMS Students case. Some even said it could not
— 10:30-11 a.m.: Jazz Band — be tried. Col. North has been conMMS 7 and 8 graders - 11-11:30 victed of three very serious
a.m.: Bluegrass Music — "The charges. The jury has spoken."
Four Rivers Music Festival" —
North, 45, was pale and smiling
12-12:30 p.m.: Harmony — Golden nervously as he entered the courGirls — 12:30-1 p.m.: Handbell troom where his trial began with
Choir —1st Christian Church — jury selection more than three
1-1:30 p.m.: Wrack Bank — Rock months ago.
and Roll — 1:30-2:30 p.m.: BroadThe former Marine lieutenant
way Selections — Boone L. Clark colonel, twice wounded in the
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) and M. Clark — 3-3:30 p.m.: Dul- Vietnam war and decorated with
— Atlantis' astronauts, safely in cimer Recital — Ann Lough — the Silver Star for
heroism,
orbit Thursday after a cliff-hanger 3:30-4:00 p.m.
remained seated while the judge
weather delay, sent the Magellan
Many local goups will also have read the verdict.
spacecraft streaking across the sol- booths during the day Saturday.
ar system on a $550 million map- The Welcome Wagon Club and the
His three daughters and one son
making mission to Venus.
Chamber of Commerce Ambassar were not in the courtreoom, which
The robot spacecraft, reviving an
dors will be official greeters. An was crowded with reporters, sketch
American planetary-science prog- Herb Festival will be sponsored by artists, lawyers and a few members
ram dormant for a decade, slipped
the Garden Department of the Mur- of the public. The nine women and
from the shuttle's cargo bay at 9:01
ray Woman's Club featuring a vari- three men on the jury did not look
p.m. EDT and drifted into space. ety of flowers, vegetables and at North as they filed into their
"Magellan is deployed,"
herbs. Face Painting by Donna seats.
reported shuttle commander David
Cathey and Caricatures by "StarvThe panel found North guilty of
Walker.
ing Artists" will also be going on. three criminal charges — shredding
An hour later, after Atlantis
Desserts from the Murray Home- documents, accepting an illegal
moved a safe distance away, both
makers Club and Homemade gratuity and one count of aiding
stages of a spacecraft motor fired
Breads will also be offered. Evelyn and abetting in an obstruction of
to start Magellan on a 456-day
Wallace will feature her annual Pot Congress.
journey to Venus, 158 million
Pourri Sale.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
miles away. It will travel 806 milAn English Picnic and Home Gesell set June 23 for sentencing.
lion miles, looping 1 V2 times Tour will end the weekend activi- The
illegal gratuity conviction —
around the sun, before reaching
ties on Sunday afternoon at 4:00. accepting a $13,800 security fence
and orbiting its target in August Ticket holders will tour the home for his
home — carries a maximum
1990.
of Ms. Betty Hahs and then con- penalty of two years in prison and
"While it's too early to tell
vine in the Library Gardens for a a $250,000 fine.
about the major portion of Magelcatered English Picnic. Tickets for
The conviction for destroying
lan's mission, we're pleased it's
these two events are $10.00 per documents is punishable by a three
gone so well so far," Walker
person and may be purchased by year sentence and $250,000 fine.
replied when told both stages had
contacting Geri Reed at the Library
fired.
(753-2288). The Picnic will feature For obstruction of Congress, the
maximum penalty is five years and
Salmon Steaks, Marinated Chicken $250,000. It was unlikely that the
Breast, Summer Salad with choice prison terms, if any, would be
of two dressings, Scones and Jam consecutive.
Pots, Strawberries with Clabbered
Cream, Triffle, Hot tea and Iced
tea.
Two full days of Art, Music,
Quilting and Beaten Bisquit
Demonstrations, Homemade
Breads, Herb and Plant Sales, Lectures and Picnics will be going on
at the Spring Pot-pourri at the Calloway County Library on Saturday
and Sunday. Everything except for
the Home Tour and English Picnic
are free. A limited number of tickets are available for this event.
The Pot-pourri will showcase an
art and photography exhibit featuring many of the area's celebrated
artists and also lessor known artists
and craftspersons. The exhibit will
be open both days from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m.
on Sunday. Many of the works will
be included in the jurietl portion of
the show with the Presentation of
Awards to be Saturday at 1 p.m.
Visitors to the exhibit will also be
voting on the "People Choice"
award to be presented at 3:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Continuous booths and demonstrations, entertainment scheduled
throughout the day Saturday, lectures by renown writer Marilyn
Kluger, and a Home Tour and
English Picnic will fill the library
and the surrounding gardens with

Magellan
on its way
to Venus

Rep. Henry Hyde. R-Ill., who
had been one of North's chief
defenders in the congressional IranContra hearings two years ago, was
in the courtroom for the verdict.
Afterward, he walked up to North
at the defense table and shook his
hand. North smiled broadly.
Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, R Calif., described North as "absolutely elated."
"We gave each other thumbs
up," said Rohrabacher, a former
White House aide for whom North
campaigned last year. He said the
jury found North guilty "of only
cutting corners and not breaking
the law."
North had arrived in the courtroom with his lawyers at 2:20
p.m., about 50 minutes after the
judge received a note from the jury
that a verdict had been reached.
They had been at their task for 64
hours, spread over 12 days.
North, a Marine lieutenant colonel detailed to the National Security Council, was the key figure in
the two-year effort to help the
rebels fighting Nicaragua's leftist
government after Congress banned
official U.S. aid.
He was involved, too, in
arrangements under which the
United States secretly sold arms to
Iran and he also helped divert some
profits from those sales to help the
Contras.
Public disclosure of the affair in
November 1986 began the worst
crisis of President Reagan's eightyear presidency, a public furor that
didn't subside until after televised
congressional hearings that made
North a national figure.
His lawyers had asked Reagan to
testify in his behalf but the former
president refused and the judge
upheld his position. President
Bush, too, was subpoenaed and that
summons also was quashed.
Their names surfaced, however,
as the trial spotlighted once again
the bitterness dividing the Reagan
administration — which wanted to
help the guerrillas fighting the leftist Nicaraguan government — and
the Congress which banned such
aid between mid-I984 and
mid-1986.
Documents released during the
trial showed Bush may have been
aware of plans to increase U.S. aid
to Honduras in exchange for that
country's giving sanctuary to the
Ccintras. They suggested, too, that
he afid Reagan were far more deeply involved in the Contra cause
than has been acknowledged
before.
A government "admission"
described how Reagan, Bush and
other top government officials took
part in elaborate efforts to induce
third countries to give military support to the guerrillas in return for
favors and aid from the United
States. These were the so-called
"quid pro quo" arrangements.
The charges dealt not with
North's clandestine activities on
behalf of the Contras — at a time
when Congress ordered all U.S. aid
withheld — but with the former
National Security Council aide's
attempts to cover up his efforts.
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The jury convicted North of falsifying and destroying documents
in November 1986 as the affair was
about to become public, and of
accepting an illegal gratuity — a
$13,800 home secunty system —
from Iran-Contra co-defendant
Richard Secord.
North also was convicted of aiding and abetting in obstruction of
Congress by falsifying a chronology of events in the affair. The false
chronology stated that no one in
the U.S. government knew until
January 1986 that a CIA-assisted
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shipment from Israel to Iran in
November 1985 contained Hawk
missi lea.
He was acquitted of five other
charges of lying to or obstructing
Congress, of two counts of lying to
then-Attorney Genera' Edwin
Meese III and obstructing Meese's
inquiry into the affair, of converting traveler's checks to his own use
and of conspiring to defraud the
Internal Revenue Service by using
a tax-exempt foundation to raise
funds for the Contras.

$1.2 trillion budget
approved by House
"It's minimal, manageable, done
collaboratively," said Sen. Pete V.
Domenici, R-N.M., senior Republican on the Senate Budget Committee, who argued that the long-term
fruits of the new spirit of bipartisan
cooperation were "immeasurable."
Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La.,
said the rosy economic assumptions used to calculate the lower
deficit figures were "somewhere
between unlikely and
preposterous."
"This budget can, at the most
charitable, be characterized as a
slide-by budget," said Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., who said
many lawmakers were frustrated by
the constraints of the White House
agreement.
While some may have been frustrated, it appeared most were willing to go along in putting off any
more ambitious deficit-reduction
efforts until later.
House Democratic and Republican leaders cooperated to assure
passage Thursday of their chamber's version of the budget, ruling
out in advance any amendments
which threatened to upset the delicate pact worked out in weeks of
talks with the White House.
Newt Gingrich of Georgia, the
new No. 2 Republican in the
House, urged "everyone on our
side to vote for the bipartisan package." In past years, Gingrich and
other House GOP members rarely
supported a budget in significant
numbers.
The Senate, meantime, appeared
resignd to its own version of the
plan.
Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, noted that the Senate
was accomplishing in two days
what often has taken two weeks or
more. The Senate even took time
off from its budget debate Thursday to consider a resolution on the
elections in Panama.
The House and Senate must
reconcile their competing versions
of the budget before it becomes
final. That should be an easier task
than usual this year, because the
broad outlines for federal spending
were set in the bipartisan
agreement.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House approved on Thursday a
$1.2 trillion budget which upholds
a much-criticized agreement with
President Bush to reduce the deficit
without cutting spending or significantly raising taxes.
The Senate also moved toward
passage of its version, as each
chamber rejected several attempts
to overhaul the blueprint for tax
and spending policy in fiscal 1990
as they approacned final votes.
The House approved its plan
263-157, after budget committee
chairman Leon Panetta, D-Calif.,
called it "the only choice for us to
fulfill our budget responsibilities
and avoid crisis."
Both chambers on Thursday
overwhelmingly rejected more
ambitious proposals to "freeze"
government spending and cut further into the deficit. The House also
soundly defeated a proposal to cut
red ink by taxing imported oil, a
day after the Senate went on record
against a gasoline tax boost.
As laid out by the White House
agreement, the budgets claim to
shrink the federal deficit to just
below $100 billion, as required by
the Gramm-Rudman law. They
would allow federal programs to
grow but, especially at the Pentagon, at less than the rate of
inflation.
More than half of the nearly S28
billion in claimed "savings"
would be from higher revenues —
sales of government assets, higher
fees for government services, and
$5.3 billion in unspecified tax
increases.
Critics said too much of the deficit reduction would be achieved
through false accounting and gimmicks which do nothing to address
the government's long-term fiscal
imbalance.
Defenders of the plan said more
could be done later. They described
the budget as the first step in a
continuing deficit-reduction effort
with the White House — a cooperation marking a sharp change from
the years of budget warfare during
the Reagan administration.

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, May 7, 1989
1 - 5 p.m.
See Our New Line Of Lawn Mowers
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IS YOUR WEIGHT

MAKING YOU SICK?
B

overweight can do more than make you fed
bad about how you look. It can make you sick.
"
If you have health problems from being overweight
then you should consider Weight Control Fbr Life!
Weight Control Fbr Life/ Is designed for people who
need to lose 30 or more pounds. Closely monitored by a
board-certified physician, the program stresses modifications in lifestyle and eating habits that let you lose
weight safely and rapidly - and keep it off.
Learn more about this proven weight loss program by
attending a free introductory meeting of Weight
Contra Fbr Wel, Monday, May 8from 7 to 8:30 pm in
the Board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Registration is limited so
_
please call 753-1826 to
pre-register.
Don't let your weight
make you sick. Ask your
doctor about Weight Control
Fbr Wel or call us today for
more information.
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PERSPECTIVE
Actions of Murray State regents
disappointing for professionals**

•

When the Murray State University board of regents voted 8-2 Tuesd
ay
not to renew the contract of Dr. Kala M. Stroup as president
the group
obviously thought little else would be said.
However, being the high-caliber, professional men and women they
are,
one would have thought the board to be one of the least likely
groups to
take on such a controversial issue without a plan for dealing
with the
media and the public.
Anyone remotely aware of the board members' decisions
to remain
"mum" on their vote would know the group is guilty of a public relati
ons
nightmare.
Avoiding the press and failing to explain to Dr. Stroup and the
public the reasons for their actions is absurd. By not issuing a general
statement
of any sort following the meeting the board simply proceeded
to fan the
flames of an already-burning fire.
This group of intelligent men and women should have anticipated
reverberations on the part of those on the outside looking in and such
prepared to provide answers regardless of the direction of the outco been
me of
the vote.
The board of regents blatantly refused to talk with the press declining
to elaborate at all about the Stroup decision.
It seems ironic, however, that the closest resemblance to an answe
r
from one regent who cited Stroup's style of management as a determ was
ining
factor in the vote when the regents' own handling of this important
issue
is hardly anything to boast of either.
Holding the office of president of Murray State University is
a commanding position in the local community, not to mention throug
htout the
entire realm of higher education.
If the board was dissatisfied with Dr. Stroup that is fully unders
tandable. But, to be silent on the subject is a disservice to her and
to the
whole community Murray State serves.
We believe the board of regents acted poorly in their post-m
eeting
handling of the Stroup situation. We also believe they owe
Dr. Stroup,
and the watching community, a statement of sorts describing the
reasons
for their actions.
The community had been sensitive to the situation develo
ping,
chose not to interfere with the regents — a charge during Dr. Consta but
ntine
Curris' administration that the community was trying to run the
university
made many people within the area shy away from speaki
ng out.
Whether we agree or disagree with events during the Stroup
presid
she is entitled to hear those reasons the board felt were monum ency
ental
enough to merit a refusal to renew her contract.
It's an injustice for a majority of these board members
to ride into
town, vote the woman out of office and then jump in their
cars and go
back to some other part of the state to live.
The regents may think problems exist in the presidency,
there are ample problems in the selection and operations but obviously
u the governing
board of regents as well.
The controversy surrounding the MSU presidency and the
the board of regents must cease — 32 regents on the 10-me turnover on
mber board in
the past five years.
It's time to put aside all bickering and address the roles
bilities of a Murray State University president and board and responsiof
what they are — important, influential and cricital seats necessregents for
ary to the
efficient implementation of higher education. Each time
something of this
magnitute occurs the students are the ones who ultimately
University presidents and regents will survive, the studensuffer the most.
ts must worry
about the ramifications of these unwarranted actions
by their leaders.
It's time for the media and the public to see some unders
tanding and
cooperation out of the hierarchy at MSU. It's time to
discard personal
indifferences and it's time to place Murray State Univer
sity at the forefront of education in Kentucky. It's time to recognize
MSU as the outstanding regional university it is, not the laughing stock
of small-town
schools that some would have it be.
Several great achievements have been recorded during
Dr. Stroup's
time in office, two of the most impressive being the
center of excellence
and the endowed chair designations of two years ago.
Dr. Stroup's current contract expires next year. Regard
hired as her successor, we go on record today calling for less of who is
better communications and better cooperation among all parties
involved.
— By Greg Travis

Was Stroup decision political?
Murray State University regents have given another presid
ent walking papers.
The board by a 8-2 vote said Dr. Kala Stroup would
not get another four year
contract and left our readers to speculate on reasons for
the decision. Everyone
seems to have one.
It has been difficult to keep up with members of the
regents board by name
since 32 have served since Dr. Kala Stroup came to M.S.U
.
of our earlier editorial requests but that has been totally Continuity was one
ignored and probably
will be in the future.
A new governor with his new regents means another turnov
er in coming years
if the past is any indication of the political game
played in Kentucky.
We believe that Governor Wallace Wilkinson by use
of his power to name
regents has indirectly helped bring about the demise of
this M.S.U. presidency.
All five of his appointments voted against Dr. Stroup and
didn't publicly give
their reasons why. It leaves a suspicious feeling.
We heard stories of management style but she said this
was never discussed
with her "head on." Why not?
We are,out of the milk of human kindness,sad for this
blow to Dr. Stroup and
her career. She wasn't let down very easy. We credit her
for progress made at
M.S.U. despite the pressures in higher education, lack
of funds to execute on
many plans and her detractors.
Murray State is a very good university with hundreds of
employees who could care less about politics. They want professors and other
to
students and will continue in spite of this stressful situati teach and work with
on. M.S.U. will endure
and grow.
We hope that the univers.ty won't splinter but regroup and
move on even with
the cuts and bruises this has created.
We are still searching fo the pieces to put this scenar
io together. Look at all
facets of the decision and e still see politics. It is on
record here and at other
state universities.
The ten regents, eight wHo c
not to extend her contract, must now try to
find a president who will be acc&ptable to all of them. We
do not relish them that
undertaking.
The Stroup political affair will be there to haunt all the candid
ates who apply.
Search carefully regents for the next presideni

Big Whitey had a way with words
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mike Royko is on vacation for two weeks.
While he is away, we are running
some of his favorite columns.)
It's a good thing an old detective
named Big Whitey retired before
police brutality and restraints
became such a burning issue. It
would have confused him.
He never felt that he did anything brutal. The controlled use of
muscle, he believed, was part of his
solemn duty. And since he was 6
feet 6 inches tall and weighed
about 300 pounds, he didn't want
to waste it.
He didn't believe in hitting suspects on the head with a phone
book to stimulate confessions.
That, he knew was brutal.
But he saw nothing wrong with
quelling a tavern brawl or a street
fight by knocking all the participants unconscious.
Since he lived in a steelworker
neighborhood, he had few mysterious crimes to solve. His main job
was keeping the taverns orderly.
He spent most of his time sitting
in the station, helping the sergeant
answer the desk phones.
In all Chicago police districts,
there are "regulars" — people who
regularly get in a certian type of

trouble. Some men beat their wives
at precisely the same time every
pay day. Neighbors have regular
battles.
In Whitey's district, there was a
regular who would get drunk, go
home, break some furniture, kick
out a window and beat his old
mother, with whom he lived.
The neighbors, never the mother,
would call the police and a couple
of uniformed men would be sent
over to quiet things down.
Sometimes they arrested the son,
who was about 40, but that didn't
discourage him. In police court the
next day the mother would plead
that her boy worked regularly, supported her and was really good at
heart. So he'd be let off with a
stern warning.
One night the neighbors heard
crashing and banging and knew the
lout was at it again.
Back at the station, the phone
rang and Whitey answered. He lis-

tened, mumbled something, and
In just a few bounces, the son
hung up.
went from the kitchen to the porch,
"Anything?" said the desk
then over the railing into the yard.
sergeani
—
The giant followed and did a quick
"Wrong number," said Whitey. little dance on the
son's chest.
Then he said he was going out to
Then he vanished into the night
get a bite to eat.
by way of the alley.
Half an hour later, the desk
It all happened so quickly, the
phone rang again. This time it was
mother said, that she didn't get a
the old woman, howling that the
good look at him. But she said he
crime of the century had been comappear
ed to be about 11 feet tall,
mitted at her house.
weighing about 1,000 pounds and
A squad found the son out in the
had nice rosy cheeks.
backyard, unconscious in the flowWhen the report was finished,
ers. He had cuts, bruises, loose
she left the station. Thirty seconds
teeth and a nose that had been
later, Whitey came in, picking his
completely rearranged.
teeth
and asking if anything excitWhile he was hauled away for
ing had happened while he was
mending, the old woman went to
dining.
the station to tell the terrible story.
Her son had been frisking about,
The sergeant stared at him for a
celebrating something or other by
few moments, then handed him the
busting lamps, roaring, cursing and
report. "Do you think you can
cuffing her.
solve this?"
Suddenly the living room door
Moving his lips, Whitey slowly
flew open.
read of the mysterious attack. Then
There stood a giant with a big
he shook his head and said:
fedora pulled over his eyes and his
"About the only thing I could do
coat collar up.
would be to wait for the son to act
"Always be good to your
up again, then go out there and see
mother," he bellowed as he leaped
if the big fellow returns to the
in and bashed the son into the
scene of the crime.
dining room.
"Of course," he mumbled, "the
"You only have one mother," he
son might not ever act like this
shouted, sending the son flying into
again — then we won't be able to
the kitchen.
solve it, will we?"

Letters To the Editor

Regents' vagueness was not encouraging

Dear Editor:
It is my personal wish that the
vote on renewal of President
Stroup's contract had gone the
other way. But it does appear that
the regents' deliberations on the
matter were carried out in a more
honorable manner than in some
times past.

Speculations abound, however,
as to how — or whether l — the
decision was influenced by political factors at the state level or
whether local movers and shakers
were dissatisfied with President
Stroup and managed to work their
will with the regents. The vagueness of the comments by some of

the regents, including the faculty
regent, was not reassuring. Many
would like to know more about
that, and we look forward to learning more about it as the search for
a new president develops.
As the search does develop, it
should be clearly understood by all
that, while MSU is located in Murray, its precise physical location is
pretty much incidental to the job it
is supposed to do. Ultimately, the
welfare of MSU and, indirectly,
who gave generously of their time that of the community depends on
were Libby Hart, Yancey Watkins, MSU doing its job well. To do that,
Gary Hunt, Dave Homback, Ruth its orientation must be far broader
Pickens, Harold Doran, Margaret than Murray and Calloway County.
Trevathan, Mark Malinauskas, Liz In fact, its orientation must be partBussey, Rainey Apperson, Neva ly national, partly statewide, partly
Grey Allbritten, Gail Parker, Mona regional and, only lastly, local. The
Blankenship, Susan Roney, Jan president's policies must reflect
Wilson and Susan Hart. Thanks that fact, and everyone else must
also to all those who purchased understand that fact.
Above all, MSU must not be
tickets for this inspirational oneavailable to any politician, group of
woman performace. The Lions
politicians or local movers and
Club, Sigma Department of the
shakers as a tool to accomplish
Murray Womans Club and the
whatever objective, political or
Medical Auxiliary all assisted in
other,
which they may wish to
promoting the play and hosting the
accomp
lish
at some particular time.
reception in the Clara Eagle Art
This not only distracts MSU from
Gallery.
its job but makes it impossible for
As usual, Murray continues to be
it
to do its job well.
a public-spirited community that is
willing to give and care.
Very truly yours,
Sid Easley
204 South Sixth SL
Murray, Ky. 42071

Fund-raiser a success
Dear Editor:
My very special thanks to a
group of Murray folks who gave
their time and talent to bring the
play "My Name is Linda" to Murray April 20th. The play was a tribute to Linda Neville, who devoted
her life to preventing blindness in
Eastern Kentucky. Specifically, she
fought the disease trachoma, which
existed in that area of Kentucky in
epidemic proportions in the early
part of this century.
The play was well attended and
resulted in the raising of $3,700 for
the Society to Prevent Blindness in
Kentucky. Present with us that
evening was Dr. Arthur H. keeney,
President of the Kentucky Society,
and a member of the James Graham Brown Foundation of Louisville that gave a generous contribution to the National Boy Scouts of
America Museum.
Those members of the committee
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Among Kentucky universities,
UK led the way in conducting
national searches to fill the position
of president. MSU led the other
regional universities by nearly ten
years in this respect as it has led
them in quite a number of other
respects. The results have been
beneficial to both the universities
and Kentucky.
At this point, we cannot know
who is the best candidate for the
presidency or where he or she is
now located. Possibly it is someone
from Oregon. If so, let's find him,
convince him to move to Murray
and try to benefit from having a
president who has had some experiences we have not had and from
whom we can learn something
which will make MSU still better.
The results will be good for
everyone.
Let us also hope that the good
candidates do not look over the
situation here, along with its history, and conclude that the presidency of MSU is a job they
wouldn't touch, not even with a
ten-foot pole
James F. Thompson
Professor of Economics
2010 Coldwater Rd.

Columnist Ramey thanked
for article on Bud Childers

Mirrray Ledger & Times

— By Walt Apperson

WRITE A LETTER - Letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. Al letters must be signed by
writer and the writer's &dame sad One number must be includthe
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bir Mil net be published.
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possible sad
Audi be se topics of general interest.
Letaers must not be nxtre than 500 words. Longer letter
s cannot be
puldbibed.
Sliters reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and limit frewriters.
Mires' correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times,
Box 10011, Murray, Ky. 42011.
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Dear Editor;
I have just completed reading the managed
to capture the whole story
sports commentary in the May 3 of the
past five years in sixty-seven
paper written by a young, talented memory
filled lines. I will always
columnist on your staff, David cherish this
extra special commenRamey. I just couldn't let another tary.
Thank you, David, for this
moment pass without thanking him and for
all
publicly for such a touching piece have done the other fine work you
in
about my husband, Bud Childers, basketball. reporting Lady Racer
and his time as the coach of the
Sincerely,
Lady Racer basketball team. He
Judy Childers

Barns should be kept
Dear Editor:
In your April 13 issue the writer
of a column tells of her drive on
the Parkway from Louisville.
Seemingly the sight of those old
unpainted barns, and the hell-fire
and damnation sermon on the radio
were apparently not impressive to
her.
I can understand why a person
from the New York area, the
largest and most up-to-date, would
view these old barns as "not
inspiring".
I personally hate to see them all
torn down. Underneath several of
these old barns still stands the.orenal one built of logs. Shingles were
added later.
I never asked my grandfather
why his barn wasn't painted.
Thinking about it now I imagine
the reason was not enough time,
and not enough money, for everyone then worked long and hard,
and little return. Most of them
would tell you that "Cornbread and

gospel was good fare".
Many attempts are being

made

today to deny the solemn warnings
Jesus spoke concerning hell-fire
where the worm dieth not and the
fire is not quinched.
Destructive critics in the world
of what Christ has spoken abaft
hell are infidels, having a source ifl
unbelief.
Science meant to be a helpmate'
to faith is being used by some bold,
arrogant, sneering infidels to
uphold their infidelity.
There are in the Christian world
but two religions: that which puts
the Bible above everything; and
that which puts something above
the Bible.
The motto of the first is this; the
whole written word is inspired of
God, even to a single jot and title,
the scripture cannot be destroyed.
The motto of the second is this;
there are human judges lawfully
entitled to pass judgment on the
word of God.
G.H. Henderson
1602 Olive
Murray, Ky.
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Suburban club
holds meeting

Gatlin-Weatherford wedding planned

Rosanna Miller opened her home
for the April 10th meeting of the
Suburban Homemakers Club.
Lou McGary presented a majoi
lesson on "Legal Concerns of
Women." She stressed the importance of women and credit.
Rachel Hendon, cultural arts
chairman, gave the devotion on
"Sunrise of Resurrection' with
scripture from Mark 16:2.
The president, Sue Dunn, presided. She announced a class on
Decorative Pillows on April 27;
Cultural Arts and/International Day
on May 3; and open hours for 75th
anniversary of Kentucky Extension
Service on Monday, May 8, from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. akt the office in
basement of Miller Courthouse
Annex.
Also present were Lillian Dunn,
Jo Farley, Pat Rogers, Annabelle
Russell and Betty Wilson.
Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Rogers,
cohostess, served refreshments.
The club will meet Monday,
May 8, at 7 p.m. at the home of Pat
Rogers.

The American Dairy Association
of Kentucky is sponsoring its
fourth annual "Dairylicious Recipe
Contest."
The first prize will be ailitertificte
and a plastic cake cutter/server and
a chance to participate in the regional afinals.
The state winner will receive a
trip to Savannah, Ga., to compete
for the $5,000 regional grand prize.
Dessert pies will be the category
for this year's competition.
All recipes submitted must be
for a dessert pie which can be prepared and ready to serve within a
2112 hour time frame.
At least three Real dairy products such as milk, cream, halfand-half, sour cream, cheese,
yogurt, ice cream, etc., 'must be
used in the recipe. Ready made

Members of Dorothy Moore
Circle of First Presbyterian Women
met Monday evening, April 10, in
the home of Mrs. Walter Baker.
Opening devotions were led by
Mrs. George Karnavus.
The program was presented by
Mrs. Edwin Larson using the study
book, Crisis as Opportunity. The
immediate topic was "The Crisis of
Ultimate Loyalty," based on the
dramatic challenge of Elujsh to
King Ahab and the prophets of
Baal.

Baby garments for White Cross
Sewing were presented.
Announcements of the made of
the Presbyterian Women to meet on
April 11 and Western Kentucky
Presbyterial Society on April 26 at
Mayfield.
A report was made of a gift
recently given to a foreign student
on the Murray State University
campus.
The next meeting will be on
Monday, May 8, at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Karnavus.

The Murray State University
Chess Club Championship was
held Sunday, April 30, in the Special Education Building at MSU.
Allen Northrop directed the
event with Murray State Chess
Club as sponsor.
Andy Rickman, a junior at Murray High School, was awarded the
first prize trophy.
Second place went to Mark
Galloway.
Third place went to Allen
Northrop.
Dr. Wayne Bell, club advisor,

held on to a strong fourth place
finish
Joshua Price, third grader,
earned fifth place.
The university will be offering a
chess class this fall from 6 to 8
p.m. on Wednesdays for anyone
interested in learning more about
chess. The class will be PHE-165.
The Murray State Chess Club
meets each Wednesday night and
public is welcome. The club meets
during the academic school year in
the Mississippi Room, third floor
Curris Center, MSU.

County Extension Agent
for Home Economics
(store bought) pie crusts are
acceptable.
Entries must be received by
Tuesday, May 9, and should be
sent to Jean Cloar, 201 South
Fourth St., Miller Annex, Room
B-1, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Each entry should be printed or
typed on a single sheet of paper
with your name, address and telephone number in the lower lefthand corner. Standard measurements and complete directions for
preparation are required.
Judging for the event will be by
Leigh Ann Steely of Nashville,
Tenn., and will be held in the Conference Room of Calloway County
Library on Wednesday, May 10, at
10 a.m.
Points will be awarded in four
categories: originality, taste,
appearance and ease of preparation.
You may enter as many times as
you like, but each entry must be
submitted separatedly.
To receive a compy of the complete contest rules for the "Dairylicious Recipe Contest," contact
Cloar at 753-1452.

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Gatlin of
Colby, Kan., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Diana, to Kim L.
Weatherford, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Weatherford of Murray.
Grandparents of the bride-elect
are Mrs. Esther Lauritsen and the
late Joe Lauritsen and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Gatlin, all of Colby.
Grandparents of the groom-elect
are Mr. and Mrs. B.K. Farris of
Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Eurban Weatherford of
New Concord.
Ms. Gatlin is a 1981 graduate of
Colby High School and a 1985 graduate of the University of Kansas,
Lawrence. She is a systems engineer with Electronic Data Systems,
Dallas, Texas.
Mr. Weatherford is a 1981 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1985 graduate of
Murray State University. He is a
systems engineer with Electronia
Data Systems, Dallas.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 2, at 2
p.m. at First Christian Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the Murray Woman's Club
House, South Seventh and Vine
Streets.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Class publishes books for first grades

Students in Lynda Coleman's Honors English III classes at Calloway
County High School have completed a collaborative writing project
with the first grade classes. Involved with the high school project
were Barbara McCuiston's class at East Elementary, top left photo,
Anita Burkeen's class at North Elementary, top right photo, and
Maxine Burkeen's class at Southwest Elementary, bottom side photo.
After visits to the elementary schools to do personal interviews, the
high school classes wrote, illustrated and published books as gifts for
the first grade classes. The elementary students then visited the high
school for a tour of the school and to attend an autographing party.
Upon completion of the project, the first grade students were presented with their books as a reminder of their high school friends.

Potassium plays important role
BOSTON (AP) — Potassium in
the diet may play an important role
in helping the body excrete salt and
ward off high blood pressure, suggests research published today.
The research, when combined
with evidence from epidemiological surveys of large population
groups, strengthens the belief that
too little potassium could be a
cause of hypertension.
In the latest study, doctors cornpared the blood pressures of 10
healthy people on very lowpotassium diets and diets with norma] amounts of this nutrient.
"When these people ate diets
low in potassium, their blood pressures went up. One of the main
reasons seems to be related to
sodium excretion. When not eating
enough potassium, they could not
get rid of enough sodium," said
Dr. G. Gopal Krishna.
Krishna, a r- earcher at Temple

RI

fJ1"f

University in Philadelphia, directed
the study published in the New
England Journal of Medicine.
Krishna said more research will
be needed before making new
recommendations about what peopie should eat to hold down their
blood pressures.
"From this study, I can't draw
long-term implications," he said.
"But when you put two and two
together with the epidemiological
studies, it suggests that low potassium intake might be one of the
causes of hypertension."
During 10 days on the lowsodium diets, the volunteers' blood
pressures rose from a mean of 119
over 77 to 126 over 81.
Most fruits and vegetables are
good sources of potassium. Among
some of the best are bananas,
strawberries, potatoes and orange
and grapefruit juice.
Studies have shown that potassium consumption is especially low
among blacks, who are at greater
risk of high blood pressure than
others.

We are pleased to
announce that Carrie
Paschall, bride-elect of
Earl Brown, has made
her domestic
and
houseware selections
from our bridal registry.
Carrie and Earl will
be married. July 1,
1989.

Diana Gatlin and
Kim L. Weatherford to marry

Corrected measurements listed for oat bran in diets
This article is being reprinted
with correct measurements listed.
Due to computer error, they were
incorrect Thursday.
From LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
A Meredith Magazine
People are eating oat bran as
well as talking about the latest
"wonder food" that promises to

lower cholesterol. And the benefits
of oat bran are a fact, not a fad.
Last year the American Medical
Association reported that a diet
high in oat bran, a rich source of
soluble fiber, can' significanny
reduce blood cholesterol levels.
According to a report in Ladies'
Home Journal, researchers believe

The Paris Road Homemakers
Club met Tuesday, April 11, at Sirloin Stockade.
Faustin Walker presided and presented a major lesson on "Legal
Concerns for Women."
All members volunteered to give

$I extra to' send a child to Food
and Fun Camp.
Present were 10 members and
two visitors.
The club will meet 'Tubsday,
May 9, at 10 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

that soluble fiber somehow binds
with cholesterol in the digestive
tract, preventing it from being
absorbed.
Experts also say that adding 50
to 100 grams (1/3 to 2/3 cups) of
oat bran daily to ak low-fat diet
can lower cholesterol by 3 to 15
percent. Eating a daily dose of oat
bran doesn't require a complete
dietary overhaul, even though the
taste of plain oat bran is not
appealing.
Here are some easy ways to add
oat bran to basic, favorite recipes:
Try stirring 2/3rds of a cup of oat
bran into 6 to 8 ounces of stuffing
mix. Add 1/3rd cup of oat bran to
one pound ground beef for meatloaf, or add 1/3rd—of a coup to a

Candidates for the Offices of:
County Judge Executive
County Attorney - Jailer
Mayor - P.V.A Sheriff

Saturday, May 6th at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County High School

LIVE! on Murray Cablevision Channel 28

Sunday, May 7th at 6 p.m.
on Multivision Cable
NOW RENTING
OVER 100 NINTENDOS
OVER 3,000 VIDEOS

*FREE tickets available at:
Peoples Bank - Bank of Murray
Ross Insurance Agency
Donut Shack - Tucker'TV'

The candidates will be asked
questions by a panel and the
general public.

Co-Sponsored by the Democratic Party

14-ounce gingerbread-cake mix.
Toss 1/4th of a cup of oat bran into
2 cups prepared mashed potatoes,
or 21/4 cups quick biscuit mix or 8
cup pancake mix. Try sprinkling a
tabelspoon of oat bran on a cup of
low,fat hyogurt. Or, create a topping for cooked vegetables by mixing 1/4 cup oat bran, 1/4 cup plain
breadcrumbs, 1 tablespoon of
chopped fesh parsley, salt and
pepper.
Oats also make fine breakfast
cereals. Look for old-fashioned or
quick cooking rolled oats, which
are made by steaming and rolling
oat grains. Also try steel-cut oats,
produced by slicing oat kernels into
thin pieces and processing them
with a small amount of heat. Oatmeal, the most familiar breakfast
cereal, has less soluble fiber than
regular oat bran, but it is nevertheless a good source.

Margaret Thatcher
cuddles grandchild
for the cameras
LONDON (AP) — Britain's
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
cuddled her first grandchild for
cameras Wednesday, cooing "Isn't
he beautiful? Isn't he good? Isn't
he peaceful?"
Two-month-old Michael Thatcher, son of Mark Thatcher and his
American wife Diane, paid no
attention to the photographers and
television crews gathered outside
the prime minister's 10 Downing
St. residence.
The fair-haired baby, dressed in
a blue-and -white sailor suit, kept
his eyes closed throughout the
photo session.
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Jung-Hughes vows said
The wedding of Micha Jung of Taegu, Korea, and Spec. 4 James N.
Hughes Jr. has been announced by the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James N. Hughes of Rt. 1, Puryear, Term.
Spec. 4 Hughes is serving in the United States Army. The couple will
live in Taegu for the next year before returning to the United States.

School lunch menus sponsored by I oung-at-Heart.

•

Newborn admission
and dismissals are
listed by hospital
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Sunday - May 7, 1989
1 - 5 P.M.
Come By And Join In The Celebration
Door Prizes
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310 N. 4th St.
753-6863
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0 See Our New Lawnmower Line
* Walk Thru Our Green Houses & Nursery

Come By, Vist & Enjoy The Afternoon.
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The Murray High School Band received a superior rating at the Kentucky Music Educators Association
Band Festival held on campus of Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green. The festival provided
adjudication of prepared music selections and of sight-reading ability. Band Director John Stroube
said
"the members of the Murray Band are capable, talented and musical. I'm proud of them for this accomplishment." Band members who participated were Robin Shay, Lori Helmich, Anne-Marie Shapla,
Nicole
Jedan, April Lane and Kelly Krouse, flute; Catherine Krizan, Laura Lawson, Dana Hohman, Elizabeth
Thurman, Carla Jo Brandon, Heather Kraemer, Tracy Bowling and Pam Burton, clarinet; Andy
Vaughan, bass clarinet; Bayberry Lanning, bassoon; Matt Lawson, John Dailey, Jay Davis and Kellie
Burkeen, alto saxophone; Michelle Clayton and Anna Perkins, tenor saxophone; Chris Edwards, David
Gish, April Haneline, Christy Beane, Janie Martin, Mike Caldwell and Michael Lovett, trumpet; Vicki
Woods, Allison Sickel and Rob Clayton, French horn; Laramie Simpson, Boyd Hainsworth and Hoppy
Duffy, trombone; Heath Ryan and Chris Tucker, euphonium; Rusty Thomas and Bruce Amburgey, tuba;
Joey Bomba, David Vaughan, Michelle Gaither, Darren Foster, Laquincey Ballard, Eric Niffinegger and
Curtis Bucy, percussion.

DATEBOOK
Extension Office plans open house
The Calloway County Extension Office will have open house on Monday, May 8, from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. This will be at the office located in
the basement of the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex, South Fourth
and Maple Streets. This is a special celebration of the 75th anniversary of
Extension Service in Kentucky. Open houses will be at all county extension offices throughout the state on Monday, May 8. Officials at the local
office are Ted Howard, farm agent, Jean Cloar, home economics agent,
and Jane Steely, 4-H agent. The public is urged to attend the open house
here on Monday.

Free Advise On Planning And Planting Yozi? Flowers & Shrubs
Remember Mother's Day With Fresh Cut Floral Arrangements
Corsages. Hanging Baskets, Decorative Clay Pots.
Trees, Shrubs. Bushes.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Frames Drake

Hilltop church will have revival

FOR SATI'RDAY, MAY 6, 1989
ARIES
The Hilltop Baptist Church, located across from Old Salem Cemetery, (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Your powers of self-expression are
will have revival services starting Monday, May 8, and continuing
very good now, but it's still a poor
through Saturday, May 13. The Raymond Myrick and the Rev. Bob Lane
of Sikeston, Mo., will be the speakers for the services starting at 7 p.m. time to deal with higher-ups about
nightly. The Rev. Richard West, pastor, invited the public to attend. business matters. Instead, study,
write letters, read, or begin a creative
project.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Mr. and Mrs. Larry T. Bolen of Fountain Valley, Calif., are the parents
Extra expenses could arise in
of a son, Curtis Dane-Thomas Bolen, weighing three pounds four ounces, connection with travel, but buying
born Saturday, March 11. The mother is the former Judy Mott. Grandpa- and selling are favored today. You
may find a new source of income or
rents are Mr..andoMrs,Herbert Mott of Orland Park, Ill., and Mr. and
conclude an important financial
Mrs. Talmadge Tutt and the late Toy Bolen of Murray.
transaction.
.11
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It's not a good day to assume new
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
financial obligations. Be careful in
Saturday, May 6, at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall, located on Highway 4.64 east
your use of credit. Your charm and
of Almo. Carl Dalton, master of the lodge, invites all Master Masons to
wit are your allies now. Mental
attend.
pursuits are also favored.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Though you may not be in the
A Ham Breakfast will be at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church on
mood to verbalize your feelings
Saturday, May 6, from 5 to 10 a.m. This event will be sponsored by the
today, you could get really enthusiasMethodist Men and the public is invited. A free will donation will be
tic about a research project. You have
received. The church is located at Calloway-Marshall County Line just
good insight into others' motivations
east of U.S. Highway 641 North between Dexter and Hardin.
now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Inc
You could be concerned about a
work problem for a while today, but
Ledbetter Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
tonight finds you animated and
May 7. The pastor, the Rev. Troy- DeWeese, will speak at 11 a.m. A
talkative in the company of your
basket dinner will be served at noon followed by a gospel singing. The
friends. Enjoy group activities.
church is located off Highway 94 East.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You'll hold an important discussion
today related to career interests. You
make a good impression on others,
Bridge lessons will be at Ellis Community Center, Murray, on Monday, but doubts
may linger about a
May 8, at 1 p.m. This is open to all interested persons with Lee Stewart as
romantic situation.
the teacher. For more information call Stewart at 492-8706.
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct.22)
Some last-minute things to do at
home could delay the start of a trip.
You seem quite conversant today on a
Homecoming will be Sunday, May 7,L Temple Hill United Methodist
number of subjects. A mental interest
Church, located cast of Almo on Highway 464. Sunday School will be at
could fascinate you now.

Curtis Dane-Thomas Bolen born

let

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Breakfast at church Saturday

)44E

Ledbetter plans homecoming

Bridge lessons at Ellis Center

Homecoming at Temple Hill

10 a.m. with worship service at 11 a.m. Dinner will be served at 12:30
p.m. with a singing to follow featuring The Liberty Boys at 1:30 p.m. The
public is invited to attend, a church spokesman sail.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: James Elkins and Janice Rogers of Murray and Mildred Johnson of Hardin from Western Baptist; Ida Rose of Murray from Lourdes.

Gina Harris
bride-elect of
Keith Thorn
has selected I
her decorative
accessories from APlaceThDiscover..
Bel Alr Center
Pier 1
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Newborn admission

Four survivors of
Armenian disaster
honor Hammer

..

Al
of F

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, May 4,
have been released as follows:

Vize baby girl, parents, Leigh
and Patrick, 1106 College Courts,
Murray.
Dismissals
Curtis Tharpe, Rt. 1, Box 133,
Hazel; Timothy Lee, 1606 Ryan
Children's
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Belinda Taylor
Fashions
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box, IC,
Almo;
Menus for the various lunMrs. Donna Galloway, Rt. 1,
Murray High
chrooms in the county and city
Monday - chicken nuggets w/ Box 109, Sedalia; Mrs. Teresa
schools for the week of May 8 to honey or barbecue pork; Tuesday - O'Bryan and baby boy, Rt. 5, Box
12 have been released by Judy bacon and cheese or egg roll; Wed- 378, Murray;
Hina and Joanna Adams, food ser- nesday - crispy fried chicken and
Mrs. Janice Compton, Rt. 2, Box
vice directors for Murray City and rolls or ham sandwich w/cheese 149A, Murray; Mrs. Melissa Beach
Calloway County Schools respec- wedge; Thursday - Chuckwagon and baby girl, Murray Manor Apts.,
tively. The menus, subject to occa- or corn dog; Friday - turkey salad Murray;
sional change are as follows:
Mrs. Creole Hurt, Rt. 3, Benton;
or grilled cheese. Hamburgers, pizza, french fries, baked potatoes, Lewis Cowan, Rt. 6, Box 226,
MURRAY CITY
choice of fruits and vegetables, Murray; Charles Oliver, 1103 Mosmilk and fruit drink are available cow Ave., Hickman;
Elementary breakfast
Mrs. Frances Green, 313 South
daily.
Monday - cinnamon toast;
13th St., Murray; Jean Green, 313
Tuesday - poptart; Wednesday South 13th St., Murray; Mrs. Mary
CALLOWAY COUNTY
cereal; Thursday - French toast;
Ahart, 1506A Doran Rd.i Murray;
Friday - donut. Fruit or fruit juice
Mrs. Evelyn Wilkerson, 206
Elementary breakfast
and milk are available daily.
South
Ilth St., Murray; Mrs. EliMonday - whole wheat
Robertson
toastJjelly; Tuesday - scrambled zabeth Haneline, Rt. 1, Box 269B,
Monday - chicken pattie or ham- eggs, bacon, toast; Wednesday - Murray; Mrs. Jean Moore, Rt. 2,
burger; Tuesday - pizza or foot breakfast pizza; Thursday - saus- Box 247B, Murray;
long hot dog; Wednesday - turkey age on biscuit; Friday - cinnamon
Mrs. Zilpah Saxon, Rt. 4, Box
roiast,cw/rolls or peanut butter sand- roll. Cereal, milk and jute are 382, Mayfield; Mrs. Gladys Outwich; 'Thursday - corn dog or available daily.
land, 829 Hurt Dr., Murray; Wilhamburger; Friday - bologna and
liam McClure, P.O. Box 1098,
East, North, Southwest
cheese sandwich or peanut butter
Murray;
Monday - chicken nuggets or
sandwich. Choice of fruits and veg- deli ham sandwich; Tuesday - pizMrs. Hope Thoma, 1503 Porter
etables and milk are available za or submarine sandwich; Wed- Court No. 4, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
daily.
Mamie Turbeville, Rt. 2, Wingo;
nesday - spaghetti/meat sauce or
Carter
Mrs. Gladys Cannon, Box 212,
barbecue sandwich; Thursday Monday - hamburger or chuck- turkey and dressing or hamburger; Kuttawa; Harvie Smith, Rt. 2, Box
wagon; Tuesday - corn dog or bar- Friday - corn dog or pizzaburger. 253N, Murray; Mrs. Nottic Miller,
becue pork; Wednesday - oven Fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts, Box 141, Hazel.
fried chicken w/rolls; Thursday - milk and fruit drink are available
pizza or ribette; Friday - bologna daily.
and cheese or peanut butter and
Calloway Middle
honey sandwich. Choice of fruits
Monday - burritoes/cheese sauce
and vegetables and milk are avail- or footlong chili dog; Tuesday
able daily.
chili and crackers or turkey club
Middle, High breakfast
sandwich; Wednesday - barbecue
Monday - French toast a& syr- chicken or cheeseburger; Thursday
up; Tuesday - bacon and toast; - turkey and dressing or hot ham
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
Wednesday - blueberry muffin; and cheese; Friday - lasagne or - Four
young survivors of the
Thursday - scrambled eggs and deli turkey sandwich. Pizza, salad
catastrophic Armenian earthquake
toast; Friday - honey bun. Fruit or bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk
honored Occidental Petroleum
fruit juice, milk and cereal are and fruit drink are available daily. chief
Armand Hammer, who
available daily.
Calloway High
donated money and flew medical
Murray Middle
Monday - crispy beef steaks or
supplies to their devastated
Monday - tacos or submarine; barbecue sandwich; Tuesday homeland.
Tuesday - oven baked chicken and fried chicken or pizzaburger;
"You will be forever in the
Wedrolls or corn dog; Wednesday - nesday - barbecued ribbette
hearts of the Armenian people,"
or corn
hoagie or ham sandwich; Thurs- dog; Thursday - turkey
Anna Mikaelian, 16, told the indusand
day - French bread pizza or Man- ing or submarine sandwich; dresstrialist through an interpreter durFriday
wich; Friday - fish sandwich w/ - lasagne or fish sandwich.
Fruits, ing the ceremony Tuesday.
cheese or grilled cheese. French vegetables, salad bar, pizza, fries,
The teen-ager, who lost both legs
fries, pizza, choice of fruits and milk and fruit drink are available
in the Dec. 7 quake, presented
vegetables, milk and fruit drink are daily.
Hammer with an Armenian clock
available daily.
that stopped at 11:41 the day of the
quake. Miss Mikaelian and the
three other children attending the
:1-11005
108 suuth 12th Street
ceremony have undergone treathill Nlittrra. 1.
sin-- Infant thrti I
ment in Los Angeles for their
injuries.
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Murriiy High Baird rated superior

Gina & Keith will be married June 3, 1989.
•

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th
BUMMER SCHEDULE
Beginning Sun., May 7, 1968

Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
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SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Financial discussions drag on and
on, but agreements are reached by
the end of the day. You'll do some
important thinking today regarding
your future economic security.'
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You could be overly concerned
about a money matter. Frankly, you
and a partner have more important
things to talk about now. Make plans
for your mutual future together.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Once you get your ego out of the
way, you'll have a clear head to deal
with the problems at hand. Judgment
is good about work interests now and
you'll come to an important decision.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
At first you won't know what to
say, but once you get going, you'll be
both eloquent and persuasive. You'll
find joy through hobbies arid-creative
pursuits today.
PISCES
41g!
(Feb. 19 ta-Mar. 20)
7110(
You'll probably wish that a friend
did not stop by to visit You'll derive
more pleasure from family activities
than social life today. Thinking is on
target regarding home matters.
YOU BORN TODAY are idealistic
" and independent, yet you work well
with groups. You have strong creative
leanings and are capable of work
that's ahead of your time You're
somewhat nervous and high-strung,
and may suffer from periodic bouts of
temperament
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Coming community events are announced
Friday, May 5
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order
of Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m, at lodge hall at Aurora.
Gospel music concert featuring
The Accords will be at 7 p.m. at
Fairview Baptist Church, 114
Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn.
Little Mister and Miss Hardin
Day contest will be at 7 p.m. at
community building. For information call 437-4234 or 437-4760.
A "Meet the Pro" meeting to
meet Tennis Pro Hugh Waters will
be from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce office to carpool to
Metropolis, Ill. For information
call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne
at 753-0224.
Twilight Golf for men and
women will start at 5:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
Games will be played at..8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
University Spring Banquet for
all students, college committee
members, home-away-from-home
parents, and anyone else ,ierested
will be at 7 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of University Church of Christ.
The cost will be $5 for adults and
$2 for children.
Saturday, May 6
"G.T. and the Halo Express" will
be a young people's musical to be
presented at 7 p.m. at Christian
Community Church.
Derby Day Party will be from 2
to 5:30 p.m. at Murray Country
Club.
Women's Aglow Fellowship will
meet at 12 noon at Kenlake State
Park Hotel. For information call
489-2379 or 437-4613.
Paris and Paducah Districts of
United Methodist Women will have
a Financial Interpretation Workshop at 9:30 a.m. at Christ United
Methodist Church, 1332 Broadway,
Mayfield.
Methodist Men will have a country ham breakfast from 5 to 10 a.m.
at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church. A free will donation will
be accepted.
Hardin Days' events will include
Country Ham Breakfast at Four
Seasons from 6 to 9 a.m.; breakfast
at Country Crossroads from 6 to 10
a.m.; parade at 11 a.m.; Jeff Smith
show and Candidates' forum and
music by Kentucky Rain until 6:30
p.m.; Auction at 7 p.m. Arts and
crafts, along with food vendors all
day in city park.
Men's Spring Golf Tournament
will be at Oaks Country Club.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
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Saturday, May 6
and Crystal Parks as hosts will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Monday, May 8
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Preschool
Teacher Training at 6 p.m. and
Puppet Practice at 7:30 p.m.

Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
American Dream Girl and Boy
Beauty Pageant will be at Executive Inn, Paducah. For information
call 753-9866.

AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
For information call 759-4059.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 1:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to carpool to
Woodland's Nature Center in Land
Between the Lakes. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.

Kicker's Replay (cook out) will
be at Miller Memorial Golf Course
by Miller Golf Association.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Junior Boys and
Girls Fishing Tournament from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Duncan Lake;
Moonshine of LBL from 10 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.and Wagon Rides at 1:30
and 2:30 p.m. at Empire Farm; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Girls Farm Workshop
from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Yellow Lady's
Slipper Orchid Search at 1:30 p.m.
and Turtles of LBL at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; WKAA
at 8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Carporee Tournament at
Energy Lake Campground.
"Living with Diabetes" workshop will be from 9 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
WCSD-TV Channel 28 will present County Forum '89 at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County High School.
Sunday, May 7
Mr. and Mrs. Alney Owen will
be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from 2
to 4 p.m. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank. The
family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mrs. Myrtle Overby will be honored on 95th birthday with an open
house event at home of daughter,
Mrs. Solon (Ruth) Hale from 2 to 4
p.m.
Spring Pot-Pourri will be at Calloway Public Library with an English picnic at 5 p.m.
Women's Executive Session will
be at Murray Moose Lodge with
lodge to open at 12 noon.
Goshen United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
Four Rivers Music Friends will
meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library.
District I of VFW will meet at 1
p.m. for free lunch and meeting at
2 p.m. at Benton Post 1084, four
miles east of Benton on Highway
408.
The Golden Humminghbirds of
Paducah will sing at 2:30 p.m. at
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church.
North Fork Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming.

la __el Club donates

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Visit with the Eagle at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center,
Carporee Tournament at Energy
Lake Campground.
Homecoming will be at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church.
Showing of County Forum '89
by WCSD-TV will be at 6 p.m. on
Multivision Cable.
Monday, May 8
Open house will be from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. at County Extension
Office in basement of Miller Courthouse Annex.
Lee Stewart will teach bridge
lessons at 1 p.m. at Ellis Community Center. For information call
492-8706.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Foster Parent Recruitment
Reception will be from 4:30 to
6:30 p.m. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Ken-Bar Inn, Gilbertsville, from
9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
church.
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. with Mrs. George
Kamagus.
Suburban Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Pat
Rogers.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
, Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers.

Federal court
rules in favor of
rock star Prince

The Hazel Woman's Club has recently made two donations. Inez Butterworth, club member, top photo, presents Velva Maupin with a
check to purchase a book for the Calloway County Public Library. In
bottom photo, from left, Angie Herndon, Kimberly Lough, Karen
Dale and Scott Bazzell look over a letter from the Hazel Woman's
Club which presented the se • r class with four $50 savings bonds for
"Project Graduation."

ST. LOUIS (AP) — A federal
appeals court ruled Wednesday that
a song by rock star Prince called
"U Got the Look" did not infringe
on a copyright composition by his
half-sister.
Lorna L. Nelson had sued her
halftrother, whose full name is
Prince Rogers Nelson; her brother,
her father, and PRN Productions
Inc., claiming "U Got the Look"
contained lyrics similar to lines in
her copyright song, "What's Cooking in This Book."
The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals upheld a Minnesota court
ruling that found no substantial
similarity existed between the lyrics of the two songs and dismissed
Nelson's copyright infringement
claims.

Rogers, Parton, Nelson perform
HOUSTON (AP) — Kenny
Rogers boosted the spirits of
15,000 NASA employees, their
families and friends in a free, openair concert at the Johnson Space
Center.
Country singers Dolly Parton

and Willie Nelson joined Rogers
for the Tuesday concert, which will
be televised May 20 on NBC.
The special will feature a segment where the singers describe
their paths to success from humble
backgrounds.

PAL (Purchase Aides Link) Support Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For
information call 1-444-2685.
North Calloway Elementary
School will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group will
meet at 7 p.m. in basement classroom of Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Gina Harris
bride-elect of
Keith rirwrn
has selected Fier
Housewares from
Murray Home efr auto
Gina o Kgith will- be
married Yune 3, 1989

"Family Style"
Roast Pork
$4.59
(includes stuffing and 3 vegetables)

Murray High School French banquet will be at 7:30 p.m. in school
cafeteria.
Chestnut Street
Murray, KY
Phone 753-2571

Need Line will honor the volunteers at the office with a luncheon
at 12 noon at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.

All Day Saturday
Rent 5 Movies
and get a FREE
Derby Lottery Ticket

You can almost hear the strum of a guitar and the howl ofa lone coyote.The first week of
the three week long May Sale begins with the hottest prices this side of the Rio Grande.

Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!
Mon.-Thurs.
10-9
Fri. & Sat.
10-10
Central
Shopping
Center

•24 Hour
Drop-Off Box
Available
Sunday
1-8
753-7670

753-HOME

nether Reg 514.99 Sole SII.111
Goblet Reg 56.99 Sale SSA
Tumbien Reg $4.99 Sok SIMI

Hours:
M F 9:004111
Sat 9:064:00
11111411S
IF.L AIR CENT=
-MURRAY.
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Murray State University tennis

OVC champions 1980-89

By DANIEL T. PARKER

ing credit to Ron Underwood, the assistant coach of
the team. "He was listed as the assistant coach," Purcell clarified.
Underwood also was given credit for two more
Purcell-tennis success stories, as Bennie's two sons —
Del and Mel — began hanging around the sport. "Ron
was responsible for most of what I learned, did he
also helped get Del and Mel interested," Purcell
recalled.
Once his sons were hooked, so was he. "My kids
got interested in tennis at that time, so my interest
became more intense in tennis than in basketball,"
Purcell said. Mel went on to a professional career,
where he has enjoyed moderate success. After a short
hiatus of his ten-year career, Mel Purcell is back on
the pro circuit in Florida.
Del, meanwhile, was West Kentucky's first indoor
tennis professional, holding the Rosition when the
KenLake Tennis Center first opened its doors. He is
now in his fourth year as proat the Louisville Tennis
Club.
Neither played for Bennie, but many top-notch
players have, including a suing of Norwegian and/or
Swedish talent that began arriving at Murray State
thanks to a set of bizarrely-duplicated circumstances.
"In 1972, I had a friend who was tennis coach at the
University of Wyoming," Purcell remembered. "They
dropped the entire spring sports program there, and he
called."
The nature of the call was to discuss a Norwegian
tennis player currently in Wyoming who suddenly had
nowhere to play.
"We're always looking for players," Purcell told his
friend, and, soon, Arnie Knudsen arrived in Murray
from Norway via Wyoming.
Purcell found out Norwegian players could contribute to his program — and also found out how to keep
them coming back. "Arnie liked Murray State, and
ended up marrying a girl from Paducah," Purcell said,
adding that when Knudsen and wife returned to Norway, he began touting the advantages of MSU tennis.
"Through his connections, we've had 13 Norwegian
players here," Purcell said.
The Swedish connection was built following the
same plans. Purcell had a coaching friend at Henry
Ford Junior ,College in Dearborn, Mich., and the
school dropped its spring sports program.
Brrrrringggg! Purcell got a phone call from said
friend, who had a Swedish player arriving with no
team to play for. "I had a scholarship available," Purcell said.
That NAltiS all it took to land Finn Swarting, who
went on to win over 100 matches for the Racers.
Guess what? Swarting ended up marrying a MSU
coed from Paducah, too. "That's part of our plan,"
Purcell said with a laugh. "We get them married, then
they have a commitment to MSU."
Swarting also lived up to his commitment, helping
the Racers land Mats Ljungman, which led to Jens
Bergrahm, which led to Tony Wretlund and Jonas
Bergrahm (brother of Jens).

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

When Berune Purcell was born, his mother delivered him on a tennis court, wrapped him in a hand
towel, gave him a racket press as a teething ring and
then rejoined her partner to claim the Wimbledon doubles title. Purcell grew up to become a tennis coach,
the third-winningest active coach in NCAA Division I
competition, and lay claim to ten consecutive conference titles.
(That's not true, although Hollywood would love
such a story....)
As a young child, Bennie Purcell saved the life of a
playmate who would grow up to be Elvis Presley.
After Presley's death, the ghost of Elvis began appearing on Scandinavian tennis courts, encouraging
young players to migrate to America in order to play
for Purcell. As a result, Purcell is now the thirdwinningest active coach in NCAA Division I competition, and has laid claim to ten consecutive conference
titles.
(That's not true, either, although the National
Enquirer would love such a yarn....)
Bennie Purcell had a normal birth and a normal Illinois upbringing, during which he concentrated on
basketball. His basketball skills led him to Murray
State University, where he became an All-American
player. After graduation, he played professional
basketball, including touring with the Harlem
Globetrotters.
He returned to Murray as an assistant basketball
coach and took over the tennis team only because the
coach left in mid-season. He stayed with the tennis
team only because his two sons showed a large interest in the sport, and only began playing the game
when he started coaching it.
And now Bennie Purcell is the third-winningest
active coach in NCkA Division I competition and has
just laid claim to the Racers' tenth straight OVC conference championship.
(Call Hollywood. Notify the National Enquirer. This
story's true.)
• • •
After a tennis coaching career that began in 1966
(also his first OVC championship year), Purcell may
have thought he'd seen it all. He knew the season
would be rough for the Racers as they — and he —
dealt with the pressure of chasing their tenth consecutive Ohio Valley Conference, but he couldn't have
been prepared for all that lay ahead.
"This has been probably our hardest year," Purcell
agreed. "We had so much adversity."
Coaches come to expect some sort of troubles, especially in the area of injury and illness. It seemed as
though the Racers were trying out for General Hospital, however, when Jonas Bergratun's back problems
and Tomas Hull's ankle woes were added to a list that
included bouts of illness and other nagging injuries
that pestered the Racers like a horsefly throughout the
season.
"It was just one of those years when we could never
seem to put our entire team oncthe court at the same
time," Purcell said.
As if putting an entire team on the court wasn't
enough to worry about, Purcell arrived one Monday
morning at the MSU courts only to stare in wide-eyed
amazement — he had no court to put his team on.
Over the weekend, workers from Murray State's
physical plant had had to rip open a corner of the
courts in order to reach a drain tunnel which had collapsed amidst the heavy spring rains. It was an,
emergency necessity...and a knife in the side of
Purcell.
"It was a shock to come out and see what is the best
— has been the best — tennis facility in the OVC like
this," Purcell said. "But you just have to go on and
overcome that."
The Racers had more to overcome. Near the end of
the season, Purcell dismissed player Geir Sjoeberg for
disciplinary reasons after Sjoeberg walked off the
court during a match.
Despite all of this, the Racers left for Eastern Kentucky University on Saturday, April 22 with Purcell
thinking the tenth-straight title was well within reach.
"We had played well at the end of the year," Purcell
noted. "We knew we had been playing the best tennis
we'd played all season, and we had our lineup intact,
mostly."
Included among the Racer crew was Sjoebcrg, who
had been reinstated by a team vote immediately before
the OVC tournament as a replacement for injured Rob
Olmstead!
In Richmond. however, the Racers didn't find the
sun waiting for them. Instead, rain showers caused the
play to be moved indoors, then back outside, then
indoors again. By the end of the first day of competition on Sunday, the Racers were clinging to a twopoint lead.
But Purcell knew they were in good shape. "One
thing in our favor was that four teams were vying for
the title," he noted, naming Tennessee Tech, Austin
Pcay and Middle Tennessee as the three other
hopefuls.
The four-way traffic jam helped, he said, because in
many of the semifinal matches Murray players found
themselves with the opportunity to add points to the
Racer totals while eliminating members of their top
pursuers from the field.
"That was a plus," Purcell said. "There were some
big matches in the semifinals that we won."
The Racers accumulated 52 of a possible 63 points,
including individual dual OVC championships for
senior John Schnieder and freshman Doug Hawthorne,
who won at No. 4 and at No. 6 singles before teaming
up for the title at No. 3 doubles.
Two-time Player of the Year Tony Wretlund was
defeated in the finals, but teamed up with Sjoeberg to
claim the No. 2 doubles title and Hult won the No. 5
singles championship.
Those finishes, along with another second, a third
and a fourth-place result, led the Racers away from
the field. Murray State finished with an 11-point lead
over Tennessee Tech, 52-41, while Austin Peay was in
third at 39 and Middle Tennessee fourth with 35
points.
• • •
Purcell, Murray State University and the Ohio Valley Conference are linked with a 40-year chain.
Purcell walked through the doors of Murray State
University in 1948 — the same year the Ohio Valley
Conference began — on a basketball scholarship

•

"Murray State University has been good to me....1 feel privileged to have received my
education here, to have played basketball here and to have been part of winning teams
in basketball and tennis. Whatever we've been able to do, I'm glad we've been able to
do it for Murray State — it's a small way to pay them back for what they've given
me."
MSU tennis coach Bennie Purcell
The Mt. Vernon, Ill. native quickly became a standout for the Racers and, until this year, held the record
for most games played for the team (116). In his
junior year, the Racers won the 1951 OVC regularseason and tournament championship, beating Eastern
Kentucky and Western Kentucky on the same day to
claim the tournament title.
The Racers were ranked 16th in the final national
college basketball poll that year, their highest finish
ever. Purcell's senior year saw him gain national honors as he was named as an All-America player.
Following his graduation, Purcell embarked upon a
professional career, including touri4 with the Harlem
Globetrotters as a member of their traveling opposition team.

Purcell began feeling the call to coach, and took
over the head job at the high school in Clinton, Ky.
He went from there to Anna-Jonesboro, Ill., where he
stayed for five years, and then coached one year in his
home town of Mt. Vernon.
But Purcell's "second" home called him, and in
1963 Purcell rejoined the Racers as an assistant coach
to Cal Luther. He remained the Racers' assistant until
1971 — but, during that time, his career went through
a change of courts.
In 1966, the Racers' tennis coach left at mid-year
and Purcell filled the opening. The Racers went on to
win the OVC championship that year, which Purcell
doesn't take credit for.
"I really wasn't that good of a coach," he said, giv-

• •

Whether foreign or domestic, the talent Purcell has
worked with during his 24 years as Racer tennis coach
forms an impressive list.
Included are Ljungman (1980-83), who won 150
matches playing either No. 1 or No. 2 throughout his
four-year career. "That's more or less the standard we
go by," Purcell said.
Steve Massad matched the 150-win total by playing
Nos. 3-6 during his tenure. "No matter where you're
playing, that's a lot of wins," Purcell said.
Bobby Montgomery, of Henderson, Ky., won seven
of eight championships — four doubles crowns, three
singles — and lost in the finals of the fourth singles
competition. "That's another record we feel players
can shoot for," Purcell said.
Barry Thomas set the single-season win record,
achieving 44 wins. in 1984.
Terje Persson, Finn Swarting, John Brunner and
Jens Bergrahm each had over 100 wins as a Racer, as
did Wretlund, who was defeated in the No. 1 singles
championship this year but closed his impressive
career with 112 victories, including a 50-3 mark
against OVC opponents.
Wretlund was the OVC Player of the Year twice
and runner-up twice. "And he played No. 1 for us
from the day he stepped in," Purcell said. "I can't say
(Cont'd on page 9)

Two of Purcell's most powerful players during the Racers' Decade
of Dominance were Mats Ljangman (above, 1980-83) and Tony
Wretlund (left, 1986-89). Ljungman won 150 matches in his career,
playing No. 1 or No. 2 throughout his stay and setting "more or
im the standard we go by" with his win total. Wretlund, the
OVC's Player of the Year in 1987 and 1988 (and runner-up for the
honor in 1986 and 1989), won 112 matches for Murray, including a
50-3 conference record. Wretlund "played No. 1 from the day he
stepped in here," Purcell notes.
All photos by Daniel T. Parker
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Best — and worst

facility in the OVC

MSU linksters look
to OVC Tournament
By MIKE RINGERING

Lainitlaitick1

Churchill Downs, May6,1989
Kentucky Derby Odds
Ths held for Swuntay's 115th Kentucky
by, with post position, horse's name, lixitey's
nsms and ccids:
1 Ci•VOf Trevor
Pettinger
30-1
2. Flying Continent'
Black
30-1
1. Western Playboy Romero
6-1
4. Huiltster
Castaneda
30-1
Amory
5. a-Shy Tom
6-1
6. a-Houston
Pincay
8-1
7. Dared
Snyder
20-1
I Faultless Ensign
De Carlo
50-1
8. Tripie Buck
Santos
30-1
10. Sunday Silence
Vaienzusla
3-1
1 1 . Irish Actor
Howard
50-1
12. I-Notation
McCauley
50-1
19. b-Awe inspiring
Perrot
3-5
14. b.Euy Goa
Day
3-5
15. I-Wir Spline(
k4iller
50-1
16. 1-Nenhern Wolf
Ladner
50-1
a-D. Wayne Lukas trained entry.
b-Snug McGaughey trained entry.
1-mutuel field
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Easy Goer going
from main gate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Now, Shug McGaughey can restart
his heart and take a few easy
breaths before Saturday. Easy Goer
is the Kentucky Derby's first oddson favorite in this decade, and the
main horse is in the main gate.
Easy Goer will break from the
14th of 16 post positions Saturday,
taking what many believe will be
the first step on a Triple Crown
road las: traveled in 1978 by
Affirmed.
"Somebody said they heard my
heart pounding through my shirt
when they drew the first, 15th and
16th post positions," McGaughey,
Easy Goer's trainer, said. "I took a
deep breath and relaxed a lot."
The main gate holds 14 starters.
The 15th and 16th starters, 50-1
outsiders Wind Splitter and Northern Wolf, will break from an auxiliary gate set up at the end of the
main gate.
While there may be concern
about the auxiliary gate opening,
it's never failed in the Derby. The
most obvious disadvantage is that
because the auxiliary gate doesn't
fit tightly against the main gate, the
15 and 16 starters are forced even
farther outside.
"If I'd have picked, it wouldn't
be 14," McGaughey said. "But
what I really didn't want was number one or the auxiliary gate."
Easy Goer, who has won all
three starts this year with ease, was
a 3-5 early favorite, coupled in betting with stablemate Awe Inspiring, the Flamingo Stakes winner
who will break from the No. 13
posi Even without the entrymate,
Easy Goer almost certainly viould
be odds-on.
Not only is McGaughey's entry
the first odds-on Derby favorite
since Spectacular Bid won in 1979,
but Easy Goer also will be trying
to become the first 2-year-old
champion since Spectacular Bid to
win the race.
Sunday Silence, the Santa Anita
Derby winner trained by Charlie
Whittingham, will start from the
10th post and was made tly 3-1
second choice when 16 3-year-old
colts were entered Thursday.
The D. Wayne Lukas entry of
Houston, winner of the Bayshore
and Derby Trial, and grass specialist Shy Tom was made an 8-1 third
choice, along with Harvey Vanier's
Western Playboy, winner of the
Jim Beam and Blue Grass stakes
and apparently recovered from an,
infection in the hock of his left
hind leg.
Houston will start from the No. 6
post, and Western Playboy from
No. 3. Shy Tom, a late entry who
hasn't raced on dirt since last
December, will start from the fifth
spot.
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The sunscreened west wall of the Murray State University tennis courts (top
photo) tells the story of the
Racers' lengthy tradition of excellence in the Ohio Valley Conference, with this
year's OVC championship
yet to be added to the list which graces the complex often referred to as ,!`the best
tennis facility in the
OVC." Just a few yards from the championship listings, however, (bottom photo)
is
collapsed drain tunnel underneath the complex which forced the partial demolish seen the result of a
ment of one court and
the unavailability of two others. The university is hopeful that the courts can be
repaired by the fall.

Decade ofdominance...
(Cont'd from page 8)
enough about him — when you
look at what he's done, plus the
continued concentration and the
excellent practice habits he has."
"You may coach a lifetime and
only get one like Tony," Purcell
said.
Wretlund's teammate, fellow
senior John Schnieder, claimed six
OVC championships during his
four-year career, which included 40
consecutive conference victories
and a 43-1 overall OVC record.
Purcell declined to name a
"favorite" player. "I really appreciate all of the players who have
come through our program and
helped us win," he said.
He also appreciates all of the
teams, not just the championship
winners. Asked to name a favorite
team, his first thoughts were of
four teams during the 1970s who
came close, but failed to win an
OVC crown.
"Any coach in any sport will tell
you it's difficult to win a single
championship," Purcell said.
"We've had good players, and
we've had a certain amount of
luck."
•

•

dent Kala Stroup and athletic director Michael Strickland.
"At one time, we didn't have as
much financial support as we've
received the last number of years,"
Purcell said."We feel our team has
been in the top 50 in the country
the last 12 to 14 years, and one of
the reasons why is that we've been
able to play a major schedule."
That schedule will resume next
year as the Racers try to extend
their streak into the 1990's.
"We really wanted to have them
all in the '80s," Purcell said. "That
really meant a lot to the team, to
me and to the university. But we're
not ready to give up on No. 11
yet."
Purcell, with 448 wins to his credit, knows the Racers won't sneak
up on anyone — in fact, he is
proud that the yellow shirts worn

Staff photo. by Daniel T. Parker

by the Racer teams often have the
same effect on their opponents as
Yankee pinstripes used to have on
American League teams. "They see
us in those shirts and think, 'we've
got to play Murray State today,—
Purcell noted. "That little intimidation helps.
"We're very, very proud of the
fact that the program has been successful," Purcell said. "We hope
we can keep it at a high level...the
longer you stay on top, the more
people there are shooting at you
from below — but I'd rather be on
top than down below, shooting at
someone else."
• • •
(A television program featuring
the Murray State Racers' "Decade
of Dominance" will be presented
Sunday night at 10:30 on WPSDTV (channel 6).

Staff Report
Murray State Sports Information

Murray State University's Roy Stewart Stadium plays host to the 1989
Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor Track Championship Saturday, with
field events beginning at noon and track events at 1 p.m.
MSU's women's track team finished second last year to Eastern Kentucky, and the Lady Racers hope to take their second track title in as
many months against conference competition. Murray State won the
women's indoor track championship earlier this year.
Competing against MSU on the women's side are Middle Tennessee,
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee State. Austin Peay will send a few participants to represent the Governors, but APSU, like Morehead State
,and
Tennessee Tech, does not have an outdoor track squad.
The men's outdoor track teams had no league championship last season, and this year's championship is unoffical. Murray State anticipates
winning this title (unofficial as it is), making for a combined sweep of all
four track titles. The MSU men's track team also won the indoor track
championship this season.
Competing against the MSU men's track squad are Eastern Kentucky
and Austin Peay.

Stanley Cup playoffs

Blackhawks upset Flames
CALGARY, Alberta (AP) —
Steve Larmer, Denis Savard and
Steve Thomas scored in the opening 6:02 and Alain Chevrier made
22 saves Thursday night as the
Chicago Blackhawks defeated the
Calgary Flames 4-2, evening the
Campbell Conference finals at one
win apiece.

In suffering only its sixth home
loss all season, Calgary bore little
resemblance to the team that led
the NHL with 117 regular-season
points — 51 more than Chicago,
the loWest-ranked of the 16 playoff
clubs — and cruised past the
Blackhawks 3-0 in the opener for
their sixth straight playoff victory.
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Purcell pointed out the Racer
tennis team has also had a strong
measure of support, and he passed
out thanks to community figures
and private individuals who have
thrown their support behind the
team. Also receiving bouquets of
appreciation was his
Shirley
("even though she does' Iie
who to play") and to MSU p

MSU hosts OVC track meet
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The Murrray State golf team will close out the 1989 spring golf season
with a trip to Fort Campbell, Ky. to participate in the 1989 Ohio Valley
Conference Championship tournament. The scheduled three-round event,
hosted by Austin Peay, will take place at the Cole Park Golf Course.
In last spring's tournament, the Racers finished fourth carding a team
score of 937 for a player per-round average of 78. Leading the way for
the Racers was Bud Ward, who finished in a tie for sixth individually,
shooting for a per-round average of 77 (76-78-77=231).
According to head coach Buddy Hewitt, this year's squad should be
more competitive, but will have a greater challenge.
"I believe our chances are good, but so are the chances of five other
OVC schools," Hewitt said. "The challenge will be extremely tough, but
our seniors have plenty of OVC tourney experience."
Three seniors will participate in the final OVC championship. Chris
Carlson was the 1987 OVC individual champion and OVC Player of the
Year. In last year's tourney, Carlson finished eleventh individually shooting 78-72-83=233. He holds the Racers' low round this season with a 70
at the Marshall Intercollegiate in April.
Senior Jon Walker returns to the OVC tourney for the third time. In last
year's event, Walker carded 73-79-82=234 for a twelfth place tie individually and is currently second on this year's squad with a per-round average of 77.6. Senior John Howard will be making his first appearance at
the tourney. Howard has led the team the entire spring with a per-round
average of 76.4.
Rounding out the final two spots are junior John Hobby and freshman
Steve Laurain. Hobby is making his second trip to the tourney after placing twenty-sixth last year, shooting 79-82-83=244. Laurain will make his
first scheduled tourney debut as a Racer, after winning a playoff for the
fifth and final spot earlier in the week.
This year's squad take with them a con-tined 22 rounds of OVC
championship experience.
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Major League baseball

Viola and win column silent; Hatcher mops up
From AP Reports
Frank Viola would rather not
talk about his pitching, while there
might not have been enough people
around to talk about Mickey
Hatcher's.
"I've got so many things bound
up to say but I'm speechless,"
Viola, winless this season, said
after going 0-5 as the Minnesota
Twins lost to the Milwaukee Brewers 3-2 Thursday night despite his
complete-game eight-hitter.
"I thought I threw better than I
have all year. The breaks just
aren't going our i'ay. It's not just
me, it's the whole team."
Hatcher, a utility player and
pinch hitter for the Los Angeles
Dodgers, pitched a hitless ninth
inning against St. Louis, after the
Cardinals had piled up 21 hits in a
12-0 win.

4

Hatcher. who does just about
everything for Los Angeles, was
called on to mop up the mess. He
walked three, hit a batter and
balked. But he didn't allow a hit.
"I waited 10 years for this,"
Hatcher said. "I had a spitter ready
to go, but I forgot where I put the
lubricant. They were squeezing my
strike zone.At was one of the biggest thrills in my life."
For the 36,689 at Dodger Stadium, however, it's not quite as
thrilling to see Valenzuela pitch
anymore.
Valenzuela, trying t2 recover
from a sore soulder ;
gi season,
1 t4p
allowed six runs in 1 2- • ings in
his worst outing of the reason.
"I felt good," Valenzuela said.
"I have no excuses. I threw all my
pitches and they hit all my pitches.
I'll just have to wait until my next

time out. The only one who pitched
well tonight was Mickey."
Ken Hill pitched a three-hitter
for his first major-league shutout
and Tom Brunansky and Pedro
Guerrero drove in two runs each.
"He's definitely not the Fernando I remember seeing a couple of
years back," Brunansky said.
When he was on, he was probably one of the nastiest pitchers in the
game."
Hill, 2-1, finished with a careerhigh nine strikeouts and one walk
as he recorded his first complete
game in four major-league starts.
The 23-year-old right-hander threw
eight scoreless innings with no
decision last Saturday in the Cardinals' 1-0 victory over Los Angeles
at Busch Stadium.
"After we got the five runs in
the second inning, Jose De Leon
told me to pitch like it was a 1-0
game," said Hill, recalled by the
Cardinals on April 19 because of
an injury to Greg Mathews.
"I had very good location on my
fastball," Hill said. "I mixed in
the changeup, spotted the ball here
and there and everything was
working well. They hit some balls
hard, but they were right at
people."
Milt Thompson sparked a fiverun second inning with a two-run
homer and Tony Pena paced the
Cardinals' attack with four singles.
Viola, the 1988 Cy Young
Award winner when he was 24-7
with a 2.64 earned run average,
actually lowered his ERA to 4.84.
The last time Viola went 'this far
without a victory was 1983, his
first full season in the majors when
he didn't win until May 18, making
him 1-2 en route to a 7-15 record.
The Brewers parlayed an infield
hit, a stolen base, a broken-bat
single and Joey Meyer's RBI
grounder into a 1-0 lead in the
fourth inning. RBI singles by Gary
Sheffield and Robin Yount made it
3-0 in the fifth.
Winner Don August allowed one
run and six hits in seven innings.
Chuck Crirn retired the only batter
he faced and Dan Plesac took over
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753-0045

for his fifth save although he
yielded a home run to Brian Harper
with two out in the ninth.
The entire Milwaukee team was
on the field to congratulate Plesac
when it was discovered that Harper's drive had bounced out of center fielder Yount's glove and over
the fence.
"When he didn't present the
ball, I thought, 'We've got problems," Manager Tom Trebelhorn
said.
Elsewhere in the American
League:
• Cleveland's John Farrell threw
hitless ball for eight innings as
Cleveland downed Kansas City
3-1.
• Two-run singles by Rickey
Hetiaerson and Don Mattingly
highlighted light-hitting New
York's largest outburst of the year,
a five-run third inning, as they beat
Texas 11-7.
• Lance Parrish led off the 10th
inning with a double and eventually scored the winning run on Dante
Bichette's sacrifice fly, as California beat Toronto 3-2.
• and Ron Kittle drove in three
runs with a double and a sacrifice
fly and Chicago withstood a late
rally to end Boston's three-game
winning streak 5-4.
In other National League action:
• Kevin Mitchell hit his major
league-leading 10th home run of
the season, leading San Francisco
past Pittsburgh 6-3.
• Mike Bielecki pitched a fivehitter and Andre Dawson went
4-for-4 with two triples as visiting
Chicago beat San Diego 4-0.
• Howard Johnson homered off
reliever Rob Dibble with one out in
the 10th inning, leading New York
-past Cincinnati 3-2 at Shea Stadium for the Mets' ninth victory in
their last 11 games.
• Bill Doran hit a home run with
one out in the 10th inning to lift
Houston over Montreal at Olympic
Stadium 5-4.
•
and Tom Glavine pitched a
two-hitter for his second shutout of
the season as Atlanta beat visiting
Philadelphia. 3-0.
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Score
Major League Basebal i
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W I Pct
GO L16 Street Nome Away
13 13 500
1-5-5 Lost 1
7-3 6-10
13 13 500 74-4 Loll
6- 6 7-7
13 13 500 6-4 Won 4
S- 7 11- 6
13 14 411
A 74-4 Wont
5-7 II- 7
12 14 462
1
z-5-5 Won 2
7 5 5- 9
10 16 357
4
24 Loa 1
5- 7 5-11
I 17 320
44 1-3-7 Lost 3
4•5 412
West Division
W I Pet
Gil 110 $treet Neste Away
1$
602 24-4 Loll
9-6 9-2
19 9 679 2-7-3 Low 1 12-4 7-5
17 10 630
14 7-7-3 Lost 2 11. 4 6- 6
17 11 607
2
24-2 Won 2 116-5
14 15 463
5'4
6-4 Won 3 10- 7 4-5
11 17 303
44 Won 1
I
5- 5 6- 9
tO 16 315
II
1-9 Lost 4
7-9 3-7
•
NATIONAL: LEAGUE
East Divieksa
W L Pet
GB Lit Streek
1
AreT
15 11 .577 z-6-2 Won
15 11 .577
7.3 Won 1 it- S 4-6
15 12 .556
A
6-4 Won 2
9- 5 6- 7
15 13 .536
1
z4-4 Lost 1 12- 4 3- 9
11 15 .423
4
2-6 Lost 4
5. 6 6- 9
11 17 .393
5
3-7 Lost 1
7- II 4- 9
West Division
W L Pet
GB 110 $hea Hems Away
15 11 .577 6-4 Lost 1
6- 4 9- 7
15 15 .500
2
z-5-5 Lost 2
5- 9 10- 6
14 14 .500
2
5-5 Lost 1
9- 5 & 9
14 14 .500
2
7-44 Won 1
IL- 6 6.
13 15 .464
3
z4-4 Won 1
6- 9 7- 6
12 17 .414
44
24 Won 2
7- 6 5-11

Beidnore
Boston
Cirseland
New York
tillkeaukte
Toronto
Deed,
Taus
Oakland
Karnes City
Glaciate
Seale
Chicago
Minnesota

New York
St Louis
Chicago
Modred
Phiddebilla
PhIsturgii
Cincinnati
San Der
Los Angeles
San Filmdom
Harmon
Attanta
zelendes Inn game vats a stri

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thawed/11'e Gimes
Clweland 3, Kansas VT/ 1
MiereAse 3, Limeade 2
Caliorrila 3, Toronto 2, 10 innings
Chicago & 800011 4
New York 11, Tim 7
On owns* scheduled
Friday's Goalie
Tax.. (Ryan 3-1) at Radon (Clemens 3-1), 6:35
p.m.
nnesota (R.Srttin 2-1) al Clavelsind (Bildt 1-4),
6:35 p.m.
Oakland (Stewart 5-0) al Deircil (Tanana 2-3), 635
Caltornla (Abbott 1-2) at Toronto (Grunt 0-1), 6:35
p.rn
Seattle (Langston 3-3) al Balernore (Schmidt 1-3),
705 pm.
14ow York (Candelaria 3-2) at CNacio (Peru 1-3).
710 p.m.
'tenses City (Bannletw 3-0) W EaItsAew (Binteck
0-2), 730 p.m.
Saturday's Games
lAnnesota at Clrieland, 12:35 p.m.
Caltornia at Toronto, 12:35 p.m.
Oakland at Detroit. 120 p.m.
Kansas City at Milwaukee, 1130 pm
Texas at Boston, 205 pm
New York at Chicago, 6 pm.
Swale at Baltimore, 635 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Texas at Boston. 12:05 p.m.
loCnntrod at Cleveland, 12:35 pm.
Oakland at Detroit. 1235 p.m.
California at Toronto. 12:35 p.m.
Na® York at Chicago, 130 p.m

Kansas City
Merwaultee, 1.30 p.m.
Seattle at
Ninon. 135 p m
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Garnet
Chicago 4, San Diego 0
San Frandsco 6, Pittsburgh 3
Houston 5, tauttneal 4. 10 innngs
New York 3, Cindnnati 2, 10 innings
Atlanta 3. Philadelphia 0
St. Louis 12. Lot Anal** 0
Friday's Gas...'
Philadelphia (Howell 2-1) it Cindnnal (Browning
3-1). 635 pm
hioutdon (Clancy 1-1) at New York (Cone 2-2), 6:35
pm.
real (B.Srrith 2-0) al Atlanta (Ullquist 1-2),
6:40 p.m.
Chicago (Sanderson 2-2) at Los Angeles (Belcher
2-2), 905 p.m.
Wraburgh (Visa 2-2) at San Dego (Show 4-2)
905 p.m
St Louis (Megrims 2-2) at San Francisco (Garrotte
2-1). 935 p.m.
Setuniey's Games
Housion al New York. 1220 pm
St. Loins at San Frandsco, 305 pm
Pitiladetinia at Cindnnal, 605 p.m.
Montreal at Atlanta, 6:10 p.m.
Chien° W Los Angeles, 905 pm.
Pliteturgh at San Diego, 905 p.m.
Sunday's Genies
hlouston at New York, 1235 p.m.
likintreal at Atlanta, 1:10 p.m.
Phitedelphia at Cincinnati, 1:15 p.m
Chimp at Los Angeles, 305 p.m
Pittsburgh at San Diego, 3705 p.m.
St. Louit 11 San Frannie/SS: 3:05 p.m
-
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MICHELIN®

WRONGING A PEW TIRE LEGEND.

PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN PRICE & QUALITY.

MICHELIN'
SPORT EPX
EXCMNG PERFORMANCE

SIZES

PRICES

SIZES

$78

PRICES

PERFORMANCE

SiS RADIAL:" TIRES

FIREHAWK SS® TIRES

STEEL BELTED RADIALS

99S/§5R 14

U.175R15
4
$
8

AND INCREDIBLE HANDLING

Here it is - the famous 721 radial

225/70R15
VALUE PRICED

completely redesigned! This new
achievement in tire technology
offers longer tread life, better,wet
traction, and a quieter ride than
the 721. Prices even lower than
the 721 prices 10 years ago!

$91 95

Meet
0=
1=
3

LI

MICHELIN'
HUM

{-.-7•03
1=j

3

SHOWS IMPORTED CARS HOW
TO HANDLE'AMERICAN ROADS.

"The Michelin Man"
in person

SIZES

PRICES

$7

85

SIZES

$

95
P155/80R13
,

PRICES

PASSENGER

669
$6
E127°R13

SEIBERLING

PASSENGER

MICHELIN
XZ4

P1651110613
P1754101113
9111510113

SIZES
215(70R15

MICHELIN
Because So Much Is
Riding On Your Tires

$200
dab

$71 45

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF
MICHELIN COMMERCIAL TRUCK TIRES

USED TIRES, MISMATCHED WHEELS
MISMATCHED NEW TIRES
014

PRICES

"BUY A
SPARE"

BRAKE PACKAGE
• REPLACE PADS
• TURN ROTORS
• CHECK CALPERS & HOSES
• REPACK BEARINGS
L(2 wheels1

$4995

P185/75114
P195/75514
P205/75114
P215,05114
920505115
9315/75515
P725/75115
9735/75115

ur TIRES

RADIAL ATX® TIRES
$7895
P215/75R15

State-of-the-art all
season tread
Two steelcord belts
;M.." 0.
Polyester
cord radial
•
body

59.95
60.95
62.95
'S.,,
"
9
'
- S
9
547.95
95
70.95
951 71.95

Built for hard
work & traction
in any
weather on
•
any road
•
Provides
_ easy rolling,
fuel
efficient
1
1 mileage &
smooth
handling

A
.
f
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ISee this firestone cSeCaer for written speed rating
and safety inform:I/Ion

'Firestone
OIL, LUBE, AND FILTER
UP TO 5 QUARTS

$888

MOST AUTOMOBILES

SPACEmainTIRE 7
MURRRY'S ilEWEST TRUCK RI7D CAR TIRE CEI1TER .

S47 95
49 95
SO 95

ii

EXPIRES MAY 30, 1989

1 4106 WEST
STREET
MURRAY, KEI1TUCKY

5 95
9 9S

LIGHT TRUCK

$3
65L13

IMERFAjril

THE QUIET ALL-SEASON TIRE
FOR LUXURIOUS PERFORMANCE

All-season, steel-belted
performance
radialwith
raised outline
white letters
Longlasting
In 60, 65 &
70 series
sizes
tri
Speedrated

S/S RADIAL
Combines
* sporty design
with radial
handling

right ceaddeatioe of pike,
performance and quality.

EXPIRES MAY X, 1989
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Conditions still great for
crappie and bass anglers
Water conditions are still good
as did crappie afid bass continue
with their spawning ritual. The
crappie have all but completed
their egg laying in between the
cold fronts and elevation chages. It
will probably be several weeks
before the ones who have finished
will return to the depths and school
again.
In the mean time, more and more
bass will move in and start sweeping their nests. I saw several over
the weekend that had warn off
about 1/4 inch of their tails
already.
I fished one day with Ralph and
Doris Drury who live near Louisville. They really wanted to catch
some crappie and we gave it an
honest effort by casting jigs along
the banks where the crappie usually
spawn. We managed to find a couple of strays but finally gave up on
them and started casting ffor bass.

We did much better with the
bass, catching a double limit but
having only 12 that were 14 inches.
I saw Ralph and Doris the next day
and Doris had caught a beautiful
four-pound smallmouth bass on a
light-action rod and a roadrunner
jig.
The Drury's are super nice folks
who know how to fish and I sure

enjoyed being with them. I only
wish the crappie had been more
agreeable. Maybe we can get
together again and chase the white
stripes this summer.
We have been taking our bass on
worms and spinner baits along the
edges of the moss throughout most
of the day. Once in a while the fish
will slack off as a frontal system
gets, over us and the presure starts
climbing.
However, one expects this in the
spring and as the water cointinues
to warm the fish should react less.
Some anglers ahve been suing
topwater lures but the bass haven't
really started loading up on the surface activity yet. Give them time to
get off the nest and then look out. Visitors to Woodlands Nature Center at TVA's Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area admire
a resident barn owl held by LBL naturalist Wily Brines. The
There are still a lot of pro's and
public is invited to help celebrate LBL's 25th
birthday at Woodlands and other LBL facilities, during
con's about the moss but the
Visitors Appreciation Weekend, May 13-14. All
facilities, including campgrounds will be half-price. Visitor
'anglers love it.
s under 18 will be admitted to all educational
Happy Fishing facilities free. For more information about special events during the weekend, call 924-56
02.

Number of bass have increased in Record entries for St.
Jude
Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — The number of black bass in Lake Barkley
and Kentucky Lake have climbed,
partially the result of recent
droughts in the state, according to
biologists.
"Numbers of bass down there
have just skyrocketed in the last 10
years," said Jerry Buynak, a blackbass specialist with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife.
"I'm sure that anglers are thinking that the 14-inch minimum size
limit (changed from 12 inches on
both lakes in 1984) is the reason
for the population increase ... but
it's really because of environmental
conditions."
Buynak cited studies from both
lakes that silow . significant
increases in pditielf'1).e? acres*
through the middle of the drought.

At Kentucky Lake, the average
weight of fish per acre jumped
from 8.2 pounds in 1983 to 18.8
pounds in 1986. In Lake Barkley,
the increase was from 12.1 pounds
in 1982 to 23.9 in 1986.
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley tend to be "light limiting" —
murky to muddy — in the spring
and early summer in years of normal rainfall, Buynak said. In other
words, the depth that light can penetrate the lakes to produce vital
aquatic plants is reduced.
Since 1978, rainfall has
decreased, discharge from the lakes
has been reduced dramatically and
light penetration has more than
doubled at both lakes, Buynak
noted.
btalleveftliok factors
and, indirectly, improved farming
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Look For These Items In A Quality Fishing Rod
Sanded mold lines Smooth rounded finished look

Oualtly components throughout

rr
•-zreTh ough the handle construction

Blank ekposeo l

Sanded blank Finish clean no air bubbles underneath

Wraps even

senstukity

Straight tip, not spiral

Guides in alignment

Fishing rods: Examine
them before you buy
lb select the rod best for you, the
rod engineers at Berkley offer these
suggestions.
First, determine the style of rod
you need: spinning, spincast or baitcast. Select the most suitable length.
Longer rods allow longer casts, more
finesse when fighting a fish and the
use of lighter lines. Shorter rods are
easier to transport, to use in confined places and put you closer to the
fish.
Regarding rod action, stiffer rods
are more sensitive, provide more control over a fish, better hookset along
with the ability to pull bigger fish
from heavier cover. More flexible rods
allow the use of smaller lures and
lighter wetght lines. They provide less
fish Control and allow more fighting
action by the fish.
The Berkley rod designers suggest

you look closely at a rod's workmanship to tell overall quality. Check the
guides and guide wraps. Are they
evenly wound? Are the colors distinct
and even?
look down the rod. Are the guides
aligned? Is the tip straight? Spiraling
of a tip is a common occurrence in
lesser quality rods. Is the rod blank
surface smooth, without bubbles and
excess glue or epoxy?
It takes more effort for manufacturers to sand a rod blank. Check the
handle and reel seat. Are they polished without burrs and rough spots?
Examine a rod's hang tag. It provides handy information. It should
give the rod construction, the rod's
best intended use and the amount of
graphite it contains. Better rods actually put much of this information
directly on the rod blank.

practices to prevent erosion in the
lakes' watersheds, have played a
key role in the big jump in fish
productivity at the lakes.
Other smaller lakes probably
were hurt by the dry weather,
because they need runoff from
rains to carry nutrients into the
reservoirs, Buynak said.
"In a way, Kentucky and Barkley Lakes are totally different from
any of the other reservoirs in the
state," Buynak concluded. "If we
now start to get increased rainfall
and increases in silt coming into
the lakes ... you'll probably see a
decreasing trend in largemouth in
both size and numbers."
There has also been a sharp rise
in the populatiou of shad, an
importint forage fish for bass.
Another species popular with

I

"Generally, white crappie tend
to do better in lakes that are turbid,
and black crappie tend to do better
in clear-water lakes," he said. "A
couple of years back it was hard to
find a black crappie in Kentucky
Lake, but now their numbers have
increased tremendously.
"I think that could be construed
as an indication that the lakes have
changed, colorwise, and that there
siayAle a shift or an increase in
populations of black crappie. But
that's all conjecture."

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Leave 'em alone and watch your
step.
- That's the advice a snake expert
has as people begin heading for
their back yards, gardens and lakes
— and slithering reptiles emerge
from their self-imposed winter
disappearance.
Planting the petunias doesn't
have to be a terrifying experience,
says Dr. Jim Byford, dean of the
school of agriculture and home
economics at the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
He says it's not fair to regard
snakes as aggressive, ornery creatures who are coiled and ready to
strike with fangs flashing.
"They are not that big a problem," says Byford, who has been
studying snakes for 23 years.
"People are afraid because they
don't understand them," he said.
"People are taught to fear. It's not
instinctive to fear. We are taught to
be afraid because of the myths. It's
like fear of the dark or anything
else."
Of the 45 kinds of snakes found
in Tennessee, for example, six are
poisonous — three kinds of rattlesnakes, two kinds of copperheads
and one cottonmouth.
"They are the only ones with
any venom at all," he said in a

The most common snake in the
Tennessee region is the rat snake,
commonly referred to as a chicken
snake, he said.
"Also, the garter snake is very
common around the home,"
Byford said. It varies in color from
green to black to blue and usually
is 18 to 24 inches long as an adult.
A common water snake in the
region is the diamondback water
snake, the northern and the queen
snake.
Byford prefers to describe
snakes as defensive rather than
aggressive.
"If they feel threatened, they
will bite," he said. "Some will not
bite because it's not in their nature.
But no snake will go toward you
for the purpose of biting except the
black racer which does it as a bluffing defense. If you turn back toward it, it will go away."
His suggestions:
"Generally, just leave them
alone. Use some caution about
where you step. I feel comfortable
out of doors. I look for them, but
I'm not uptight about being outside. I have never encountered a
situation that was dangerous
around snakes." '
At any rate, Byford says the
public seems to be fascinated by
snakes.
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A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000 Sq. Feet!
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

Benson
Sporting Goods
519 So. 12th St. • Hwy. 641 So.
753-1342

Holland Tire Co.
"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
We Feature • Name Brand Tires
• Computerized Balancing
While You Wait
• The Performer With Road Hazard Warranty
E. Masa Industrial Rd. Mumiy

E.E.EE.W.E.E.ILE.W.E.

Supor Products!

‘. luctvtik.N.),

I

on Hwy 94E , Murray, Ky 753-6116

1111‘..E.E.Vt..E.E2E.A.E_IE.1%.*_

753-4563
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Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
Industrial Rd.

"Limp le —

-s

Leap Out"

750-1163I

wixicialasviNvta.

lives-raziNva-wW5a
Only In A Jeep.

$uper Deals!

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
11
/
2 MI

I

to
POLRRIS•

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.WE.E.A00
-

rho McClure's

753-5606

Just add fun.

SOB

D & W Auto Supply

Something Fun
For Everyone!

4-Alt.t..

Is Our Business"

— We Install Automotive Glass —

512 $. 12th
14,E.

641 Super Shell
Wheels "Sorvias

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.EVEE.E.E.E.t.ILEA EE.E.E.E.E.E.E.EN

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"
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It's better to leave snakes alone

cE.E.

to

anglers at the lakes is crappie. Buynak said he has no definite population numbers but biologists are
encouraged by a buildup in the
number of black crappie at Kentucky Lake during the past two
years.

Entries for the 1989 St. Jude Open Bass Classic are arrivin
g at a
near record pace. The tournament is over 70 percent filled
with
than a month remaining before the entry deadline. Over $40,00 less
0 in car
and prizes will be awarded to the top individual finishers,
the top manufacturers' team, and bass club team. More states will be represe
in 1989 than at any previous tournament with fisherman arrivin nted
g from
Mississippi, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Georgi
a, Texas,
Florida, Tennessee, Alabama, and Arkansas.
Guy Eaker of Cherryville, N.C. will
as the Master of Ceremony. Guy is a six-time B.A.S.S. qualifer. His appearance
has been
provided by Zebco and Motor Guide.
,
The top fisherman will win a 14-foot Lowe aluminum boat
and
er with a 9.9 Johnson outboard. One lucky participant will win trailRanger with a 150 Johnson GT outboard and a Custom Frames a 370
trailer.
This will be awarded by drawing at the end of the tournament
Other
major sponsors in addition to Ranger and Johnson are Union
Planters
Bank and Natural Light Beer.
Fishermen may still enter by mailing a $75 entry fee and a
completed entry form to P.O. Box 12404, Memphis, TN. 38112. They
also enter with a credit card by calling (901) 522-9733 extension can
114,
or 1-800-877-5833. The entry must be postmarked by May 15,
1989.
You do not need to own a boat to enter.

Cain's
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Slum; t‘ .
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jeep

Nagle

Pittman Wheal
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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Church Directory
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Samtay School
Word*
Canna Training
Wedensilsy

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S

SAFE-

111L
-'n11
PHARM
DISCOUNT
ACY

We Can t Afford To Be Less Than The Best"
Citurlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
Glendale At 1Nhitnell (Across from Ledger

Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Mar-Lane Ceramics •Cortliiod
Toactuir
& Gift Shop
•Custom Orders
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
a 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray
731-2510

CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
LINCOLN
701 Main St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
,ynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HUH-BURGER
Open Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
413 S. 4th
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastsicie Court Square • Downtown Murray
15. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462

am.
pm
pm
pm

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 00 cm
Evening Services
6 00 pin
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45• m
Morning Services
11 00 •.m
Evening Services
6 00 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10,00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Sunday Night
6 00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 013 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 48 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6'30 p.m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9- 30 a.m.
Worship
10•45 a.m. & p.nr.
Church Training
6.00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 4.5 p.m
GRACE BAPTIST
,
Sunday School
9 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10'45 a.m.
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
u.coa.m.
Sunday School
10'00 a.m.
Church Training
500 pm
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11 ,00 a.m
Evening Service
5.30 p.m.
KIFtKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m. &
600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00
Evening Worship
700 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Ist Sunday
200 p.m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Surtai-y School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11 00 a.m.
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10'00 am.
Preaching Serv
1100 a.m.
Nigrhtly Service
600 p.m.

OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m 6630 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10'00
Preaching
11.00
Prayer Service
5.30
Church
6.00
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 15 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 - 00 p m

CATNOLIC
ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
9 00• m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Mum* 6 00 p m Sat
8 00 a m Sunday
11 00 a m Sunday

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
WOO cm.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
t•-•
MIrRRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m
Bible School
930 a.m.
Evening Service
6'00 p.m

MESSIAH sae=
SERVICIS
Farmer Ave 6 17th St Murray
Sunday
11.00 a m
Sunday School
11 :00 a.m.
2nd Wed.
7 : 30 p.m
RR 304 Wed.
12:00-300 p.m.

CROMER Of CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a. m
Morning Worship
9 • 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p. m
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study .
1000 a.m.
Morning Service
1048 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'00 p m
Wed Viorshlp
7 90 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid WeekWorship
7.00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10!00 cm
Morning Worship
11•00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
1050 am
Evening Worship
7 p.m
1Sunday & Wednesdays I
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10:50 a. m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6•00 pm
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 48 a.m
Evening Worship6 00 p m
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 Am.
113310 Soidy
10 am
EAming Wiedop
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Soidy 7,30 pm. Winer
7 pm. Suesoos

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Wrnmy Lamb, Owner

Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum - Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

Hwy. 641 North

10
11 a.m. & 6
5
7

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00k m
Evening worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
JO 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
S46p.m
Training Union
6.50 p.m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 46 km
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00* m
Evening Worship
6 66 p m
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45• m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p iii
Wednesday' Mid• W eek
Service
7 00 p.m
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p
WEST FORK
MorrUog Worship
11 00 a.m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening 7.00 p m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship 9am and 10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 p.m

753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

501 N. 4th

753-6168

YAGLIAN
510 Main St. 753-2975
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

7,53-5142

DISOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRiCE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753.2380

1008 CHESTNUT

entucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

Heating • Air Conditioning • Shoot Motal

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

D & W Aut

Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
733-8181

Wrecker

0 0 Air ConditionService
er Service

We Install Au
Auto Paint Mot nal
Try Our Car Wash

512 S. 12th

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING,INC.

Franchisee

153 4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

CHINKS Of AMPS
CERISE Of LATTIR
RAT SAINTS
CH1JRCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
3305 llith St
Samweemt Nam
10 am.
Sunday School
I I:20 am.
Relief Seamy sod
Pr esthood
12:10 pm.

EPISCOPAL
ST JOI3IN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Fall Schedule
Holy Eucharist 8 and 10:30 a.m
Church School
9:15 a.m
Daily Morning Prayer8:30 a m

SERVICE CENTER

Rudy Lovett-Owner
5 Points - 7513571

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship - 11 00 •.m
MT CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School
MT HEBRON
Worship
Sunday School

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.30• m
Morning Worship
10.30k m
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worshin
11 00 a m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER.
408 Main Street
Sunday School
9.30 a m
Worship
10 45 a m
Wednesday
7 p.m
THE NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH F MURRAY
Sunday School
10 cm
Worship
11 cm. & 7 p.m
Wednesday
7:15 p m
759-9062

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture
9 30 a m

LIITIIIIRAN
IMMANL'EL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Bible Class
9 30 a m
Worship
10 30 a m

MEMOIRIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a m
Sunday School
10'30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 6.00 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 p.m.
•
COLDWATER
Worship
11 a m
Sunday School
10 a m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00
Sunday School
9:45
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship 11.00 a.m., 600 p.m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 ,00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00a m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
1100 a.m
Evening Ser Wor
6:30 p.m.
HAZEL UNTIED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:03 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
IURKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9.45 a m
Church School
1046 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 •.m.
Sunday School
10:30*.m.

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00* m
Worship
Ilam & 7 pm
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a m
11 a m & 6 30 p m

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
Ilam & 6pm
Saturday
7 p.m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Worship Service Ila m 67p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Ser
10.11 a.m .7.00 p.m
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
II cm. & 7 p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship
Ilam & 7 pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
wnrchio
10 30am & 7 om
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a m
TRUTITY MISSION
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
11 a m & 7pm
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10_00 a.m.
Worship Serv
1100-7 30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00 •.m.
600kis

PRINIEITT11111
Worship

10.45 a.m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10.00 a.m a
Worship Service
11 00 a m I
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 OC1 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NOP.TH PLEASANT GROVE.
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worship Service
11 00• m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
Service 11 00 a m & 7.00 p.m

753-5312

,

Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Your Only Full Sorvice
Chevron Station"
Calvin Clerk - OIAMIW

1417 Main

GOLDEN
CORRAL
Family Steak Mous*

733-2303

Home of the
Famous 50 Item
Salad Bar
719 S 12th
753-3822

12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

804 Chestnut

Judy's
of Murray
Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th
753-1515

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
GOOD/EAR
INDEPENDENT DEALER

721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

SIRIDOIMSTOCKADE6
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
NISSAN

Chrysler • Dodge •
Dodge Truck

• Plymouth •

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker - Owner
The Village
759-9ERA

CABLE

Bel-Air

center VI51

N

753-5°05

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

OPEN 7 AN-MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 841 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

SU
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753-6800

West View Nursing Home
iNCOMP011aTED

t401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TFI FPHONF
LOWELL K. BECK
ADMINISTRATOR
(502)753- 1304

BEL-AIR LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS
10% DISCOUNT FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
753-5242

BEL-AIR CENTER

ITALIAN VILLAGE
The Only Real Italian Pizza
Central Shopping Center

759-4796

QUICKPRINT

753-9600
739-9800

Southside
Shopping

Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printin Needs"
I ti

4,,..$

I ‘pr•rit•Iii i•ii

/ r.f%

Iti•stnill
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ARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI- MAZDA, INC.
Waal Ky. Economy Car Center
1100 Chestnut St.

753-8850

Ouofity Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers - Owner
1707 W. Main
733-1042
\
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CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches

753-6656

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO
WAY SERVICE
Industrial

Chevron

CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY

PIIINTECOSTAL

401 Olive

408 N. 4th

MURRAY HOME
AUTO

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.rn
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
Wedneaday Worship 6 30 p m

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Arbls

4

10 a m
11 km

STOREY • S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
WA Y10EN CHAPEL
AKE CHI/RCH
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Service
11 00 •.m.
Pastor William J Pratt

Worship

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

10 a m
11 a in

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
5000k m
Worship
11 00k m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening
6 00 p m.

INDEPENDENT

BUCK'S BODY SHOP (
)
4
ROY'S

THEATRES

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50• m
Evening Worship
6 CO p m
UNIV ERSITY
Bible Cleaves
9 OD a 01
Worship
10 OD sm
6 00 p.m
WE ST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

Loc

Sunday Soh(
Worship & P
Time of Colo
Wocinesday •
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Local and area churches list services and mu
sic

A. •

•

Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released
information concerning their services for Sunday, May 7, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak about "Jesus at The Door of
Your Heart" at 11 a.m. service and
about "The End of the World" at 6
p.m. service. Gunner Nance will
direct the music with April Mack
and Bob Sisk as accompanists. Pam
Trees and Greg Mayall will sing
solos at morning hour. Maryann
Todd, Loma Borders and Sheila
Nance will sing solos at evening
service. Assisting will be the Rev.
Steve Todd, announcements, the
Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible reading, and Brent Evans, John Britlain, Jerry Conley, Bob Tanner,
Calvin Todd and Max Dowdy,
ushers. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and Junior Church at 11
a.m.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout will speak about "Families are
Composed of Persons" with scripture from Philippians 2:4 at 10:45
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir
will sing "He, Watching Over
Israel" with Anne Lough as director and Susan Chamberlain as
accompanist. Church School will
start at 9:30 a.m. A nursery is provided for both services.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith. Glenda Rowlett and
Teresa Suiter will be accompanists.
Special music swill be by Men's
Quartet at morning how. Sunday
School with Brooks Oswalt as
director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with Bill Outland
as director and Junior Choir will be
at 6 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. James Miller will direct
the song service vig Judy Lamb
and Janice Farris ataccoinpanists.
Sunday School with Gary Evans as
director will be at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Donald Cleaver and Donna Downing will be in charge of the music.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Michael Milby, music
director, will direct the music with
Laura Paschall and Sharon Furches
as accompanists. Sunday School
with Jim Potter as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Eric Knott as director will be at 6 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The seventh Sunday of Easter,
Ascension Sunday, will be cele-

brated with the Holy Eucharist at 8 Constrains Us"
at 10 a.m. services.
Lake-Land Apostolic
and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre Tre- Betty Riley
will speak about "8 &
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
vathan will be celebrant and
80's Celebration." Lee Kem will will present a lesson on "The
preacher. Assisting will be Steven direct
the choir with Emily Davis Church-Age Tabernacle" at 10 a.m.
Hale, lay reader. Lectors will be as organist.
Assisting will be June preaching/teaching session.
Barbara Ahlenius and Carol Julian. Vander Milen, Lindsay
Chamber- Evangelistic service will be at 6
Coffee hour hosts are Blodgett and
lain, Amy Klemencic, Don Cham- p.m.
Hart.
berlain, Bill Griffiths, Terry Hart,
West Fork Baptist
Westside Baptist
Jim Pickens, Sheila Shaw, Emily
The Rev. Jack Geurin, interim
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
Davis, Jo Crass, Ron Gray, M.C. pastor, will speak at 11 a.m.
and
speak about "Prescription for Spir- Ellis, Jack Haskins
, Kathy Perkins, speak at 6 p.m. services. Alvin
itual Vitality" with scripture from
Robert Williams, Krista Crass and Usrey will direct the music
with
Acts 2:41-47 at the 9 and 10:50 Frank and Verna
Roberts. Sunday Janet Arnold as accompanist. Suna.m. services. At 6 p.m. service all School will be at
9 a.m. and ves- day School with Stanley Anderson
high school and college graduates pers service at
6:30 p.m.
as director will be at 10 a.m. and
will be honored. Tommy Scott will
Church of Christ
Youth Fellowship for grades six
direct the music with Kathy Ligon,
Cloyce Sutton II, minister, will through eight will be at 7
p.m.
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott as speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
serSt.
Leo's
Catholi
c
accompanists. Phyllis Archer will
vices. Bible classes will be at 10
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Satursing a solo at both morning ser- a.m.
day
and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday
vices. The Choir will sing "Highest
Memorial Baptist
with
Fr. Stan Tillman, SI, as pasPraise" at 10:50 a.m. service. TereThe Rev. Terry Sills, director of tor: Assisting will
be Chris Parasa Holdman will sing a solo at 6 Blood River Baptist Associa
tion,
p.m. Sunday School will be at 10 will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. dise, Victor Fromm, Al Paluch, Joe
Alan Mattingly, Kevin Bertke,
a.m.
services. Morgan Owen, interim
Mary
Gertzen, Shawn Hale, Bill
Goshen United Methodist
minister of music, will direct the
Whitaker, Tom Dowdy, Larry
The Rev. Dossie Wheatley, for- music with Margaret Wilkins
and
Wheeler, Cindy Clemson, Jean
mer pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. Brenda Hart as accompanists.
J.T.
Holloway, Caleb Johnson, Chris
homecoming service. Special music Lee, deacon of the week, Mike
Far- Woods, Gerry Kelly, Frank
will be by Randall Watts, Robert mer, minister of education
Fazi,
DeSimone, Ronnie Pool, Carolyn youth, and Earl Spann will and Patricia Bryan, Joe Fuhmiann, Paul
assist.
Pool and the Church Choir. Dana The Sanctuary Choir will sing Kurz, Pallie Kurz, Marie Clark, Al
Ggay and Julie Maddox.
Parker and Nathan Doyle will be "Jesus Set Me Free" at the
morning
Kirksey Baptist
acolytes. Sunday School will be at hour. Cindy Vance will sing
"Paid
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
10 a.m. and a basket dinner will be In Full" at evening hOur. Sunday
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
served at 12:30 p.m.
School will be at 9:40 a.m. and
services
. Sunday School will be at
Hazel Baptist
Church Training at 6 p.m.
10
a.m.
The Rev. James T. Garland, pasFirst United Methodist
Murray Baptist Mission
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
The Rev. Nowell Bingham,
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
p.m. services. Gene On Miller will minister, will speak about
"Our will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
direct the music with Oneida White Oneness in Christ" with
scripture
Bible Study will be at 2 jp.m.
and Roger Hutson as accompanists. from John 17:20-26
at 8:30 and
Palestine United Methodist
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams 10:50 a.m. services.
Dr. Bruce
The
Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and Chamberlain will direct
the music
will speak at 11 a.m. service. StanChurch Training with Charles with Joan Bowker
as
Overcast as director will be at 5:30 Maureen Mahoney will organist. ley Duncan and Mary Conner will
sing a solo, direct the song service with Faye
p.m.
"We Shall Behold Him" at 8:30 Childre
ss as pianist. Sunday School
University
service. The Chancel Choir will
with Jimmy Burkeen as director
Church of Christ
sing "I Walked Today Where
Charley -Bazzell, minister, will Walked" at 10:50 service. Jesus will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study
Holy and Youth Study at 6 p.m.
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser- Communion will
be celebrated.
New Life
vices. His morning sermon will be Church School
will be at 9:45 a.m.
Christian Center
about "That You May Become and Bible
Study at 6:15 p.m.
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
What I Am" with scripture from
Glenda
le Road
will speak at 10:45 a.m. service.
Acts 26:29. Ernie Bailey will direct
Church of Christ
Directing the music will be the
the song service. Assisting will be
Kyle Wadley, associate minister, Rev. Karen Welch. Men's prayer
,Hamp W. Brooks, Greg Delancey, will
speak about "Imitators of breakfast will be at 7:30 a.m. and
Dan Davis, Micah Miller, Keith God"
with scripture from Ephe- Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
Hosford, Dennis Miller, John Gal- sians
5:1 at 9 a.m. and about "Do
First Baptist
lagher, Russ Taylor, Larry Lilly, Yoursel
f A Favor!" with scripture
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Gary Mathis, Wayne Williams, from
Deut. 30:15-20 at 6 p.m. ser- speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serPrentice Dunn, Keith ,Hays, Rick vices.
Jerry
Murdock and Webb Caldwell. song serviceBolls will direct the vices. Mancil Vinson, deacon of
. Assisting will be the week, G.T. Moody and R.P.
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
Jamie Potts, Henry Armstrong, Earl Hodge will assist. The Sanctua
ry
Poplar Spring Baptist
Nanny, Max Farley, Johnny Bohan- Choir will sing "Lift
Him Up" at
Jack Jones, interim pastor, will non, Michael
Fulton, George Pat- morning hour and "Joy in the
speak about "The Old Man Cruci- terson, Max
Walker, Garry Evans, Morning" at evening hour. Also a
fied" with scripture from Romans Lonnie Fun,
Larry Pea, Dudley "Spring Sing" by the choirs and the
6:6 at 11 a.m. service and about Burton and Bob
Galloway. Bible
Adult Handbell Choir will be fea"The Fruit of the Spirit" with scrip- classes will be
at 10 a.m. .
tured at 7 p.m. service. Steve Litture from Galatians 5:22-23 at 7
South Pleasant Grove
tlefield is minister of music.
p.m. service. Terry Byerly will
United Methodist
Accompanists will be Joyce Hemdirect the music with Jean Brandon
Dr. William P. Mullins, former don and Tamara
Outland. service.
and Carol Kelly as accompanists. pastor, will speak at
10:45 a.m. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School with Marty Futrell homecoming service.
The Choir, and Church Training at 6 p.m.
as director will be at 10 a.m. and directed by Dr. Truman
Oak Grove Baptist
Church Training with Ricky Stew- will sing "Jesus" with Whitfield,
Kathy
art as director will be at 6 p.m. and Joyce Gordon as accompa Erwin
The Rev. Dennis Norrell, pastor,
nists.
First Christian
Dr. Whitfield will sing a solo. The
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will Burning Bush Quartet will
services. Dan Billington will direct
sing at
speak about "The Love of Christ 1:30 p.m. Sunday School will
the music with Jennifer Downey as
be at
9:45 a.m. and a basket lunch will
accompanist.Sunday School with
be served at noon. No evening serTolbert Story as superintendent
vice will be held.
will be at 10 a.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Roberts to ask creditors for
more time to raise $11 million

By H.C. CHILES
PEACE WITH GOD AND ONE
ANOTHER
Ephesians 2:8-22
Paul reminded the Ephesian Christians that before they received Christ
as their Saviour, they were dead in
trespasses and sins, disobedient to
God, deserving of wrath, without
Christ, without a place among God's
people, without a share in God's
covenants, without hope and without
God. It is good for all Christians to
recall their former condition, when
they were helpless, Christless and
hopeless. How wonderful that, while
they were in that terrible condition,
God loved them and made provision
for their salvation!
Salvation, which is man's greatest
need and God's greatest blessing, had
its origin in the matchless grace and
marvelous love of God. It is an utter
impossibilty for one to obtain salvation through personal effort and meritorious works.
Concerning the plan of salvation,
the scriptures tell us two things: First,
it is provided by grace, and second, it
becomes ours through faith.
The purpose of salvation is that we
may do good works for Chrisi Good
works are those which are performed
by the children of God,in conformity

to the will of God,for the glory of God
and for the benefit of others. They are
the fruits which the Lord receives
from the salvation which He has given
to us, and He expects us to walk in
them habitually. We can and should
glorify the Lord through the praises
that we offer to Him,the lives that we
live, and the services that we render
for him.
Let us ever be thankful that through
Christ we are able to approach God
and to enjoy a wonderful fellowhsip
with Him. We also have a delightful
fellowship with the members of His
family and that is certainly an enriching experience.
God's Word frequently refers to
those whom Christ has saved as
saints. God's children should be encouraged and strengthened in the
assurance that they are the center of
his love and life. They should think of
themselves as the habitation of the
Holy Spirit. How,wonderful it is to
have the Holy Spirit indwelling, directing and empowering us in our
service for Christ! Through us, who
are God's children and members of
His church, His presence is to be
revealed, His power is to be manifested, His message is to be proclaimed
and His will is to be accomplished.

"Based upon, where we have
been, it looks like we will have to
talk to the vendors about an extension," Swadener said.
Roberts said in late March that
he must raise $11 million by May 6
or creditors will begin "dismantling" his university and City of
Faith hospital. He also said if the
deadline is not met, the university
will be unable to meet the payroll
for its 2,130 employees.
Roberts' son, Richard, said
Thursday on his television program
that $4.2 million still has not been
raised.

Oral Roberts blamed "a spirit of
skepticism" after scandals in the
ministries of Jim Bakker and Jimmy Swaggart for ailrop in monthly
contributions to his ministry from
$5 million to S2.7 million.
Roberts has said the ministry
was in "a life-or-death struggle"
to raise the money to pay six
months of past-due bills. The
71-year-old evangelist initially said
the $11 million was needed by
Saturday, when the university will
hold commencement for nearly
1,000 of its 4,300 students.
But ministry officials this week
pushed that deadline back to Monday, saying they hope to raise more
money during the weekend.
Swadener said Roberts hopes to
raise additional money Sunday on
his weekly "Expect A Miracle"
program.
The evangelist has complained
of funding shortages in the past. In
1986, Roberts warned that God had
told him he would call him
"home" if he did not raise $8
million.
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CALVARY TEMPLE
Hwy 641 S. Murray
763-7389
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Worship & Praise
Time of Celebration
Wednesday • Family Hight

TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Evangelist Oral Roberts will ask more than
4,000 creditors for extra time to
raise $11 million for past-due bills
if the ministry does not raise the
money by Sunday, ministry officials said Thursday.
Mark Swadener, chief financial
officer for the ministry, said officials will meet Monday to determine whether the fund-raising goal
has been met.
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10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

Nursery & Transportation Provided

Pastor E. F. Clore
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Kinsey United Methodist
The Rev. Ben Boone, interim
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and at
6 p.m. services. Ronnie Pace will
direct the music with Clarice Norsworthy as pianist. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson,
pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. services. The Choir will
sing "He Wrote My Name" and
Terry Oatman and Leland Peeler
will sing a duet at morning hour.
The Choir will sing "Someone to
Care" at evening hour. Leland
Peeler is music director and Dwane
Jones, Susan Jones and Donna
Eaves are accompanists. Sunday
School with Kyle Evans as superintendent will be at 9:45 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "That
They May Be One" with scripture

from John 17:20-26 at 10:30 a.m.
service. Jenny Lossner will be
organist. Assisting will be RalphLorenz and Bruce MacDonald.
Sunday School with Joyce Milbrath
as leader will be at 9:30 a.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Thomas E. Cary Jr., pastor,
will speak from Acts 16:16-34 at
9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson
will direct the music with Carmaleta Eldridge as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak about "What
Must I Do" at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the music
with Margaret Kennedy and Betty
Poole as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m., Intermediate UMYF at 4 p.m. and Senior
UMYF at 5 p.m.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"The heights by great men reached
NORTH
55 A
and kept
•K 8 5
Were not attained by sudden flight.
•K 6 4
But they, while their companions
•A K J 10 8
slept,
47 2
Were toiling upward in the night."
WEST
EAST
— Longfellow. 4 Q J 10 9
4A 64 2
•2
•J 10 8 3
•7 5 4 3
•6 2
The play of today's hand looks too •K J 8 4
4 10 9 5
easy for any careful study — a good
SOUTH
warning. These are the types of
•7 3
hands that trip the average player.
•A Q 9 7 5
South ruffs the third spade and
•Q 9
has little trouble visualizing an easy
•A Q 6 3
overtrick. Obviously it's time to Vulnerable: Both
draw the trumps. How should he Dealer: North
The bidding:
play the suit?
North East
South
West
If he leads a careless low trump
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
to dummy's king and a low trump
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
back to the queen, West's discard 3 NT
Pass
4V
All pass
will give him a headache. If he conOpening lead. Spade queen
cedes a trump to East, the defend
BID WITH THE ACES
ers get four winners, and if he tries
to run dummy's diamonds, it gets South holds.
55B
even worse.
•Q J 10 9
South makes his game if • he
•2
guards against the 4-1 break. (Any•7 5 4 3
body can play this hand well if
•K J 8 4
trumps are 3-2.) Instead of leading a
trump to dummy's king at trick
North South
four, South should first cash his ace
1•
1+
and queen of trumps. If trumps 3*
break, all is well. Dummy's king
draws the last trump, and 11 tricks ANSWER: Three
diamonds. Take
go into the till. However, when West the preference to
North's first suit
discards on the second trump, South and await develo
pments. Game is
must start dummy's diamonds. East on and slam is in the
air.
can ruff or not, but all he gets is one
trump trick and two spades — dum- Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363.
Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
my's trump king prevents East stampedDallas.
envelope for reply
Copyright 1989 United Feature Syndicate
from isolating dummy's diamonds.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

I. If you want to kill time, why not try working it to death.
2. A gentleman is a man who can disagree without being
disagreeable.
3. Apology is often a good way to have the last word.
4. Always hold your head up but be careful to keep your nose
,at a friendly level.
5. Storks are lucky. They never have to make pickups, only%
. ,
deliveries.
6. A man's hair and teeth are just about his best friends, but
even the best of friends fall out.
7. Cosmetics are a woman's way of keeping a man from reading between the lines.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th

Come Meet
Our New Pastor
Bro. Robert N. Johnson

$

services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
Youth Study Group

9:45
10:50
6:00
7:00
7:00

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

EVERYONE WELCOME!
Clean, Well-Staffed Nursery Provided Each Service.
Transportation Provided, Call: 492-8789.

Pi*
itri*
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elsLittle6 SALE
MASTERCRAFT

THIS PRICE GOOD MAY 6TH ONLY!

The Smart Money Machines

America's long-naming tradition.

Push Mower 7073

3 H.P.
Briggs & Stratton
20" Cut
Mower
(481-0016)
In
Ctn.

Mastercraft Plus
12 HP Riding -Mower

Sale

'IULItJ
'

021" cut
*4 HP commercial grade engine
*Side or rear grass
bag available

$26995
Save
fit,
'80'•

Powerful worksaver works year-round with a full line of
optional extra-cost attachments! Electric start Briggs &
Stratton engine. 38" Cut. 7 speed transaxle drive. High-vacuum deck. In carton. (481-2236)

*FREE Can Lawn-Boy® Oil

Rear Engine Rider RE8e

PRICES GOOD
MAY 6TH
ONLY!
Model
1400
(480-7707)

*NO RAINCHECKS
*NO HOLDING
*FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
*LIMITED SUPPLY

•Limited Supply

*All Mowers And
Tillers On Sale!
'Financing Is
Available!
*Free Delivery
Anywhere In
Calloway County!

NeW Equipment To Get
It Done And Then Relax!
5 Pc. Bistro Set
Sale $6995 Reg $99.95

Wrought Iron Bistro Set
24" Dia. Glass Top Table (Tempered Glass)
2-Bistro Chairs
2-Reversible Weather Resistant Cushions
Durable Gem Coat Finish Almond Color

Dii

By Pete

Limited
Supply

Limit 1 Per Customer

Dr. Ja
Intern
Pratt,
Murra
MSU,
in hon
group

•8 HP commercial-grade
engine
•5-speed gear drive transmission
•12 volt electric start with
auxiliary recoil
•30" full floating mower
deck
'Twin bag grass catcher
and thatcher available

Reg. $1,599.95

25° Hotdogs
From 11:00 to 8:00

FREE
DRINKS!
Lolli Pops
For
Kids!
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May 2.
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C. Willi;

(Limited Supply)

Coastto Coast
Central Shopping Center

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00
•
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Red Cross swim schedule set
The local chapter of the American Red Cross has announced its
schedule for the Learn to Swim
program set for June 5 through July
28. First session, June 5 through 16:
10 a.m. to 11 am. — Beginners;
10 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. — Beginners,
parent and tot; 10:30 a.m. to 11
a.m. — AO. Beginners, parent and
pre-school; 11 a.m. to noon —
Beginners; 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
— Beginners, parent and tot; 11:30
a.m. to noon — Intermediates,
parent and pre-school. EVENING
CLASSES: 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. —

Beginners; 8 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. -Beginners, parent and tot; 8:30
p.m. to 9 p.m. — Adult Beginners,
parent and pre-school.
Second session, June 19 through
30: same schedule as first session
with addition of Swimmers: 11:30
— noon, parent and pre-school.
EVENING CLASSES: 8 p.m. to 9
p.m. — Beginners; 8 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. — Beginners, parent and tot;
8:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. — Adv. Beginners, parent and pre-school; 9 p.m.
— Adult Beginners.
Third session, July 3 through
14: same schedule as first session

with the addition of Adult Beginners: 11:30 a.m. to noon, parent
and pre-school; noon — Adv.
Beginners. EVENING CLASSE4:
8 p.m. to 9 p.m. — Beginners; 6k
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. — Adult Begii.
nets, parent and tot; 8:30 p.m. to 9
p.m. — Intermediates, parent and
pre-school.
Fourth session, July 17 through
28: same as first session. EVEN
ING CLASSES: 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
— Beginners; 8 p.m. to 8:30 p.m
— Adult Beginners, parent and tot
8:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. — Swimmers,
parent and pre-school.

Surgeon general Kobp to resign
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dr. C.
Everett Koop, the bearded surgeon
Dr. James B. Carlin, faculty adviser to the student branch of the Associati
general whose straight talk about
on for
International (ACE!) at Murray State University, congratulates Laura McConnel Childhood Education
smoking, AIDS and abortion made
(center)
and
Cheryl
Pratt, recipients of the Carlin-ACEI Honorary Scholarships for 1989-90. Miss
him a lightning rod for critics from
McConnel, a sophomore at
Murray State, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William H. McConnel of Hopkinsvi
the right and the left, said Thursday
lle. Also a sophomore at
MSU, Miss Pratt is the daughter of Charles and Helen Pratt of Eddyville. The scholarsh
he will resign after seven years as
ip was established
in honor of Carlin in 1988 by the ACEI chapter and is admins tered by the MSU
the nation's top health officer.
Alumni Association. The
group recently added $3,000 to the scholarship fund for 1989-90.
During his tenure, Koop lived up
to his reputation as a tough-minded
professional and made what had
been a figurehead position into a
pulpit from which he hammered at
the
ills of smoking and became the
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
place. This is not a problem in most
Conversely, some patients react
patients; however, if the eyes are in- not only to sorbitol but also to other, nation's No. 1 promoter of conDEAR DR. GOTT: In June 1987, the volved, visual difficulties may per- related products of
the type you men- doms in the fight against AIDS.
teaching staff at the University of San sist. Like your disbelieving doctors, I tion Therefore
Something of a celebrity, Koop
, although your probFrancisco determined that I had TB have never seen ocular TB. Nonethe- lem is uncommon
, it can be an annoy- appeared often on television talk
of the eyes. I still see spots and mark- less, I bow to the judgment of the spe- ing affliction.
shows and was easily recognized
ings, but I was declared cured after cialists in San Francisco, who first diThere is no cure. Treatment con- by his silver beard
and the goldtaking 300 milligrams of Isoniazid for agnosed your infection. I suggest that sists of avoiding
food treated with sor- trimmed
uniform
over a year. Now my family doctor you check with these specialists about bitol-related compounds
of
the Commis.
and two others say they have never your continuing eye problems; perIncidentally, ascorbic acid(vitamin sioned Corps of the U.S. Public
heard of TB of the eyes. Will the spots haps they know of a way to improve C) is not really
part of the sorbitol Health Service, which he usually
every go away?
your sight.
family; it usually does not cause intes- wore at public events.
DEAR READER: Tuberculosis
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have read in tinal distress. Dry cereal, hot dogs
In a brief letter to President Bush
(TB) is a bacterial infection that can your column that sorbitol causes in- and cold meats contain
other food ad- delivered Thursday, Koop said he
affect many organs, especially the testinal problems. But what about ditives that are more
likely causes for had told
the president in February
lungs. On occasion, TB bacteria are polysorbate, potassium sorbate, sor- your symptoms.
carried by the blood stream to distant bic acid and ascorbic acid? Are these
For more information, I am send- he would not serve out his full secsites, such as the brain or kidneys, additives derived from ?orbitol? I find ing you a copy of
my Health Report ond term, which ends in November.
where they cause focal areas of infec- that when I eat anything containing "Fads I — Vitamins
and Minerals." Koop told Bush he would leave the
tion called tubercles.
any of these additives, I get cramps, Other readers who would like a copy job July 13 and retire
Oct. 1.
Although TB of the eye is an ex- gas and diarrhea. Polysorbate is in ice should send $1.25 with
their name and
The secretary of health and
tremely rare occurrence, in theory it cream, toppings, dry soups and salad address to P.O. Box
91369, Cleveland, human services,
Louis Sullivan,
is a possible consequence of TB bacte- dressings. Potassium sorbate is in OH 44101-3369 Be sure
to mention
ria carried to eye tissues. Such tuber- most margarines. Sorbic acid is in the title
applauded Koop's work, saying he
cles could cause visual disruption.
has been "a voice of honesty, intepizza. Ascorbic acid is in dry cereal,
TB can now be successfully treated hot dogs and cold meats. Help!
grity, compassion and plain good
DR.
GOTT
with a combination of modern drugs.
DEAR READER: Sorbitol is an insense."
Isoniazid, or INH, is such a drug; it is ert (indigestible) sugar that is not ab"There can be no doubt that duran inexpensive mainstay of tubercu- sorbed into the body; it is used as an
ing your term, America's attitude
losis therapy. INH is safe, but is asso- artificial sweetener. Some people are
ciated with jaundice and allergic re- particularly bothered by gas after
toward tobacco use in particular
PETER
actions in some patients. It is often eating sorbitol-containing foods, behas undergone fundamental change.
GOTT, M.D.
combined with Rifampin and admin- cause the indigestible substance
And of course, in confronting the
istered for several months.
reaches the colon where bacteria act
challenge of AIDS, you have set an
Although medicine will usually on it to produce excessive gas. Not all
example of professionalism and
eradicate TB germs in the body, scar people are susceptible to this reaccaring for all Americans."
tissue often forms as healing takes tion, however.
Koop said in his letter to Bush
that James Mason, assistant secretary for health, will name an acting
surgeon general once the office is
vacant. The surgeon general heads
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
By JO BURKEEN
the
6,000-member Commissioned
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
Corps
of the health service, which
blasted
the
State
Board of EducaTen years ago
Thirty years ago
is part of the health department.
tion
for
its
failure
to
approve
addiDr. James T. Thompson, chairPeggy Cleaver Doorcs, daughter
Koop, 72, did not say what he
man of the Department of Agricul- of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, is tional training for school bus
drivers.
planned
to do, but has said in interture at Murray State University, valedictorian and Raymon Cope,
The
views
board
that
he wants to write books
this
week
turned
stands by the new Harvestore, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Manual Cope,
down
the
and
work
in television on health
training
program
because
70-foot high structure located on is salutatorian of Senior Class of
of the $250,000 cost.
issues. He now earns $91,200,
the 368-acre laboratory farm of Alm° High School.
In a release from
including housing and uniform
MSU which has a capacity of 280
New officers of Murray Callo- Thursday, Wilkinso his office allowances.
n
said
the
tons of alfalfa haylage. Glass lined
way County Junior Chamber of money would be
Koop could not be reached for
well-spent.
and sealed, it was erected at a cost Commerce will be installed at a
"The safety of our children is comment. His office said he was on
of approximately $30,000.
meeting at Kentucky Colonel
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd are pic- tonight. They are John Sammons, too important and ought to come his way to Geneva, Switzerland,
for a World Health Organization
tured as they boarded the "Fun Robert Hopkins, Hugh Eddie Wil- first," he said.
Wilkinson pointed out that the
meeting.
Ship" TSS Festival in Miami, Fla., son, Wilbur Wayman and Maurice
cost
of
President Reagan's 1981 nomithe
training
amounts
to
less
for a Caribbean Cruise to Puerto Crass Jr.
than
nation
two
one-thous
of Koop, then surgeon-in ands
of
one
perRico and the Virgin Islands. They
Recent births reported at Murray
won the trip for high sales with Hospital include a girl to Mr. and cent of the total education budget chief of the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia, set off a bitter, nine— .000151 to be exact — and
Great Central Insurance Co.
Mrs. Franklin Walker, a boy to Mr. than the department will spend less
month battle for Senate
this
Births reported include a boy to and Mrs. George A. Barrett, a boy
confirmation.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Moore, to Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Bailey, a year on out-of-state travel.
A pediatric surgeon with an
The refusal to spend the money
April 25.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis English, for driver training is plain wrong- international reputation, Koop was
Twenty years ago
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Doris Hutson
strongly opposed by liberals who
Marine Corps Jimmie D. Boyd, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.C. headed, Wilkinson said.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard B. Williams.
Boyd, is serving with First Marine
Aircraft Wing in Vietnam.
Forty years ago
Miss Rita Harris, daughter of
Pfc. Ray Marine, son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris, junior Mrs. Jess Marine, is stationed at
at Murray High School, was Fort Custer, Mich.
crowned as prom queen by last
Billy Grey Hurt is valedictorian
1987 Mazda 626 4 dr., DLX, white, auto.
year's queen, Debbie Edmonds, and Joeva McDougal is salutatorian
Was $8495.00
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy of the Senior Class of Hazel High
Edmonds, at the prom on May 2. School.
1987 Mazda 626 4 dr., DLX, blue, auto.
Births reported include a boy to
Allene Tucker is valedictorian
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Workman, and Lillian Suiter is salutatorian of
Was $8,495.00
$7695°
'
May 2.
the Senior Class of Kirkscy High
"Passed by Oliver Cherry's School.
1987 Honda Accord 4 dr., DLX, silver
home Saturday morning early and
Desiree Jeffrey and L.G. Lowe
Was $8,450.00
he has a whole row of red tulips in were married April 23:
$775000
bloom," from column, "Seen &
Births reported include a boy to
1987 Olds Cutlass Brougham 4 dr., silver, loaded
Heard Around Murray" by James Mr. and Mrs. Claude A. Ramsey,
C. Williams.
April 28.
Was $7,695.00
"6995°

Did patient have TB of the eyes?

LOOKING BACK

Wilkinson rips
Kentucky BOE

PRICED TO SELL

1695'

°

1•Muk

Bi-State Grain
Puryear Tn.
901-247-5307
NOW HANDLING
.Corn •Alfalfa
•Sorghum

NORTHRUP KING
•

See
Noby Carraway or
H. G. Buoy
Seeds & Service
Second To None

1986 Chevrolet Pickup Custom, silver
Was $7,995.00

$7495"

1986 Dodge Caravan, gold
Was $7,995.00

7395'

1985 Olds Delta 88 4 dr., loaded
Was $6,995.00

$6495x

1982 Dodge Conversion Van, real nice
Was $6,250.00

$5495"

Carroll
Southside - South 12th

feared him as an anti-abortion crusader who lacked experience with
public health issues.
But he turned most of those critics around, many of them when he
issued a no-nonsense report on the
AIDS crisis in October 1986 that
advocated the use of condoms and
explicit sex education about how
the deadly virus is spread.
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif.,
chairman of a House health subcommittee, had voiced deep misgivings when Koop was named surgeon general, saying, "Dr. Koop
scares me; he is a man of tremendous intolerance."
But on Thursday Waxman said:
"One of the great surprises of
the last eight years is how wrong I
was. I take a great deal of pleasure
in admitting how wrong I was. If
they could finda clone of Koop,
they ought to appoint him."
Conservatives at first embraced
Koop, a member .of an old-line
evangelical Presbyterian church
and a board member of several
major anti-abortion groups, but
later lost faith. They were especially angered by the AIDS report and
Koop's advocacy of condoms and
sex education, saying the result
was to encourage promiscuity
among young people.
"The approach he advocated
deeply offends the values of many
parents," Gary L. Bauer, president
of the conservative Family
Research Council and once an aide
to Reagan, said Thursday.
Bauer said Koop's comments
occasionally "caused great chagrin" among some at the White
House, although Bauer said he never knew Reagan to express any
feeling that Koop was out of line.
Koop has been praised almost

universally in the gay communit}
for putting his personal belief,
aside and looking at AIDS as a
public health problem.
"He stood up for what he
believed was the right thing to do
in terms of health policy even if it
wasn't the right thing to do in
terms of politics," said Urvashi
Vaid, a spokeswoman for the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force. Most victims of the fatal
disease have been homosexual mer
and intravenous drug abusers.
Dr. Mervyn Silverman, president
of the American Foundation for
Aids Research, said, Koop's
"intergrity as a public health offi
cial was paramouni"
Despite his strong opposition to
abortion, Koop recently won support from abortion-rights groups
when he declined to issue a report
requested by the White House, saying he could not find enough scientific evidence to determine whether
abortion is psychologically harmful
for women.
Koop was also on the front line
in the fight against smoking, an
area of activity for his predecessors
since the first surgeon general's
report on smoking in 1964.
He called for a "smoke-free society by the year 2000," heightened
awareness of the dangers ot
second-hand smoke and strengthened warning labels on cigarette
packages.
Koop is the nation's 13th surgeon general, a position that was
created in 1870 as part of the Merchant Marine. Because the post has
little statutory authority, some
presidents did not bother to fill the
job. Others gave the title to the
assistant secretary of health.
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MALY,
AWEIGHT-LOSS
PROGRAM FOR
PEOPLE WHO
ALREADY KNOW
HOW TO LOSE
WEIGHT.
If you're like most people, you've had years of practice losing
weight. And gaining it back.
That's why we are adding a new program to our weight-los,
offerings --- Lighter Living, a step-by-step fitness and weight
management program that stresses meditat supervision and
modifications in lifestyle and eating habits to enable you to lose
weight --- and keep it off. Long after the program's over.
Designed just for people who are 10 to 30 pounds overweight,
Lighter Living offers safe, rapid weight loss.

Call 753-1826 to registerfor
Free Iniroductory Session!
Monday, May 8, 1989
afftliated serwe of Murray-Calio.ay Comfy liospaai
Medical Arty Building - 3(WJS
Street - Murray. KY 4207I .(.1)2) 7534826 -
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Local hospital
to host training
"Murray-Calloway County Hospital has completed plans for its
spring hospice volunteer training
sessions, May 18 and 25, from 8
a.m. until 4 p.m., in the hospital's
education unit according to Nany
Rose. R.N., hospice director.
Rose said that the sessions are
designed to train volunteers to help
meet the needs of the terminally ill
and their families.
Hospice speakers will make presentations totaling 16 hours of
instruction. Topics to be presented
inc.ude: historical perspective/
hospice concepts; comfort and care
measures; pain management; nutrition; spiritual communication
skills; AIDS; grief and bereavement; and discussions by team
members about their roles as hospice volunteers.
There is a S15 registration fee
for the training session which can
be paid at the first meeting to cover
the cost of materials. •
Pre-registration is required and

PN,

the program will be limited to 25
participants. The program is also
approved by the Kentucky Board of
Nursing for continuing education
units."
After 10 months of community
assessment, planning and volunteer
education, the hospice program
began in 1980 and enrolled its first
patient Jan. 15, 1981. Since then,
more than 140 families have benefited from the program.
A volunteer community effort
coordinated by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, the hospice program is supported by gifts
and designated contributions.
Its support services, which provide physical, psychological, social
and spiritual care, are coordinated
and provided by medicallysupervised teams of health care
professionals and volunteers.
To register for the hospice trianing sessions, call Nancy Rose,
R.N., (502) 753-5131, ext. 132, by
Friday, May 12.

Bartolucci
is editor of
publication

Art Exhibit
Saturday ier Sunday
May 6 d 7

;VI artist's Garden'
Talk by

. Marilyn Kfuger

Dr. Luis A Bartolucci, associate
professor of geophysics in the
Department of Geosciences at Murray State University, will serve as
an editor of a publication to
improve the space - technology
transfer process to countries in
Latin America.
He was appointed by the Canadian International development
Agency (CIDA) as technical editor
of the first English-Spanish dictionary of space-science/remotesensing technical terms.
The publication of the twovolume dictionary is being funded
by the Canadian government. Scientists from Argentina, Brazil,
Canada, Columbia, Chile, Ecuador,
Mexico, Peru and the U.S. make up
the editorial board.
Bartolucci, who joined the Murray State faculty in 1986, represents the U.S. on the board.
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Dr. Ken Winters, right, was presented the president's medallion
by Lawrence Hall of Elizabethtown, chairman of the board of
trustees, at Winters' inauguration Saturday, April 29 at Campbellsville Baptist Church.
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Campbellsville president Winters inaugurated
In his inaugural addres Saturday,
Campbellsville College President
Dr. Ken Winters pledged "our students are our only reason for being
here...all my decisions will be
based on what is best for our
students."
Winters, formerly of Murray,
was inaugurated as Campbellsville
College's ninth president at Campbellsville Baptist Church.
Winters became dean of the College of Industry and Technology at
Murray State University in 1977
and served there until he came to
Campbellsville College in July
1988. He is a graduate of Murray
and received his master's from
Indianan University. His educational doctorate is from the University
of Northern Colorado.
Winters was employed at Murray
from 1965 until coming to Campbellsville College.
Winters used Ephesians 4:1-16
as the scripture for his inauguration
with "beseech you that ye walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith
ye are called" as his central point.
"Campbellsville College is here
to provide a quality educational
experience in a Christian environment — to provide a strong
academic base as well as to provide
opportunities for the spiritual and
personal growth of our students
wherewith they 'matwalk worthy

Pre-Season Sale

Writer d Lecturer
Above Ground
Pool Kits
1:30 p.m. Montt s Garden
_3:00 Carl Larsson s Garden

Buy Early,
SAVE NOW!

Sunday, May 7
'The original
portable pool"

Both events open
to the public.

Cafroway Co.
Public Library

4110

"THE POOL SHOP. LTD."
4720 Reidland Road, Paducah, KY. 42001
502-898-3666
Please send me free literature on Doughboy Above Ground Pools with
7 deep end options & 20-year warrantres. I am under no obligation!

Name
Street
City

State
PHONE NUMBER (

of the vocation to which they are the community and for us."
called.—
He said Winters was willing to
Winters pointed out several pro- pay a "personal price" by agreeing
jects in which Campbellsville Col- to serve as president of the College is involved. He cited Destina- lege. By doing this, it serves as a
tion Graduation, a pilot project testimony of his commitment, he
designed to prevent dropouts in said.
which Campbellsville College stuMarshall said that while human
dents tutor at-risk ninth graders of resources were modest, Winters
the fith and seventh congressional had added resources if he looked,
districts.
not as a pure human, but "with the
He also said the College is deve- mind and heart of Christ."
loping a teaching and learning
Marshall also said Winters "saw
resource center in Montgomery
a committed faculty and staff and
Library. The facility will be used
perceived a mighty resource of stuby Calppbellsville College students dents wanting to attend a liberal
and faculty as well as teachers arts college."
from school systems within the
Marshall concluded by saying
region.
that Winters should remember that
He said the College will con- "in His hands our resources are
tinue its "Excellence in Teacher multiplied, and you are not just an
Awards" program in which three ordinary college president."
teachers from each school system
Salutations were read by several
in the fifth congressional district people. David McAnelly, the govare honored for outstanding ernor's chief of staff, read greetservice.
ings from Kentucky Gov. Wallace
"The future of Campbellsville Wilkinson, who attended CampCollege looks bright," said Win- bellsville College.
ters. "As Proverbs 29:18 indicates,
Representative Ray Altman, 51st
'Where there is no VISION, the District of the Kentucky House of
people perish: We indeed have a Representatives, read a letter from
VISION for Campbellsville Col- Congressman Harold Rogers of the
lege's future.—
United States Congress.
Winters explained about the
Greetings were also given by Dr.
broad-based effort to devieo.p, a • Arthur Walker Jr., executive
strategic plan for Campbellsville director/treasurer of the education
College's future. "It will be specif- - commission of the Southern Baptist
ic in identifying new thrusts, new Convention, and Dr. John Frazer,
programs and organizational executive direct of the Council of
changes, and will assign responsi- Independent Kentucky College and
bility and a time line for comple- Universities.
tion of each action item," he said.
Sam Phillips, county judge/
He also discussed the current executive of Taylor County, and
VISION 2000 fund-raising cam- Robert L. Miller, mayor of Camppaign which is designed to help bellsville, gave greetings from the
raise funds that will support the city and county.
College's programs into the year
Nate V. Adams, president of the
2000.
Campbellsville College Student
Ending his address with the Government, read greetings from
importance of the college's 700 the student body. Dr. Robert A.
students, Winters said, "I pledge to Street Jr., chairman of the faculty
you — students, faculty, staff, trus- of the college, was the mace bearer
tees, and friends — that we will and read a letter of support from
continue our emphasis on the edu- the faculty.
cational and spiritucal needs of our
The Rev. Brad Johnson, presistudents."
dent of the Campbellsville College
Dr. William W. Marshall, execu- Alumni Association, gave greetings
tive secretary/treasurer of the Ken- from the alumni.
tucky Baptist Convention, delivLawrence Hall of Elizabethtown,
ered the charge to Winters.
chairman of the board of trustees,
He said that winters was the was in charge of the investiture of
"right person to take the responsi- the president's medallion from forbility" as president of Campbells- mer president Dr. W.R. Davenport
ville College.
to Winters.
Marshall said that "this is a hapWinters thanked Davenport for
py day for all of us, especially, for his 19 years of service, and Daven-

port was given a standing ovation,
as was Winters at the end of his
inaugural adL;ress.
Davenport's wife, Janet, and
Winters' wife, Shirley, were also
recognized for their suppori
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor of
First Baptist Church, Murray, led
in scripture reading. The invocation
was given by Dr. Roy Honeycutt,
president of The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
The dedicatory prayer was given
by Dr. H.C. Chiles, Distinguished
Professor of New Testament at
Clear Creek Baptist Bible College.
The benediction was given by Dr.
James E. Jones, pastor of Campbellsville Baptist Church and president of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention.
The Campbellsville College Collegiate Chorale, directed by Dr. J.
Kenneth Martin, assistant professor
of music, performed. Nevalyn
Moore, instructor of music, played
organ.
Winters, at a luncheon following
the ceremony on campus, thanked
all those involved in the inauguration including the committee
members.
Virginia Flanagan and Everette
Lee were co-chairmen of the committee. Others on the committee
were Nate Adams, Fran Brickner,
Dr. Frank Cheatham, Dr. Robert S.
Clark, Nancy Martin, David Pierce
and Dr. Robert Street.
Ex officio members were
Lawrence Hall, Dr. James E. Jones,
Judi Stewart, Bobby Himes, Dr. J.
Kenneth Martin, Joan C. McKinney
and Connie Wilson.,
Campbellsville College, affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist
Convention, offers 25 academic
majors and 26 minor programs.
The College, founded in 1906, is a
private, four-year college in central
Kentucky.
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Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service May 5,
1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act 629, Est_850 Barrows & Gilts .50 lower,
Sows steady.
US 1.2 220-250 Its ....................S37.23.37.75
US 1-2 200-220 lb.....................$35.23.37.25
US.2-3 220-250 Hu
US 3-4 250-270 its
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 IN
US 1-3 300-400 BA
US 1.3 400-500 ihs
US 1-3 500 and up329.00-31.00 few to 31.50
US 2,3 300.500
Boers S26-27
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On National Nurses Day
We Congratulate Our Licensed Nurses
On A Job Well Done!

THE PHANTO

Peggy Prichard - LPN, Audrey Hendon - LPN,Terri Elliott - RN,Lageria Richard - LPN,Judy Garner - LPN,Linda
Ruoff - RN, Barbara Burkeen - LPN;Betty Mosley - RN-DON.Mat. Administrator,Chris Loftis - LPN,Jan Steffey
LPN,Deborah Houston - LPN,Nell Denton - LPN,Eunice May - RN,Evelyn Moore - LPN,Naomi Baker- RN - Asst.
DON.,Judith Horn - LPN,Kim Iiooper - LPN,Kay Underwood - LPN,Martha Green - LPN,Brenda Kim bro - LPN,
Mary Roesch - LPN,asssuandra Rogers - LPN,Eileen King - LPN. Not pictured Penny Dick - LPN and Ha Miller
RN

West View Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St.

753-1304
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Woman Fears Younger Man's
Love May Fail Test of Time

DEAR WALKING: Run - do
not walk - to wherever Pocket
Books paperbacks are sold and
buy "Loving a Younger Man" by
Victoria Houston, who did just
that(second time around). And if
you don't think it's worth $4.50,
I'll send your money back.
*•*

DEAR ABBY:Another holiday has
passed and my children again overdosed on sugar. Why does everyone
think they have to give candy to children on every holiday? I suppose it's
considered a treat, when actually it is
torture to the children's parents. We
know that too much sugar is bad for
children's teeth as well as their bodies, yet adults continue to reward
children with candy, cookies, etc.
There are many other things we
can give children. Let's cut the sugar
and get more creative.
GLUCOSE MAMA IN
WEBSTER GROVES, MO.
DEAR MAMA: I agree, there
are far better gifts for children.
For example,books-to nourish

THE TEACHER 5A 1r MY
REPORT ON ° UJI-14 WE'RE HERE"
WASN'T LONG ENOUGH

DEAR ABBY: I loved the letter
from the English clergyman who had
had enough hugging from strangers.
I am also from England and joined a
church here in California when I
emigrated. Some years ago, we had a
minister who advocated hugging all
and sundry when we entered the
church on Sunday morning.
I also felt it bespoke false intimacy
and kept out ofit as much as possible,
for which I was severely criticized by
some.(I was English,therefore"cold.")
The minister left our church, and
shortly after, left his wife and four
children for a member of his new
congregation - so obviously somewhere his hugging must have gotten
out of hand.
It is nice to be greeted warmly by
one's friends and associates, but for
the others,a more moderate approach
will do. In fact, somewhere between
kissing and hugging, and shooting!
LEILA IN GRANADA HILLS
* *•

DEAR ABBY: My fiance recently
became an ensign in the U.S. Navy.
We are planning to marry soon and
he wants to wear his uniform instead
of a regular tuxedo. It's going to be a
formal church wedding. None of the
males in the wedding party are in the
military,so my fiance will be the only
one in uniform.
Do you think it will look tacky if
the groom is the only one in a uniform? Please hurry your answer.
TERRI IN QUINCY, MASS.

GLASSWORK: Auto glass,
plate and window glass,
insulated, safety and tinted
glass Aluminum store
fronts and entrances, glass
table tops, mirrors, glass
shelves, patio storm doors
and windows and screens
repaired. Also do window
washing, replace broken
panes of glass and distored
glass. All at: M & G Comlete
Glass Co., Dixieland Center, 753-0180

DEAR TERRI: Tacky? Absolutely not. A uniform is considered appropriate attire for any
formal occasion. Good luck and
anchors aweigh!
* * *

Is your social life in a slump? Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular"- for people
of all ages. To order, send your name and
address, plus check or money order for
62.80 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, 111. 61054.(Postage is included.)
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Giftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers

School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call:

North 02° 5446" West -144.64 feet with
the chord of a curved right-of-way (arc
distance - 144.64 feet) to a point;
North 02°34'53" West - 120.12 feet with
the chord of a curved right-of-way (arc
distance - 120.12 feet) to* a point 43.00
feet east of the centerline;
thence, Leaving the east right-of-way of US
Highway 641 and with the boundary of
the herein described tract of land, the
following bearings and distances:

Preston wishes
to thank all his
customers for
their patronage
over the years.

New Arrival
Spring Flowers

in

thence, Along the east right-of-way of US Highway 641, the following bearings and
distances:

Preston Barrett
has sold
Barrett's
Service Center
to
Mitch McNutt
•••••

Bel-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls

AGE 19°

Unless

intersection of Kentucky Highway 94 (Main
Street) and US Highway 641 (12th Street) in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and
being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point at the intersection of
Kentucky Highway 94 and US Highway 641, said
point being on the east right-of-way of US
Highway 641, 43 feet east of the centerline, and
being the southwesternmost comer of the herein
described tract of land;

North 035 05' 39" West - 12.86 feet to a

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

SON OR DAUGHTER

PUBLIC NOTICE

LOOKING for affordable
health insurance from a
solid "A" Excellent rated
company? Call Bankers
Life & Casualty, 603 South
4th Street, 753-3422. Free
claim service.

Notice

Notke

20% Off
Storetvide
753-9234

THE FAR SIDE

North 86° 08' 30" East - 156.58 feet to a

Point:
South 05° 28' 57" East - 120.01 feet to a
point;
South 86° 05' 38" West - 55.93 feet to a
Point;
South 04° 53' 30" East - 185.64 feet to a
point on the north right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 94, 38.50 north of the
centerline;
thence, Along the north right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 94, the following bearings and distances:
South 86° 20' 00" West - 5.98 feet to a
Point;

By GARY LARSON
•'NC
0.•••••ftel••

••••• 5,41...•••

South 85° 31' 58" West - 81.23 with the
chord of a curved right-of-way (arc
dance - 81.23 feet) to a point'
North 45° 12' 50" West - 38.49 feet to the
point of beginning.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753.4199
"free local claim service"

If further information is needed, please contact
the Department of Planning and Engineering at
753-4321.
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OAS MORE•
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Robert F. Duna, clainnaa
Murray Planes Coutalssioa
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Notice

1

MOTHER'S Day Special!
8mm film transferred to
video tape. Only 6e per foot
with this ad! Expires May
14. Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246

r-----..-\

NANCY
AGA MANY
EtARNE DOLLS
DO 400 401E7

YOU RE

MOPE ITS A
PERSONAL POLICY
Cc MINE

NONE

5

I REFUSE TO Or4N
ANY DOLL TRAT tkAI-7
A 5ETTER FIGURE_
Tl-kAN I Do

-What? No tartar sauce? You'd forget your
own head if it wasn't bolted on!"

101111
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

(wad'
ACROSS

••

YOB
GARFIELD
ARLENE, YOUR LIPS ARE AS
REP AS TOMATO SAUCE...

YOUR SKIN IS AS PALE AS
UNCOOKED PASTA...

C

MITTITTYTIig
I LIKE
PAYDAYS.
I FEEL
RICH

LET'S GO GET
A PRINK

s

YEAH, Z. CAN HARDLY
WAIT TILL NEXT
PAYDAY

THAT HIT
THE SPOT

-I
Aks

•

1514%7

36 Hebrew
letter
38 Chastises
41 Note of scale
42 Poisonous
snake
44 Succeed
45 Cover
47 Stupefy
49 Fuss
51 Marries
54 "Golden
Girls" star
56 Pigpen
58 Negative
59 "- in Pink"
62 Koppel of TV
64 Sodium
symbol
65 Dawn
goddess
66 Title
68 Aroma
70 Obtain
71 River in
Asia
72 Conjunction

1 George
Burns role
4 Scene of
first
miracle
8 - Albert
11 Region
12 Dillseed
13 Room in
seraglio
14 Sun god
15 Storage
compartment
17 "The -Years19 Use a plus
sign
21 Novelty
23 Seed
container
24 Spare
26 Limb
28 "- Side
31 Story"
Insane
33 Cut
35 Charlotte of
TV

YOUR EYES!
HEY, VALENTINO!
THEY'RE SOFT
IS THIS A
PATE OR A
AS MOZZARELLA!
YOUR HAIRS... FEEPINCr FRENZY?

WeLifeg
(sled%

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PAR
SCENT
PEW
ORE
TOR I I
ATE
PEA
AN I L
STAB
LAPSE VIO
RA
ELI
SERVES
ASK
EDITORIAL
1 S 10 ERA
YOGI
DETERRENT
ED
STERES
DOG
RE
EIS
EASEL
DRUM
ERRS OWL
OAT
ELIDE
SEE
EWE
AMASS
TEA
2 Farce
Islands
whirlwind
3 Bespatter
4 Panama 5 Article
6 Recent
7 On top of
8 Food for
cattle
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31

JONN, REX
Mc THE CHiLPREN
WILL 5LEED ON 1146
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9 Fruit drink
10 Sailor
colloo
11 Sea in Asia
16 Supposing
that
18 At present
20 Obstruct
22 Requires
25 Catch
colloq
27 Obtained
29 Mr Mineo
30 Beverage
32 Condensed
moisture
34 Damp
36 Dance step
37 N V time
39 Inlet
40 Implant
13 Least
tainted
46 Writing
Implement
48 Hard-shelled
fruit
50 Aquatic
mammal
52 Giver of
gill
53 Play leading
role
55 Sicilian
volcano
57 Old pronoun
59 Wooden pin
60 Fish eggs
61 Sweet potato
63 Johnson of
"Miami Vice,'
67 Greek letter
69 Foam

--High-Pressure
Washing-WaAng-Mobile homes,
farming equipment, alum siding,
houses,
campers. etc.
*LOW PRICES*
Call After 5:30 p.m.

753-8691
OPENING April- Country
At Heart' Hours Tuesday
Saturday 9a m -5p m
Sunday 1-5p m Featuring
wood and quit crafts hand
woven baskets, antiques,
quilts Located in Aurora
next to The 13rass Lantern

050

Lost
And Found

=••
.7"

$100 CASH Reward of
fered for return of medium
size maroon bag taken
from van. Contains clothes
and sentimental items Re•
turn to Robert at Big Apple
Cafe. No questions asked

•

'
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Help
Wailed
3 STAR Stamping & Fabrication (formerly Dover Tool
& Die) is seeking experienced tool and die makers
and die repairmen Wages
are negotiable. Applications accepted at. Tennessee Department of Employment Security, Stewart
County Courthouse, or
send resume to Box 300,
Dover, TN 37058.
ACT in TV commercials No
expenence. All ages. Child,
ren, teens, young adults,
families, etc High pay TV
advertising. Call for casting
information. Charm Studios (313) 542-8400 Ext
2614.
AUTOMOTIVE Machinist
Must have experience in
block boring, cylinder head
repair and crank grinding
Contact Miller Auto Parts
527-3188
BABYSITTER Will keep
only my child or maybe 1
other. 753-5697
DENTAL Assistant: Experience preferred, but not
necessary Send resume
to: P0 Box 1040-R,
Murray.

020

020
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,rdirP

OUR 6ARA494
NEEDS TO SE
cLEANEO 0147

Mac Fitts, Director
Dept. of Piasalag/Eagiacerias

iN-Th 1,1-i
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Nollos

The Murray Planning Commission has received
a request to rezone 3 lots located at 100, 102, and
104 North 12th Street from B-4(Medium Density
Business) to B-2 (Highway Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, May
16, 1989, at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers,
Second Floor, City Hall. All interested persons are
invited to attend. A description follows:
ZONING DESCRIPTION
A 0.90 ECM tract of land located at the northeast

JO-AN'S Varieties on the
.square in downtown Mur
ray has children's name
brand clothing at 40% oft!
Ladies' dresses, skirts,
tops and slacks from
20-40% off! Ladies' swim wear
price! Children's
swimwear 30% off! Jo-An's
also carries jeans, denim
skirts and denim shorts,
Excuisite Form brand bras
in fully and big gal styles,
maternity clothing, dresses, shorts, tops and swim wear 20% off! 753-9569.

020

020

Nodes

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St Murray

The Fire and Rescue is sorry for any
inconvenience caused during this time and
residents are advised to check for rustcolored water before washing clothes.

t2.4

L•pr

Notice

Chief Steve Ladd said the Fire and Rescue
is testing these hydrants in compliance with
ISO regulations and the hopeful Outcome to
lower insurance rates on tire protection and
to further their steps toward the completion
of substations to be placed in certain spots
of the county.

•*•

011

Leijal
Notle4

The Calloway County Fire and Rescue
will be testing fire hydrants throughout the
county May 1 through May 15. These fire
hydrants are located in the Water Distritts
outside the city limits.

and expand their minds,instead
of their behinds.

7-64) 411Cilla
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CLASSIFIEDS

By Abigail

DEAR ABBY:(I tan't believe I've
actually written those words.) I'm a
36-year-old divorced woman - no
children by choice. I won't bore you
with the story of my failed marriage.
I just want you to know I was in love
with "Gary" when I married him and
tried my best to make our marriage
work, but he never was a one-woman
man and I couldn't change him. End
of story.
I've been single for nearly two years
and can honestly say I was not looking for another marriage because I
have a flourishing little business of
my own and enjoy my independence.
Well, you guessed it. I met a man five
months ago,and I am walking on air!
So what's my problem? Abby, he's 26
years old. He has everything I have
ever *anted in a man and he's talking marriage.
Am I crazy? Will it work? I'm not
worried about what people will say,
but I'm wondering what will happen
when he's 46 and I'm 56. Or when
he's 56 and I'm 66? What do you
think?
WALKING ON AIR

FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1959
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753-1916
VISIT Lynda's Pretty Punch
Shop for Punch Embroidery supplies, sweatshirts in
long and short sleeves
(children's $3, adults starting $4) Custom orders accepted Porcelain, sunglasses $3, gift items, snakeskin and leather products 2
miles west of Hazel on
State Line Rd (893)
492-8580
Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHE‘,ROLET
1989 Celebrity $22644 mo.•
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus MC Title & License
48 Me Closed End Lease

DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%! Call
today 753-0171
EARN MONEY Reading
books! $30,000/ year income potential Details. (1)
805-687-6000 Ext
Y-10706
EXPERIENCED full-time
sales help needed. Send
resume with references to
Suzi-Q Shoppe, 200-B
North 12th Street, Murray,
KY 42071 by May 12
GET Paid For Mailing Letters! $200 daily Write
PASE- 187J, 161 S Lincolnway, North Aurora, IL
60542

•
!

•

•••••

HOMEMAKERS Check
the rest and pin the best!
Part-time work, full-time
pay Demonstrate fabulous
home decor accents and
gift items. Call now for details 1-800-726-4455 Creative Home Parties
HOUSE Painter Residential experience needed M
& T Painting Contractors
753-9382 after after 5p m
NURSE'S Aide Work as
needed, all shifts Can work
into full-time Call for an
appointment- Fern Terrace
Lodge, 753-7109_ EOE

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised Your
Rates, Please Call Us Immediately
For A Price Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A-4."
Rated Insurance Companies. If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 27th Year Of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

•11

•!‘

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
111D
Help
Wanted

240

160
Instruction

Furnishings
KING Size Waterbed Free
now mattress, $150 or best
otter 759-1002

Train for Careers In
• AIRLINES
•CRLHSE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOmE STUDrIES TRAiNiNG

•FINANCIAL All) AVAIL
•108 PLACEMENT ASSIST.
1-800-327-7728

LARGE double door glass
front gun cabinet. $200
435 4481 after 6p m
LIKE New 3 piece living
room suite including sofa.
chair and rocker Also
15.000 BTU GE air conditioner,used 1 season
436-2699

MEDICAL equipment
NEW beds, $25 3 piece
supply firm seeks motisofa tables, $50 per set 2
vated individual for medical
piece living suites, $150 3
equipment technician posipiece living room suites,
140
tion Position involves
$285. Much used furniture
Want
equipment delivery, set-up
Call 753-2922, ask for
To Buy
and instruction Ethics, perNeal Call 753-3424 after
sonality and strong inter- SMALL boat trailer, corn
6p m
personal skills required mercial made 474-2226
PUT in your order for a
Submit resume to. P 0
COPPER,aluminum stain- handsome custom made
Box 1040-H, Murray
less and radiators Top butcher block table From
MINI Bus Driver Someone prices Open weekends basic to excutsite any size,
experienced in driving van/ Cash 753-0467.
height or shape to fit your
bus Minimum age 23
LOWER gear unit, 71 John- need or fancy Genuine oak
$3 351 hour- 2 hours daily
son boat motor For sale- tops Call today 435-4142
Call 759-1965
22.000 BTU air conditioner, SOFA and chair, good conNOW hiring attendants for works well, $150. 753-1214 dition, must sell 753-5711
Murray Gas & Conveni- after 5p m
SOLID Pecan Coffee
ence Store Reply to ManaMONTE Carlo SS
Table Glass top, octagon
ger at 401 Sycamore,
753-7975, 759-9404
shape, rattan bottom ReMurray.
WANTED- 5 to 10 acres duced to sell! 753-9930
west of 641, to build house TWIN bed like new,
matAccepting applicaon. Prefer some trees, tress
Singer sewing mations for Nurse's
paved road P0 Box 1355, chine
and cabinet
Murray
Aides. Flexible hours.
753 5033
Starting salary S3.50/
WE buy scrap aluminum,
165
copper brass and alumihour plus 20¢ per hour
num cans Call Balcan Reshift differential.
Antiques
cycling @ 753 0338
Apply At:
ANTIQUE oak spindle table
West View
and 6 chairs. 753-7975,
759-9404
Nursing Home

1401 So. 16th St.
EOE M/F
PART-TIME Dishwasher
Weekends only Apply in
person at Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr EOE
PART-TIME help needed
for video store Send resume to P0 Box 1040-B,
Murray.
SERVICE Station Attendent. Full-time, must know
minor mechanics, uniforms
furnished, insurance after 3
months. Apply to: P 0 Box
1369, Murray
•
WE have a part-time summer job available The successful candidate must
have general office skills
Shorthand a plus, but not
necessary Flexible hours.
Send qualifications to P 0
Box 402, Murray, KY
, 42071
WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail Information send stamp to K S.
Enterprises, P.0 Box
5157-NW, Hillside, NJ
07205.

180
taA
11HP ^— •
w, •v 250
753 Call(Cete
1 SET of 4-Tread
CONCRETE STEPS
437-4092
ARROW storage buildings
109 ft building with door
56' wide x 59 height.
$22999 10x12 ft building
with door 56" wide x 61
height, $299 99. 109 high
gable building with door 56'
wide x 60" height, $289,99.
Coast'to Coast Hardware,
753-8604
AZALEAS and shrubs, only
$2.99_. each Clay pots,
large assortment flower,
azalea, culinder, bell, box
companas Also concrete
planters and figurines
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604
COMMON cards, Topps
1989 2C each 492-8804
DISPLAY CASES 2-4'
glass cases with lights,
$150 each, like new
489 2633
EXCELLENT railroad ties,
$6 each (502)825-2718 or
825-3487

GENERAL office clerk- experienced receptionist, file
clerk with light typing seeking position with a company
that will allow me the opportunity to grow Please call
759-4415 days or
evenings
WILL mow lawns- any size.
reasonable rates Call after
5P M Mon Fri, anytime
weekends, Wayne 489-2342
WANTED Yards to mow in
city 759-1264
WILL care for the elderly or
sick Call for more information 753-4590 or 489-2798
Good references
WILL keep children For
more information call
437-4890
WILL sit with elderly in
nursifig homes, experienced Call 489-2733 after
5p.m.
110
Instruction
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FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way. 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes. 2 mobile homes.
You have to see to believe!
Cat for an appointment
492-8806

PATIO Stones 2"x8"x16"
red or gray, 69C.
2"x12"x12" red or gray"
$1.69 Hexagonal red or
gray, $1 69 Bird baths
small $21, medium $27,
Large $45 Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center
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USED Singer Sewing Machine: Fully guaranteed,ful
cash price $29.50. Fo
more information cal
Martha Hopper, 474-8015

7000 BUSHEL Grain Bin
Blower and heater, floo
sweepers and grain stir
refs, $3,100 After 5p m
527-3601
JOHN DEERE 9' wheel
disk, John Deere hay crimper, 2 roll cultivator.
75.3-8156 or 753 6401

BELGIUM Browning auto
matic five 12 gauge shot
gun 762-6103

LOWERY Festival Organ
Loaded, $550 437-4432
210
Miscellaneous

FACE BRICK
Prices Starr At

s131°,4,

COMPLETE set of Mother
Earth News 753 8248 after
7p m.
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

FACE BRICK

Start at
00
SET of Lexicon Universal '
133
per 1,000
encyclopedias
Call
492-8775 or 435-4424
Mortar 5375 Per Bag
.
.
SNAKESKIN & Leather
See Ward s Leather &
Puryear Brick
Skins for belts, billfolds,
Puryear, TN
checkbook covers, clutch
247-3232
purses boots, jackets,
vests etc 2 miles west of
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
Hazel on State Line Rd
removal Free estimate
(893) 492-8580
436-2562, 436-2758
TOPPER for full size long
GO carts, go carts, go carts'
wheel base truck
5 HP single and double
753-2293
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center Industrial Road
Call 759-9831

WASHER, dryer and re
Ingerator. 753-4684

•SEC

•

Sewing
Machines

FRUIT TREES. cherry,
VOWELL &
peach, plum, dwarf apple,
SON INC.
many varieties. ORNA- I
rel
MENTAL TREES: crabap- po Martin, TN-5n3S2S
ple. purple leaf plum, redbud, flowering pear, dog- Ihinannui
wood, silver maple,
plastering cherry, cypress, CHANNEL Catfish Finger
trigs $60 per 1,000 and up
birch Limited quantities
Coast to Coast Hardware, Can
deliver
(601)840-0307
753-8604

Appliances

'NW

410

HMOS

INDIVIDUAL to make 6 ap
pointments per week tor
busy executive No selling
required Pleasing phone
manner and good follow up
skills a must Biweekly
compensation based on
number of appointments
set plus phone expenses
Send letter with beef background and phone contact
to DMS. P0 Box 1417,
Murray, KY 42071

TRACTOR TRAK.'A
TRAINING CENTERS
1t
.A.To
Cal Tea F.

Isiiirray Ledger & Times

CHERRY Table & Chairs 6
upholstered seats including
captain's chair, leaf
753-9369

HOFFCO UI Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs $229 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, In
dustrial Rd , Murray
759-9831
LARGE, large, large selec
bon of storage buildings in
stoak for immediate deny,
ery Aaee Portable Buildings. Mayfield. Ky
502-247-7831.
MANURE sold by the truck
load or bag Will deliver
753 8372

COUCH, excellent condition, some remodeling MANURE sold by the truck
items. Call after 8p m. load or beg Will deftest
753-2309
7534072

Psis
A Supplies

Miscellaneous

SHARP Copiers & FAX Machines For sales, service,
supplies or rental call
1 800 248 4319

NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus Also
Houses For Rent near campus.
quiet loc.ations,
one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
bedroom 753-0606 nights,
753-6111 days

INTERESTED in a career
in dog training? Register
now for summer courses at
the Institute of Canine
Technology IL Education
Major instructor is a profes270
sional educator and interMobile
nationally know dog trainer
Homes For Sale
(502)436-2858
12x60, 2 BEDROOM, al NORTH 7th Street Sunny,
electnc, stove, refrigerator, 2 bedroom, stove, refriger- RAT Terrier Male, 24
couch & chair, underpin- ator. washer/ dryer, gas years old 753-2293
ning included. Call after heat and water included,
$310/ month 759-4923
5p m 437-4375
A10
1982 2 BEDROOM, 2 bath NOW renting 1 and 2 bedPublic
room
apartments
College
mobile home and lot, loSale
Farm
Apartments
cated near the lake, new
753-3530
after
3p m
well, $19,500 436-5358 after 5p m
GIGANTIC
1984 BROADMORE 2
bedroom, 1 bath, 14x54, 2
large decks, all electric,
central air and heat, A-1 2 BEDROOMS, 5 miles
Fox
Meadows east, stove/ refrigerator
Prefer no children or pets
(618)949-3866
Clean 753-3187 after
NICE 1981 2 bedroom, 4p m
central air & heat $6,500
3 BEDROOM House $340/
435-4347
month, gas heat, TVA insulated 753-0332
280
Mobile
NICE 3 bedroom near uniHOMeli For Rent
versity, $350/ month,
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished month deposit 753-8673,
or unfurnished Some new 753-1834
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
For Rent
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
Or Lease
NICE 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
central gas heat and air,
furnished, 8 miles north
Married adults $150
753-3942
290
Heating
And Cooling

1 85 ACRES dark fired to
bacco 328-8531.
DARK fired tobacco for
rent, 96 acres Call after
6p m 492-8730
365
For Sale
Or Lease

AIR Conditioner for sale.
4,000 SQUARE Ft. BuildDill Electric 759-1577
ng Ideally located for manWINDOW air conditioner, ufacturing, wholesale
supply, fitness center, fac18 500 BTU 753-2293
tory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes Well insulated
Business
and equipped with 4 ofRentals
fices, 2 restrooms, adequate parking, all city utilities
Commercial
arid room for expansion.
Building
Priced for quick sale. Offers
appreciated
Call
For Rent
(502)759-9439 after 5p m
Good Location.

753-4682 or
753-5870
120
Apartments
For Rent

370
Livestock
& SLppltee
4 PAIR of peacocks fo
sale After 5p m 753-6259

65 GOATS, $2,100
1 BEDROOM apartment (502)488-3528.
near university, $160/
month No pets. 489-2244. PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and Maine 1 BEDROOM Furnished Anjou crossbred service
Apartment. Close to univer- age bulls Only the very top
sity and hospital, some utili- performers offered for sale
ties paid. 753-8756 or All bulls health tested and
753-4012.
guaranteed Smith Broad1 BEDROOM apartment bent Farms, Cadiz, KY
DAY
near downtown Murray. 4 2 2 1 1 .
(502)235-5182, NIGHT
753-4109
(502)235-5170
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment: '4 mile from
campus, water paid,$175 1
person, $185 2 people
Available now. No pets. No
AKC male Austrian Terne
children 753-5980.
puppy. Call 489-2246
2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood: appliances DOG Obedience by indivifurnished, carpeted, $250 dual instruction with owner
and/or dog. Spring obeper month. 759-4406.
dience classes get you and
2 BEDROOM Duplex: Cou- your puppy or dog out for
ples only, all new ap- fun and companionship. No
pliances, very modern, force training makes it easy
$350 753-4389 or to have a loving, but obe753-5960
dient dog. Also offering
1 BEDROOM apartment summer classes for obedi an ce instructors.
near downtown Murray
(502)436-2858 for
753-4109
information
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment: '4 mile from GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Road,
campus, water paid,$175 1 Coldwater
person, $185 2 people. 753-6756. Jack Covey,
Available now No pets No Owner/ Groomer, Graduate State Certified Central
children 753-5980.
Academy of Dog Groom2 BEDROOM apartments ing Registered Member
for rent Embassy Apart- National Dog Groomers
ments 753-3530 after Association of America,
3P m
Inc Clean, new, modern
2 BEDROQM, brick duplex, facility The ultimate for
Westwood Or, extra nice, your pet's grooming needs
$300/ month 759-4979, Where every pet is a VIP
753-8859
(Very Important Pet)
4 BEDROOM house for
WHATS SO DIFFERENT
rent plus extras 492-8851
ABOUT THE HAPPY JACK
3-X FLEA COLLAR??? IT
APARTMENT For Rent
WORKS!!! Contains NO
Central heat and air, appliances, quiet area, deal Synthetic Pyrethroids!
for retired or single person, CALLOWAY SERVICE,INDUSTRIAL Ra
$300/ month 753-8096 or
753-2633
YOUNG Adult Dogs: 1
male Miniature Poodle. 1
CLEAN, Attractive 1 Bed,
male Boston Terrier. 1 fe
room Apartment furnished,
male Silky Terrier, 2 female
private bath, partial utilities
Dashchunds Also Puppaid. no children or pets,
pies Ready to go' Boston
lease and deposit required,
Terriers, Yorkes, Poms
$175 436-2755
and
Dashchunds
NICE 2 Bedroom Duplex (901)642-7067
Heat and air, washer/ dryer
hook-up, low utilities Days
753-1953, Nights
753-0870
NICE 2 Bedroom Apartment partially furnished,
deposit and lease, no pets,
adults, intersection of 444 &
121 436-5401
NICE energy efficient 2
bedroom duplex apartntent
on deed end street in Norihwood Central heat 8
carpeted, appliances, furnished No pets Lease and
deposit required Call
753-7186

Moving Sale
Sat 8a.m.-2p.m.
Rain or Shine
Mayfield Highway near
Graves County Line in
BenDefield Sub.- 3rd
house on right.
Loveseat, chair, small
desk, lots of wicker,
household items, decorating items, pictures, lots of
miscellaneous. Priced to

sell]

489-2441

110

aeo

Public
Salo

BIG
CHURCH
SALE
Friday &
Saturday
May 5 & 6
4 miles on
East 94
No sales
before 8a.m.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
7a.m. until 7
Fri. & Sat.
May 5th & 6th
512 South 13th St.
Great bargains' Family
moving out-ofstate
1973 Ford LTD: Good run.
fling condition, WO or but
offer.
'IOC Mercury Zspher
Clothes for all sizes,IOIS of odd
ends Baby items 1001

Pets

2-PARTY
CARPORT
SALE
Saturday
812 N. 20th
Lawn mower, lamps,
books, furniture, men's
& women's clothes, dishes and many other
misc items

CARPORT
SALE
Saturday
May 6
Rain or Shine
4'4 miles east of Murray on 94 East. 1st
house on left past
Darnell Marine.

Misc, Items

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Rain or Shine
Sat. May 6
31/2 miles S.641
7a.m.-?

Sat May 6th
7a.m.-?
1603 Miller Av.

Bicycles, sailboat, toys,
Jewelry, clothes, brass,
glassware, aquarium, and
more. Something for
everyone'

Proceeds to benefit
the Calloway County Humane Society
Cancel in event of
rain.

5 Party
Yard Sale
May 5 & 6
Fri & Sat
8a.m.-6p.m.
Rain or Shine
Corner of Farmer &
18th Streets
Furniture, lamps, small
appliances, dishes, light
fixtures, blankets, dehumidifier, maturnity clothes,
baby items, other items too
numerous to mention

MOVING
SALE
Frl 8a.m.-4p.m.
Sat 8a.m.-2p.m.
3rd house past
watershed on Coles
Campground Rd.
Children's clothes, lots of
toys, quilts, old rockers,
bikes, Home Interior, china, cab., table and chairs,
large size clothes, material, cookware, glassware.

Garage Sale

BIG
Yard Sale

Fri & Sat
8a.m.-3p.m.
1 mile out on 94
East in Maplewood
Estates. Watch for
signs.
Men's, women's 8 children's summer clothes,
comforters, curtains, sewing machine, movie camera, carseat, shoes, books,
and baby items.

GARAGE
SALE
1500 Glendale
Sat. May 6th
7a.m.-2p.m.
Dryer, microwave,
wicker chair, double
bag grass catcher,
kitchenware, clothes
and LOTS MORE!

BIG
Yard Sale
Friday-?
11 miles east of 944th house on left past
1346- Look for signs.
Furniture, clothes,
glassware, bicycles, TV
antenna Something for
everyone!
'Rescheduled for foiling weekend In case
of rain*

May 5-6-7
161

Riviera Courts

Rod & reels, 3-wheel
bike, quilting frame,
sewing machine, vacuum cleaner, cookware, dishes, clothing,
trinkets, sheets, towels,
plus too much to list

Saturday
May 6
5 miles on 94 East
across from Duncan Market.
Clothing, misc,
items, some furniture.

Saturday
7a.m.-4p.m.
Hwy 641 South
of Hazel
Antiques Oak fireplace
mantel, oak table, dinner bell, Model A tools,
quilts and more.
Housewares, glassware, child's rockers,
clothes and junk.

SIBERIAN Huskies 6
weeks old, red and white,
all female, $150 each Call
436-5677
410

Public
Salo

55 ACRES
water, choi,
10 acres
1/10 off I
489-2382

Community

YARD
SALE

CORNER Ii
east Mut
beach, boa
Call 1-618-

Saturday
8 miles long
Highway 94
East, turn right
at Burkeen's
Grocery. Follow
signs.

CATTLE F
Cherry C
$35,000 C
436-2843,

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
Fri 8a.m.-4p.m.
Sat 8a.m.-1p.m.
808 S. 4th St.
Infants, toddlers
and children's
clothes, baby
items, items too
numerous to mention.

3 BEDROOF
home in -to
733-0659.

3 BEDR001
living room
den, utility,
mini-blinds,
2/10 acres o
miles fro
$46,500. 75

420
Horns
Loans

3 BEDROC
quiet neight
MSU, 1005 I
753-3096.

FLIPPINS Hillbilly Barn,
408 North 12th, Murray, Ky
for sale or lease Call
(901)538-2933

3 BEDROC
country. 2 (
rooms upstai
room and
Central gas h
miles east
$50,000. Cal

430

YARD
SALE
Sat. May 6
8a.m.-4p.m.
1 504 Henry
Children's clothes,
glasswase, toys lamps,
knick-knacks, coffee
table, odds & ends
Cancel In case
of rain.,

6-Party
Yard Sale
Sat. Only
8a.m.-3p.m.

624 N. 4th St.
Bentwood rocker &
stool, adult clothes in
large & smaller sizes,
children's clothes &
toys, misc, furniture
and much morel Everything must gol

Yard Sale
Yard Sale
Saturday
8a.m.-12p.m.
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center
Parking Lot
Clothes, full-size bed,
books, pots & pans,
country wood items displays (great for craft
shows), many more
items

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY- ethical
knowledgable, easy to
work with. He cares! Cal
him today at Roberts Realty
753-1651 or 489-2266

3 BEDROC
baths, appri
acres, tobac
base 382-2!

FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments,
1 block from campus
$42,000, call 753-1203

3 BEDROO
siding, low
front sunporc
ity porch, on 1
negotiable. C
or (618)543-1

KENTUCKY Lake Property- Cedarling Hills Subdivision on Blood River, approximately 7/10 acres,
$3,000. 354-8183.

3 BEDROOfi
many extras,
location, dos
exceptional c
sonably pric4
after 7p m

VOPPERUD Realty otters
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

BY Owner 3
bath, Keenli
pointment on
CALLOWAY
bedrooms, 2
ment, garac
house 10.5
300' waterfroi
dock, land sk
on beautiful
$99,500. 436

NEW By Owner: 2 bedroom, 2 bath house, 2 car
garage, heat pump, dishwasher, stove, '4 acre lot,
sundeck. 4 Miles to State
Park golf course; 11 miles
to Paris, 26 miles to Murray,
1 mile to Kentucky Lake.
$ 4 3 , 7 50
Days
901-642-3388. Nights
901-232-8678

Rol

NEW By Owner: 2 bedroom, 2 bath house, 2 car
garage, heat pump, dishwasher, stove, '4 acre lot,
sundeck. 4 Miles to State
Park golf course; 11 miles
to Paris, 26 miles to Murray;
1 mile to Kentucky Lake
$ 4 3 , 7 5 0".Days
901-642-3388 Nights
901-232-8678.

Cot
Paid 5

YARD
SALE

Major bu
long-diet
• 2 years
experier
• Minimur
• Bonded
• No hist<
ders
• Accepta
• No mon
3 years
• No mac
years
Liquid Trai
benefits an
merit. Appl
are Invited

Fri & Sat
501 S. 16th
8a.m.-4p.m.
Furniture, clothes,
organ $75, dishwasher
$75,. waterbed frame,
large air conditioner,
odds & ends.

GARAGE
SALE

4-PARTY
YARD SALE

Rain or
Shine
8a.m.-12p.m.
Sat. May 6
1623 Locust

Take Hwy 121 North- turn
right at John's Saving
Center on Roy Graham
Rd.- go to 1st crossroadtrailer on right.

Quilts & Junk

GARAGE
SALE

21ACREh
tree tops(o
3 roads)
County Le
ton's lights
turkey
$62,500 J
753-9622/

Sat. May 6th
7a.m.-?

Dryer lawn mowers corteNabls.
femme convector super wile
waterbed desk Arad bottles.
emend rnec keno, 11-trece tepee
bowling ball, toys, dish,*
wormy, arrryin's/ebildren'e clodeny

IIUMONGOUS MOVING
SALE

4-SISTER
SALE

SUNDAY, MAY 7 ONLY
1000 Payne St.
Guns, amrno, reloading supplies, fishing gear,
tools, -military boxes, weight set, complete set
Mother Earth News, canning and gardening
supplies, survival food and equipment, clothes
and household items, many old and unusual books
and mags. First time offered!
RAIN CANCELS UNTIL
MAY 14

Fri. 12-6
Sat. 8-12
Rain or Shine
South 5th St.
down from Pollee Station
You wov't find better dieseling this seasoht Chou*,
Esprit, Lee, Lev', etc
Men's, women's, children's. and infant's sizes
Expensive suds- A. condo6r Odds 8 ends

Dedicated and Experienced

The office of P.V.A. affects
the individual more than
any other public office. It is
therefore, most important
that your P.V.A. be experienced. fair and honest.

LIquic
A TrImau CI

Ca
We ha
company
successful
business at
ledge of cc
5 years
excellent
fringe ben
vancemeni

ELECT

KENNETH C.
IMES
Property Valuation
Administrator

Pe

Paid for by Candidate

lntantart•-...demit,
rre

FRIDAY, MAY

CLASSIFIEDS
440

21 ACRE hIM 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marsha
County Look down on Benton's lights! Deer and wild
turkey. No building.
$62,500. Joe W. Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864

490

450
Farms
For Sale

Used
Cars

Used
NTS

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

BRICK, 2-4 bedrooms, 1
bath, large rooms,large lot,
city water, 22 miles from
city limits, $30s. Before
8a m. or after 9p.m.
489-2276.

1971 240-2. Collector's
item,$2,500 or will trade for
pick-up truck. 759-9682

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
ftd•nt from Gi.110` A
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502 753 2617

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

1988 TOYOTA 4x4 Very
dean gray, only 14,066
miles Call between 7am
& 2p m 753-2840

NEW & Nice: 3 bedroom, 2
bath house in Martin
Heights. Call 753-3903 after 4:30p.m

CATTLE Farm for sale, NICE brick house and stock
Cherry Corner Road, barn, 1 mile west of kid$35,000 Call 753-3625, way. 753-8383 or
436-2843, 759-1016
753-9712.

ds0
Homes
For Saki
3 BEDROOM,2 bath cedar
home in-town, $30,000
783-0659
3 BEDROOM Brick: Large
living room with fireplace,
den, utility, all carpeted,
mini-blinds, outbuilding, 1
2/10 acres on 94 West,44
miles from Murray
$46,500. 759-1987.

REMODELED 3 bedroom,
1 bath, brick. Priced in the
$50s, located in East Y
Subdivision. Call for appointment 753-0080 after
4p.m.
SPLIT Level Brick Home:
Under construction in nice
Benton subdivision. 3 bedrooms, 24 baths, utility
room, unfinished den, garage, beautiful wooded lot.
David Fielder, borne builder, 527-1705.
170

Motorcycles
3 BEDROOMS, 1 bath,
quiet neighborhood, near 1985 YAMAHA 225 DR
MSU, 1005 Sharpe Street. 3-Wheeler. Call 759-9849
or 753-6546.
753-3096.
3 BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000. Call 753-1203

1985 YAMAHA Tri-Z 250
Brand new engine, sharp
753-5033.

•

1986 CR-125 and 1984
XT-350-R Hondas.
753-7824.

3 BEDROOM Brick: 2
baths, approximately 15
acres, tobacco barn and
base. 382-2529.

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murray. 759-9831.

3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot. Price
negotiable. Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476.

COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murray. 759-9831.

Auto
Part*
BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Dr. Appointment only. 474-2342.

350 CHEVY motor, run
ning. 318 Dodge motor
345 International motor.
CALLOWAY County: 3 400 Chevy transmission.
bedrooms, 2 baths, base- 350 Chevy transmission.
ment, garage, redwood 350 Olds Pontiac Buick
house 10.5 acres, over transmission. 1972 Chevy
300' waterfrontage, private % pick-up body. 1967
dock, land slopes to water Chevy pick-up body. Will
on beautiful front yard. trade. The Chevy Shop,
$99,500 436-5894
753-4184.

Please Vote

Robert forO. Miller
County Attorney
Paid for by Patricia bilason Miller - Treasurer

DRIVERS

Major bulk carrier requires drivers for
long-distance hauling. Qualifications:
• 2 years verifiable commercial vehicle driving
experience
• Minimum grade 10 education
• Bondable
• No history of diabetes, heart or back disorders
• Acceptable safety and conduct record
• No more than 2 highway violations in the past
3 years
• No major preventable accident within the last 3
years
Liquid Transports Inc. offers excellent wages,
benefits and opportunity for long-term employment. Applicants who meet these qualifications
are Invited to apply In person to:

Liquid Transporters, Inc.

We have a position available in our
company for a professional person. The
successful candidate should have a B.S. in
business administration or accounting,knowledge of computer and a minimup of at least
5 years work experience. N* offer an
excellent compensation package, including
fringe benefits and the opportunity for advancement.
Send Resume To:

Personnel Department
Route 4
Murray, Ky. 42071

Damaged
Cars

CARS:
'88 Dodge Daytona: 25,000

1989 Buick LeSebre,4 door.
1988 Bronco 11
1987 Honda Civic, 4 door.
1988 'mini Trooper IL
1987 Pontiac .16000, 4 door.
1987 Chevy 4x4 SW&
1986 Cavelier Z-24.

miles. red.

'88 Olds 98 Regency: 16,000
miles, loaded.

Key Cars Inc.

'88 Dodge Daytona: Red, 15,000

753-5500
753-0996

miles.

1982 CAMARO Blue, V-6,
AM/FM stereo, 52,000 actual miles, excellent condition After 5p.m. call
492-8261.
1982 GRAND Prix Beige,
2-door, V-6, 66,000 actual
miles, $3,000. 435-4479.

1983 REGAL Limited:
Loaded, V-6. Call after
7p.m. 435-4411.
1984 200 SX NISSAN
Turbo: Loaded with equipment, 70,000 miles,
$4,000. 354-8183.
1984 CAMARO: Loaded,
55,000 actual miles, V-8,
$6,000 436-5388 after

5p m.
1988 Ford Pick-up
4x4, loaded.
1988 Toyota Supra
Turbo, 8,000 miles.
1987 Chevy Blazer
4x4,loaded, white with
red trim.
1986 BMW 528-I,
29,000 miles.
1989 Olds Delta 88, 4
door.
1988 Honda CRX.
1987
Chevy
4x4
Pick-up, light damage.
1988 Chevy Suburban 4x4, loaded, low
miles.
1987 Lincoln Mark
VII, low miles.
1985 Saab 900,2 door.
1982 Chevy Malibu
Wagon.

'87 Olds Delta 88
Regency: 35,000
miles, loaded.
'87 Olds Delta 88
Royale: 37,000
miles, loaded.
'87 Chrysler LaBaron Coupe:
18,000 miles.
'87 Plymouth Reliant Station Wagon: 21,000 miles
'87 Oldsrdobile
Cutlass Clore: 2
dr., BI. cherry,
36,000 miles.
'86 Chevrolet
Cavelier: auto.

'86 Chrysler LeBaron GTS: 4 dr.
Burgundy 24,000
miles auto, air.
'85 Porche 944:
49,000 miles,
loaded.

'85 Chrysler New
Yorker: loaded.
'85 Plymouth
Horizon: 4 speed.

753-5500
753-0996

1984 FORD Tempo GLautomatic, air, 2 door,
60,000 miles. Call after
5P.M. 753-5279.
1984 HONDA Accord LX:
4-door, very low mileage,
$5,650. 753-6149 or
753-4437.
1984 NISSAN Sentra,
$2000 753-9778
1985 BUICK Century Limited 66,000 miles, loaded,
$5,500 or best offer May
be seen at 1109 Chestnut
(Carquest)or caU 753-8311
days or 753-2926 nights
1985 MONTE Carlo V-8,
power windows, tilt, cruise,
AM/FM stereo cassette,
new tires, very sharp
435-4144.

Now it's

Taylor
Dan
free
Chow* Oldsnobilo,
CAW,lx. ol
p-TN
14300-325-3229

New & Used
GM Executives
Program Verve's's

Call Samm

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

1987 OLDS Toranado: 1
owner, 30,000 miles, excellent condition. 753-5421.

88 Dodge Dakota
SE, LWB.

515 S. 12

753-4961

'87 Dodge Ram
150: 5 speed,
45,000 miles

87 Ram 150: 5
speed, 45,800
miles.

'87 Ford 150 XLT
- Latilat: loaded
28,000 miles.

'87 Plymouth
Voyager: White,
41,000 miles
'86 Dodge D-100
SWB: Blue 37,000
miles, manual
trans. & air.
ALL EUGABLE
VEHICLES CARRY
A 3 MONTH
3,000 MILE
WARRANTY

NOTIREDEINE-INSINEWN
iikkNitsw k Takao.
Ma NAN N Es TN.
Ow or awma Company-.

24' PROWLER Camper
Extra nice, $4,500 Call after 6p m. 759-9848

14' ALUMINUM boat, 20HP
electric start, trolling motor
and locator. Trailer with
custom cover. 354-8586.

Al9S
Vans
1988 DODGE Grand Caravan LE: Mint,63K interstate
miles, regularly maintained. All standard options
plus sport wheels, sunscreen glass, rear electric defroster, infinity II stereo,
conventional spare, class ft
hitch and wiring. New Michelins. See at 1511 Story
Ave. or call 753-0083
500
Used
Trucks
1952 CHEVROLET Truck.
Good condition, 75% restore. 753-0530.
1969 CHEVY Pick-up: %
ton Arizona truck, no rust.
With walk-in camper,
sleeps 6, heat, water, icebox, $1,500 firm. 492-8505
after 5:30p.m.

1986 S-15 GMC Sierra
Pick-up: Black, V-6, fuel
injection, 5-speed, PWR,
steering, brakes and air.
753-0108.
1988 GMC: Black, stepside, 15,000+ miles,
loaded, 350 fuel injection,
excellent condition Call
753-7433 after 4p.m

C-20
Van:

26,000 miles, TV,
VCR, loaded.

1978 STARCRAFT 21' self
contained tandem travel
trailer, fully equipped, excellent condition, $3,975.
753-8019.

12' BOAT: 4HP Mercury,
battery, trolling motor.
435-4326.

OF MURRAY

ma.

'88 Chev.
Conversion

1978 CONCORD 28' selfcontained camper with
awnings and air Call Ben
Nix 753-3785 after 6p m

Boats
Motors

OS.

miles

Campoto
1975 20' MIDAS Camper
10 mites out East 94 on
Holland Cemetery Road
see Rex Jones

TOYOTA

1985 CHEVROLET Silverado. All power, nice truck
$5,700 435-4526 after
4p.m.

'89 Dodge Ram
50 4x4: 9,000

510

520

'83 Cadillac
Fleetwood Brgh.:
White, 61,000 mil-

TRUCKS &
VANS:

SWANS
Offered

31' AIRSTREAM: Center
1987 TAURUS L: 38,000 bath, rear twin
bedroom.
miles, silver, cruise, tilt, See at 2308 Coldwate
r Rd.,
AM-FM cassette, $5,850. 753-4960
.
437-4723
TERRY Manor Camper
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo 33'
Trailer: Air, AM/FM casSports Coupe: new turbo,
sette, full bath, awning,
new tires, power windows,
sleeps 6, extra nice. Call
T-tops, power steering,
474-2226.
power brakes, AM-FM stereo, cruise control. Call CAB Over Pick-up Truck
759-1026.
Camper: Stove, refrigerator, hot water heater, furnace. Will fit Ford, Chevrolet, Dodge or any national
pick-up with 8' box
759-4671.

Rent A Car
From Us At

-

30

530

1979 28', AIR, awning, excellent condition, $5,500.
759-1987.

Phone
753-4961

1979 DATSUN Pick-up
$500 or best offer. Phone
489-2160 between 8a.m.
and 5p.m. weekdays

00I-641-8100
Hwy. TIP W. - Parts

1987 CHEVROLET Nova:
AWFM stereo cassettee,
new Michelin radials Excellent condition, averages
over 30 MPGI Must sell!
Phone 753-6776 or
753-2400

'83 Plymouth Reliant
'82 Dodge Aries
'82 Ford Future
'80 Buick Skylark
'80 Mercury Capri
'78 Camaro Z-28
78 AMC Pacer
78 Olds Cutlass
'78 Olds Cutlass
'75 Ford Pinto
'71 Dodge Dart

'85 Pontiac 6000:
4 dr. Gold, 66,000
miles.

Key Cars, Inc.

EOE

Career Opportunity

PASCHALL riiiro '141

1978 CHEVROLET Nova: 1985 PONTIAC Fiero SE
6 cylinder, new tires, new PW, sunroof, 5-speed, AM
front end, low mileage, FM cassette, 52,000 miles
$5,500. 753-8191 or
$600 762-6156
753-3293.
1980 OLDS 98 Regency:
All power, 350 engine, 1986 CHEVETTE Red,
good condition, $2,800. 40,000 miles, good condition, AM/FM cassette ste753-0724.
reo, no air conditioner.
1981 ESCORT SS: 4-door, $2,700. 753-8102.
cruise, air, 35,000 miles,
great condition. 762-2842. 1986 GRAND Am SE: Fully
loaded, burgundy, gray vel1981 GRAND Prix: Tilt, our interior, multiport V-6,
cruise, air, AM/FM stereo, 43,000 actual miles, excelnice car. 753-6063
lent condition. 759-1543 or
753-0509.

1984 CHRYSLER LAZER.
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS. PB. 753-4993 after
4p.m.

irtle

Highway 95
Calvert City, KY 42029
A TrImac Company

1977 THUNDERBIRD
good shape,can be seen at
1303 Storey. Call after
5p.m. 753-6538

1983 98 REGENCY Olds.
4-door, must sell! Call after
5p.m. 436-5457.

3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths, MUST Set! 1988 Honda
many extras, very desirable Elite 50ES scooter, locking
location, close to campus, storage compartment.
exceptional condition, rea- 753-0874.
sonably priced 753-8248
465
after 7p m

t

500

Horne*
For Sale

HOUSE For Sale By
55 ACRES Of Land. Spring Owner. 1106 Main St ,
water, choice building spot, older home, 6 bedrooms
10 acres of good timber. Call 759-1454 anyday after
1/10 off blacktop road 5P m
489-2382
HOUSE New Lake:5 miles
CORNER lot (acre)6 miles from New Concord,
2-4
east Murray. Access bedrooms, 1',4 baths,
hill
beach, boat dock. $3,100 basement, large kitchen
Call 1-618-524-8658
and living room, garage &
shop. 436-2878.

▪
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16' 115HP SKI Boat MU
pylon walk-through windshield, radio, bilge, tack,
power trim, runs great,
$2,600. 436-2882,
759-4668.
16' MONARCH trailer, 50
Johnson, trolling motor,
depth finder, new battery.
$1,250 or best offer. Call
436-2336.

t
i
Magistrate - District 1
14 Years
Proven Experience
in Road Developing
and Paving

Responsible * Dependable
Capable and Willing
"Your Support Is Appreciated."
Pod for by Coodddoiate

BOOKKEEPER
NEEDED
•experience necessary
full time position
I/ good fringe benefits
•vacations
•salary negotiable
Send resume with
references to:
P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, Ky. 42071

Son/less
Ofterod

A-1 TREE Service You
LICENSED electrician TELEPHONE wring- lacks
pro service with 35 years
James Gaibmore electrical installed- phones movedexperience Topping re- service
Commercial and residence and businessmoval, stump removal,
residential Fast, courteous experienced Call Bobby
spraying and feeding. Free service
Wade 753-2220
759-1835
estimates 753-0906.
MOBILE HOME Specialist VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ALARM System 24 hour repair,
leveling underpin- Service Center, cleaning
monitoring, lowest prices in ning,
set ups, tear downs, servicing $15, most repairs
Purchase Area, guaran- roofs,
floors, plumbing, wir- $35, all braids 3rd Street,
teed. (502)753-0342.
ing, washing. hurricane Airno, 753-0530
APPLIANCE REPAIR We straps 759-4850
WET BASEMENT? We
Service dishwashers, dis- MOODY
Mower Repair make wet basements dry
posals, ranges, ovens, rePick-up and delivery, all Work completely guaran
frigerators washers & work
teed Call or write Morgan
guaranteed
dryers Service on most 753-5668
Construction Company
makes and models GE
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu
factory trained The Ap- NEW homes built, decks cah, KY 42001 or
call
pliance Works, Dr Rob Ma- and additions Hourly or 1-442-7026
son Rd., Hwy 783. contract 435-4306
WILL do hauling, gravel.
753-2455
SEWING Machine Repair. mulch, slabs, sawdust
,
All makes and models, driveway white
rock Call
APPLIANCE SERVICE. home and industry Call
after 6p m 753-0467
Kenmore, Westinghouse, Kenneth Barnhill,
Whirlpool 29 years experi- 753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
ence, Parts and service, Stella, Ky.
* Four Star*
Used Appliances. Bobby
Mobile Home
Hopper, 753-4872 or SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811
Parts & Service
436-5848.
Doors and Knobs
ATKINS Painting. Free es- SHOLAR Plumbing &
$84.95 and up
Electric
For
your
everyday
timates with over 20 years
Exterior Windows
plumbing and electrical
experience. Call 437-4221
needs call us at 474-2366
Bath & Garden Tubs
after 5p m
or 437-4113.
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
B & B Small Engine Repair
Straps & anchoring
SIRESS
Roofing:
Free
esti7a.m.-5p.m. weekdays.
Roots Kool Sealed
mates.
Guarante
ed
work.
Pick-up and delivery.
Repair & replace siding
15 years experience
492-8419 or 492-8670.
Q7-4752.
pbona
BOGARD Paving. For all
(502) 492-8488
SMITH'S Floor Sanding &
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel
your filling, paving, hauling
Free estimates 753-0659 Finishing. Expereinced. All
Custom built decks
work guaranteed
Lattice or bannister
489-2434 or 435-4140.
BREAKING and discing
4x8 $240
gardens and yard land- SPRING Cleaning? We
6x10 $325
can
clean your home's exscaping. Bush hogging,
10x16 $660
leveling driveways and terior. You'll be amazed at
buildings flower beds the difference. Super Clean
pressure wash. Call us for a WILL do plumbing installa436-5430 or 753-0659.
free estimate. 753-9752, non & repairs All guaranteed.Free estimates
CUSTOM tilling with Troy- call anytime.
Phone 492-8899 or
guilt tiller. Will till garden by
the hour or by the size. SUREWAY Tree Service- 753-1308
Topping, pruning, tree re436-5462.
moval. Aerial bucket truck.
Free
DUANE & Tracy Hauling Fully insured for your proColumn
Service. We will load, haul tection. Stump removal
and pay dumping fees. Will with no lawn damage. Free DOG Free to good
home
go anywhere. Call anytime estimates No obligations. Friendly and active
753-0820.
753-5484.
474-2356
ELECTRICIAN: Quality
work at a price you can
afford. 24 hour service. No
charge service call. RutS
nyon Electric Service
759-9682.
CUSTOM CITCNEN GANDIETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
HAULING, yard work, tree
All Types Of
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing, concrete work.
Custom Woodworking
Free estimates 753-5981
or 759-1683.

Kitchen & Bath

1979 MERCURY Motor:
FAMILY Lawn Care: Now in
70HP, power trim, stainless
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
steel prop, excellent condilawn maintenance, includtion 753-9382 after 5p.m
ing hedges and shrubbery.
1986 STRATOS 179V, Also hauling. Now serving
1988 Johnson GT 150, fully county and city. 10% off for
loaded, $10,500
Senior Citizens. Call now
for dependable service
554-2354
Free estimates 492-8838
28' PONTOON Boat.
Chevy inboard engine, ex- FENCE sales at Sears
cellent condition. now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
436-2684.
needs.
2 MAN Ski Shark (Silver
FOR most any type driveBullet) 753-5033
way white rock also, any
84 MODEL Champion type gravel,
dirt and sand
Bass Boat: 18'9, loaded, call Roger
Hudson,
$6,500. 753-9917.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
JAVELIN- Ozark- Vision GENERA
L Repair plumbJohnson motors. Excellent
ing, roofing, tree work
service with experienced
436-5895 or 436-2642
mechanics. Hoagland Mar
ine, Aurora, KY 42048, GUTTERING by Sears
across from Sue & Char- Sears continuous gutters
lie's,
Phone: installed for your specifica502-474-2209.
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
SAILBOAT: 16' Daysailer,
fiberglass. Included- main HAMILTON Cultured
& jib sails, trailer, elevating marble and tile 643 Old
center board and aluminum Benton Rd 753-9400
mast, $1,200. 753-6811.
HANDYMAN: carpentry,
masonry, painting, electrical. Quality work for a good
price. 753-8372.
ELECT

Terry Bogard

530
Services
Mitred

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Cabinets

•Drop by& se* our showroom
409 SuNBuOr-muoosr,tiehmo Bunny Bread,

Did You Know That We Rent

SCAFFOLDS
Rental scaffolcing
provides a safe,
durable work platform
Assembled
quickly, with no
special tools
required Available
in multiples of Frames

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER
200 E. Main St. Murray 753-8201

NEW WEIGHT LOSS SYSTEM
NEW STOP SMOKING SYSTEM
WHOLE HOME WATER CONDITIONING
WHOLE HOUSE WATER FILTER
ROOM AIR POLLUTION SYSTEM
SPAS, SAUNA, TANNING & TONING

Murray Hot Tubs
The Body Designer
115 So. 13th St., Murray, Ky.
753-3492
Call for an appointment.

Spring Special

LAWN mowing and trimming, large or small.
435-4447 or 436-2331
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203.
NOW accepting piano students 437-4829
PACE 1 coat black top sea
lant Also will 411 seamless
roofing 435-43146
PAINTING Quality work
manship References Free
estimates Call Craig at
436-5245
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759 4850
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Cal
474-2307 or 753-6973
LAWN Mowing Service 10
years experience. My type
of lawn care. 436-2744 or
436-5211.

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8,dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

*pre Season Sale*
Season Passes for the Murray
Calloway County pool may be
purchased now through pool opening. (Memorial Day Weekend)
Family Passes
Single Passes

70
840

Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office
10th & Payne St.
Phone 753-7640
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OBITUARIES

Mrs. Huntus E.
Stiles Nance
Services for Mrs. Huntus Elizabeth Stiles Nance will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mrs. Nance, 82, of 1103 Vine
St., Murray, widow of One Linden
Nance, died Wednesday at 7:55
p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Margaret Marine and husband, Merritt, Alabaster, Ala.; one
brother, Grant Stiles and wife,
Laurine, Murray; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Louise Stiles, Hazelwood,
Mo.; two nieces, Mrs. Jim (Peggy)
Pickens, Hazelwood, and Mrs. Jerry (Linda) Roberts, Hendersonville,
Tenn.; one nephew, Steve Marine
and wife, Diane, Birmingham, Ala.

L.A. Richerson
Final rites for L.A. Richerson are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Buron Richerson is officiating and Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers. Burial will follow in
Beech Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Richerson, 77, Rt. 7, Murray, died Wednesday at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. Maureen
Copeland
Adams
•

The funeral for Mrs. Maureen
Copeland Adams will be Saturday
at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Michael Passmore and the Rev.
Carey Puckett will officiate.
Pallbearers will be grandsons
who are Taylor and Jamie Copeland, Johnny and Steve Sammons,
David Fox and Greg Mason.
Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Friday) at the funeral home.
Mrs. Adams, 87, died Wednesday at Mills Manor, Mayfield.
She is survived by four daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Ross, Hampstead, Md., Mrs. JoAnn Ladd, Princeton, Mrs. Sue Sammons, Murray,
and Mrs. Barbara Fox, Amarillo,
Texas; one son, Don Copeland,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Madelle
Walker, Kuttawa; 14 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren.

Read the
want ads daily

Ms. Durina Collins
Ms. Durina Collins, 85, Rt. 1,
Dexter, died today at 2:05 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
Born July 12, 1903, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William H. Collins and
Nancy Holt Collins.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. James Buel (Inez) Hopkins
and Mrs. Ima Nell Burkeen, RL 1,
Dexter; two sisters, Mrs. Ethel Far-

ris and Mrs. Eula June Stone, Murray; one brother, Johnny Clark Collins, Howell, Mich.; 10 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate.
Burial will follow in McDaniel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Saturday.

Nurses to be recognized
-

Calhoun receives special award
Amanda Calhoun of Hopkinsville, a sophomore at Murray State
University, has received the Outstanding Residence Hall Leader
Award for the 1988-89 school year.
Given by the Murray State chapter of the National Residence Hall
Honorary (NRHH) at its annual
banquet, the honor recognizes the
student who has most supported
residence hall operations and programming on campus.
Miss Calhoun serves as president
of the Elizabeth Hall Council.
Janet Wiles, an Elkton freshman
in White Hall, won the Outstanding
Freshman Residence Hall Leader
Award.
Wood Hall resident adviser Scott
Harris, a Greenville freshman, won
the title of Male Programmer of the
Year; Elizabeth Hall resident adviser Manya Lemonds, a Paris, Tenn.,
sophomore, was named Female
Programer of the Year.
The following resident advisers
received category awards from the
Housing Programming council:
Marc Stansberry, an Evansville,
Ind., senior, recreational program-

ming, Richmond Hall:
Mike Hobin of Warwick, R.I.,
leadership/service programming,
Woods Hall;
Kristal Haile, a Nortonville
junior, educational programming,
Hester Hall;
Maronda Dockery, an Elizabethtown junior, cultural programming,
Hester Hall;
Tammy Wheatley, a Camden,
Tenn., sophomore, cultural programming, Regents Hall; and
Gary Gaines, a Horse Cave
sophomore, floor meetings, Hart
Hall.
Mark Randall of Murray, the
campus minister for Richmond
Hall, received the Angel Award,
recognizing the non-staff person
who contributes most to the environment of the residence halls.
Dr. Frank Julian, -associate professor of legal studies at Murray
State and former vice president of
student development, won the Outstanding Service Award from the
Southeastern Association of Housing Officers (SEAHO).

MSU student wins award
as outstanding jounalist
Kevin J. Patton of Eddyville, a sports news and front page layout.
Patton served as editor-in-chief
senior at Murray State University,
The Murray State News from
of
was named Outstanding Journalist
1988 to March 1989. During
March
Intercollegiate
at the Kentucky
Press Association (KIPA) annual his editorship the newspaper
convention April 22 at Northern received Medalist ratings for the
1988 spring and fall semesters
Kentucky University.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Gilford from the Columbia Scholastic Press
Patton, the journalism and political Association.
He also worked on the News as
science major received the honor
by winning the most individual news editor, sports editor, assistnat
awards in the 1988-89 KIPA writ- sports editor and sports writer.
A member of the Society of Proing contesi He competed against
other collegiate journalists from fessional Journalists, Patton has
Division A colleges and university served the MSU chapter as vice
(those with enrollment of 5,000 president, interim secretary and
delegate to the 1988 national
and more).
convention.
In the writing contest, Patton
He is a member of Gamma Beta
received fin place in continuing
honor society and has received
Phi
graphics,
informational
and
news
second place in news story and scholarships from big Rivers Rural
sports column, third place in humor Electric, Landmark Community
column and honorable mention in Newspapers and West Kentucky
Press Association.
Patton, who will graduate from
Murray State May 13, will begin
work as the sports editor of The
Fulton Daily Leader May 15.

Stock Market
Prices as Of 10 a.m.
I.B.M.111+%
+18.33
Industrial Average
40+%
Ingersoll Rand
2384.90
Previous Close
17% B 17% A
Jerrico
42% +
Air Products
38-V.
Kmart
46% B 47se
A.T.C.-Class A
11% unc
Kroger
34% +V.
AT
56% +V.
McDonalds
4
/
45% +1
Bel4outh
4
/
+11
58%
JCPenney
4
/
+1
27%
Briggs & Stratton
129% +
Penwalt
4
/
23% -1
Chrysler
4
/
56% +1
Quaker Oats
32% -V.
CSX Corp
45% +
Sears
30% +
Dean Foods
53% +Ye
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store.— 10£ 10% A
+%
116%
Inc.
Time
+%
42%
Exxon
24% +Y.
UST. ....
47+%
Ford
351/s +%
Wal-Mart
4
/
AO% +1
General Motors
51% +%
Woolworth
+%
57%
Goodrich
9.09
C.E.F. Yield
51+1%
Goodyear

COURTSOUARE

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSU'l

An accident involving three vehicles Thursday afternoon at 12th
and Poplar sent a Murray man to
the hospital. A report from the
Murray Police Department said a
car driven by Thomas Hirsch,
901 Main, Apt.4, hit a truck driven by James Merriman, Oakland City, Ind. A car driven by
Beverly Garland of Murray was
also involved in the accident.
Hirsch was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital, where
he was treated and released.

753-3366

MURRAY KY.

The Kentucky State Lions Clubs
International will meet in Owensboro, Kentucky for their annual
State Convention May 12, 13 & 14.
An expected 400-500 Lions and
Lioness Club members from
around Kentucky will be in Owensboro to plan the business of the
organizations for the coming year.
Immediate Past International
President, Judge Brian Stevenson
of Calgary, Alberta, Cananda and
International Director, Yancy L.
Watkins of Murray, Kentucky will
also be in attendance. Judge
Stevenson will be the main speaker
at the banquet on Saturday night.

EXPIRES
61149

111

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

1988 Toyota Supra
Turbo automatic, 2 + 2 leather seats,
ABS brake system, loaded, 6,474 miles
Under New Car Warranty, Kentucky car, blue/blue interior

Carroll VW Audi Mazda

AMFrirr

800 Chestnut St., Murray 753-8850
•

ilelMeNeught Synd Inc

OPEN HOUSE
See

SERVICE PARTS
•••••••, •kcn•••
Keep The Greet GM F

GM

11-12----Built for Tomorrow, Priced for Today.
IMPORTANT!
New Lower Rates
For Medicare
Supplements
Pays Hospital
Deductibles
and Doctor Office Calls

Optional twin VacPac for
fast efficient cleanup.
12 HP Briggs 6 Stratton
I/C engine—
Power to spare!

Call:

Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

7 speed
CruisaNatic
LT drive—
Single pedal
control.

641 South
Murray
753-2617

38 TurboCut deck—
The industry's only
guaranteed cut!

Good
Noighbor
Chavy
Stars

NOW
$1299*

iti, G•nuein.4,M

Q:IT

$5,99! '100
• ***********
.

Sunday, May 7, 1989
1 - 5 p.m.
Our New Line Of Lawn Mowers

Nothing Compares to

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
Of• JAUTY

patients on how they can improve
or maintain their health. They provide counseling and ongoing care
to the chronically ill in highly technological environments. They are
the human link between patients
and what is often a very complex
health care system."
"Community involvement in
national Nurse:: Day activities will
serve as another demonstration of
public support for nursing in the
profession's efforts to resolve the
shortage of nurses," said Dr. Porter. "I urge residents of Kentucky
to contact the Kentucky Nurses'
Association and your local health
care institutions to find out what
they can do to be a part of this
Nurses' Day observance."
The American Nurses' Association is the national professional
organization representing the
nation's two million registered
nurses.

nursing's strategies are reponing
marked improvement in nurse
recruitment and retention. Clearly
proposals to develop new categories of lesser skilled workers to
provide patient care are
unwarranted."
The Kentucky Nurses Association along with ANA and all or
organzied nurisng continue to vigorously oppose proposals such as
the American Medical Association's (AMA) to train high school
graduates to work as Registered
Care Technologists (RCTs). The
AMA plan calls for RCTs trained
for two to 18 months to perform
bedside care functions historically
performed by nurses.
"It is the expertise and dedication of nurses that patients require;
anything less is dangerous," says
Joel. "What nurses bring to health
care changes millions of patients'
lives each day. Nurses educate

Kentucky
Lions Clubs
will meet

MI NI NI MI NI IN
1 Large
11116" Pizza
With Cheese Plus
2 Toppings Of Your Choice

The contributions of the country's two million registered nurses
and their abilities to change
patients' lives will be recognized
Saturday, May 6 by the Kentucky
Nurses' Association as part of the
nationwide celebration of National
Nurses' Day.
"Nurses Change Lives" is the
1989 theme designated by the
American Nurses' Association
(ANA) and its 53 constituent state
nurses associations, who sponsor
the event each May 6 on behalf of
the nursing profession. Nurses'
employers, families and friends are
urged to recognize nurses for
enhancing the well-being of
patients and their families during
what are often the most vulnerable
times of patients' lives.
"The demand for nursing services has never been greater," says
ANA Presidnet Lucille A. Joel,
Ed.D., R.N., F.A.A.N. "As our
responsibilities and expertise have
grown, so has our capacity for caring for those in need. Today nurses
are enhancing people's comfort and
recovery, improving their health
status, and saving lives in settings
that range from hospitals, clinics,
schools and corporations to home
— and even our nation's streets.
"Because of changes in the
health care environment, the
demand for registered nurses is so
great that there has been a nurse
shortage since 1986," Joel says.
The Kentucky Nurses' Association, (KNA), along with ANA, is
active in the profession's efforts to
end the current shortage. ANA and
its constituent state nurses associations have been leaders in identifying solutions to resolving the shortage, which include increasing the
time nurses spend caring for
patients by relieving them of nonnursing tasks, improving nurses'
salaries and working conditions,
and providing a zeater role for
nurses in patient care decisionmaking.
"We have evidence that nursing's solutions are working," says
Dr. Betty Porter, KNA President.
"Health care institutions that use

Mfr Sugg Price $1,449
(Tractor and deck only)
•Fteight and prep additional
••FAit Payment with 10% down, after tax, at 16.9% APR

Only $36 per month•• with easy "WHITE CREDIT"financing,

1965 CHEVY SILVERADO
4s4 B.W.B.
P.S., P.R., Air, Auto
P.W., P. Locks, Tilt, Grubs.,
Stereo Radio, Aux. Tanks
*
rit:
t
rli
ei

Your Full Servicing White Dealer

Your Nursery And
Service Center

j
9,006.eo

'Ask Us"
310 N. 4th St.

753-6863

• PREP
• DELIVERY
• PARTS
• PERSONAL
ATTENTION

•
4

